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A High Redshift Sample of X-Ray Selected Galaxy Clusters 

Douglas John Burke 

Abstract 

This thesis describes the creation of a X-ray selected galaxy cluster catalogue — the 
Southern Serendipitous High-redshift Archival ROSAT Cluster (SHARC) catalogue — and 
the use of the high-redshift subsample in constraining models of structure formation. 

X-ray selection provides the only way of creating an unbiased catalogue of distant 
galaxy clusters free from the projection effects that plague optical selection. The ROSAT 
All Sky Survey has a relatively high flux limit (~ 10"̂ '̂  ergcm~-^s~^); and has been used to 
create large, local cluster samples. The public availability of data from the pointed phase 
of PSPC observations means that deep, small-area. X-ray selected cluster surveys can be 
created. At the flux limits reachable by the PSPC pointings (~ 10"^'' ergcm~^s~^), the 
dominant source population consists of QSOs and AGNs, with clusters forming ^ 10% 
of the X-ray population: cluster samples are therefore prone to a high level of contami
nation. Since clusters are the only class of object which are extended at cosmologically 
significant distances, this contamination can be greatly reduced by selecting sources which 
are extended. A reduction method is described which uses a maximum-Hkelihood fitting 
procedure, based on the Cash statistic, to detect extended sources. 

The survey consists of 66 RQSAT PSPC fields, covering an area of 17.7 deg^. Optical 
imaging and spectroscopy has been used to provide spectroscopic confirmation of the 
presence of distant galaxy clusters. The Southern SHARC catalogue is 90% complete, 
and consists of 36 clusters with redshifts 0.05 < z < 0.7 and X-ray luminosities between 
7 X 10'*̂  ergs~^ and 4 X lO '̂* ergs"^ The high-redshift subsample contains 16 clusters 
with z > 0.3 and luminosities greater than 2 X 10̂ '̂  ergs~^. The 11 unidentified sources 
include systems which could be low-redshift groups, and ones which could be high-redshift 
clusters. 

The high-redshift sample has been used to examine the evolution of the cluster popula
tion. Both the redshift distribution of the z > 0.2 clusters and the XLF of the 0.3 < 2 < 0.7 
redshift shell are consistent with the properties of local cluster samples. The Southern 
SHARC catalogue is therefore consistent with little, or no, evolution of the ~ 10''̂  ergs~^ 
cluster population at 2; = 0.44 — the median redshift of the z > 0.3 sample. This is 
in direct contrast with the negative evolution seen in the RIXOS cluster sample. It is 
presently not clear what the difference is due to, although preliminary results from other 
ROSAT-selected cluster surveys are also consistent with no evolution. Comparison of the 
high-redshift XLF of this survey, with that of the EMSS, shows that any evolution of 
the cluster population can only occur at luminosities 3 x lO'*̂  ergs~^. The z > 0.2 
redshift distributions of both the Southern.SHARC catalogue, and the EMSS, have been 
fitted by models for the evolution of the XLF. The best fit model has a spectral index of 
n = -1.8^0 3) and moderate heating of the gas, e = -^•'^-l'^- Recent constraints on the 
evolution of the cluster LT relation restrict the model to the range -1-7^ -1.0 and 
-1.2 e ^ 0.7. Although the models used assume an Einstein-de Sitter universe, the lack 
of evolution is also similar to that expected in a low-density universe. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This Chapter is intended to provide an introduction to the way the properties of 

galaxy clusters can be related to cosmological models. Section 1.1 describes the 

theoretical background assumed throughout this thesis, whilst Section 1.2 discusses 

the properties of clusters, including an explanation of why cluster selection is better 

performed in the X-ray, rather than the optical, pass band. Section 1.2.3 includes a 

discussion of what is known about the evolution of the X-ray properties of clusters 

from observations made by satellites launched prior to ROSAT. Section 1.3 provides 

a brief plan of the following Chapters. In this Chapter, the dependence of distances 

upon the Hubble parameter are exphcitly given, assuming Ho = lOOh km s"' Mpc"^ 

For the remainder of the thesis h is set to 0.5 and the dependence not explicitly 

shown. 

1.1 Theory 

Modern cosmology is based on three observations: 

• The universe appears to be homogeneous on the largest scales observable. This 

was initially suggested by the observations of galaxy counts (Hubble 1926), 

with limits now set by the very small anisotropics present in the Cosmic Mi-



crowave Background (the Sachs-Wolfe effect; Sachs k Wolfe 1967). 

• The universe is expanding, with recession velocities of galaxies being propor

tional to their distance (e.g. Hubble 1927; Hubble & Humason 1931). 

• The existence of an isotropic radiation field, the Cosmic Microwave Back

ground (CMB), which was first detected by Penzias k, Wilson (1965), and has 

a temperature of 2.74K (Gush, Halpern & Wishnow 1990). 

The interpretation of these facts — the so called Standard Model — is that the 

universe is expanding from an initially hot, dense, phase, and that the dynamics of 

the universe is described by Einstein's theory of General Relativity. There are many 

comprehensive reviews available on the Standard Model and its implications (e.g. 

Kolb & Turner 1990; Peebles 1993; Padmanabhan 1993); the presentation below 

outlines the theory of structure formation within this model. 

The structures observed in the universe are assumed to have formed by gravita

tional collapse of fluctuations in the initial density field. The detection of anisotropics 

in the CMB by COBE, the Cosmic Background Explorer (e.g. Smoot et al. 1992; 

Bennett et al. 1996) has been interpreted as a signature of these fluctuations. Since 

structures grow out of the fluctuations, the form of the initial density field should 

be related to the structures observed in the universe. However, on small scales, 

non-gravitational forces can play an important part in the evolution of collapsed 

objects. Observational cosmology requires objects which are both observable over 

a large range of look-back times and whose properties can be related to the initial 

density field. As will be argued at the end of this Section, clusters of galaxies are 

an example of such objects. 

The overdensity of the universe at a spatial position x and time 5{x^t), is 

related to the density field, p{x^t), by: 

= (1.1) 



where p{t) is the mean density of the universe at time t. It is more common to work 

with the Fourier transform of the density contrast, 

5ik, i) = Sk{t) = ^J^ Six, t) e-' ^•'^ dx . (1.2) 

The initial fluctuations are commonly taken to be a Gaussian random field. For 

such a field, the power spectrum of the fluctuations is given by ex A;", where 

the subscript p indicates the fact that this refers to the primordial values, and n 

is called the spectral index. Measurements of the CMB anisotropies are consistent 

with a value of n = 1 at large scales — the Harrison-Zel'dovich, or scale invariant, 

spectrum (Harrison 1970; Zel'dovich 1972). 

As the universe expands, longer wavelength modes of the spectrum enter the 

horizon and are affected by damping processes. For a universe dominated by weakly 

interacting elementary particles, the form of the damping depends on the thermal 

velocities of the particles (e.g. Frenk 1986). For relativistic particles (hot dark mat

ter, HDM), free streaming of the particles smooths out density fluctuations at small 

scales. For the case where the HDM is in the form of neutrinos, with a mass of 30 

eV, fluctuations with wavelengths smaller than 41 Mpc are damped by this process 

(e.g. Bond, Efstathiou, & Silk 1980; Bond &; Szaly 1983). For slow-moving particles 

(cold dark matter, CDM), the reduced growth of matter fluctuations during the 

radiation-dominated era, when the photon-baryon fluid undergoes acoustic oscilla

tions (the Meszaros effect: Guyot & Zel'dovich 1970; Meszaros 1974), produces a 

bend in the power spectrum, at a scale corresponding to the horizon scale at the 

transition between matter and radiation dominance. On small scales, the spectral 

index tends to n — 4. The effect of the damping on the power spectrum is parame-

terised by the transfer function, T{k,t), which relates the power spectrum at a time 

t, and wavelength k, to the primordial value by 

\S,{t)f = T{Kt)\5,\l. (1.3) 

In a HDM dominated universe, the first objects to form are large super-clusters, 

with smaller objects forming through fragmentation of these large masses. This is 

an example of a top-down formation theory. In contrast, CDM dominated universes 
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have power at all scales; structure formation is a bottom-up, or hierarchical, process. 

The first generation of objects to form are of sub-galactic size, with larger structures 

forming by the subsequent merging of smaller scale objects. The HDM model does 

not appear to be viable, being unable to fit both the galaxy and cluster distributions 

(Peebles 1982; White, Frenk & Davis 1983). The CDM model is much more success

ful at explaining the properties of the observed universe (e.g. Frenk 1991). Although 

the standard model assumes an Einstein-de Sitter universe, with a scale-invariant 

power spectrum, recent modifications include: the introduction of a non-zero cos

mological constant (e.g. Efstathiou, Maddox Sz Sutherland 1990; Kofman, Gnedin 

& Bahcall 1993); tilted models, in which n < 1 (e.g. Cen et al. 1992; White et 

al. 1995); and the inclusion of hot dark matter, so called mixed-dark-matter models 

(e.g. Davis, Summers & Schlegel 1992; Taylor & Rowan-Robinson 1992). The inter

est in these models is in response to the realisation that the standard CDM model, 

when normalised to the temperature fluctuations detected by COBE, has too much 

power on small scales compared to the results from the APM galaxy survey (e.g. 

Efstathiou 1996). 

The interest in clusters is that they are the largest collapsed objects observed 

in the universe. In a hierarchical universe, the largest structures are the youngest. 

Their properties should therefore be less affected by non-gravitational forces than 

smaller-scale objects. They also correspond to high peaks in the density field, and 

so are sensitive to the form of the power spectrum. For CDM, the slope of the power 

spectrum on cluster scales is n ~ —1. The evolutionary behaviour of these objects 

can be used to measure f l , the mass density of the universe, since the growth of the 

fluctuations is strongly dependent upon the value of 0, and is less sensitive to the 

values of n and the cosmological constant (e.g. Peebles 1980). 

1.2 Clusters of galaxies 

In the 1930's clusters of galaxies provided the first evidence for dark matter: the 

virial estimate of the mass, based on the the cluster velocity dispersion, was found 
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to be much greater than that associated with the cluster galaxies (Zwicky 1933; 

Smith 1936). Since clusters are rare objects, it was not until the creation of large-

area photographic surveys of the sky that it became possible to study clusters in a 

systematic manner. The production of these catalogues meant that clusters could 

be used to test cosmological models. 

1.2.1 Optically selected cluster catalogues 

The most commonly used cluster survey is that of Abell (1958) and Abell et al. (1989). 

This is based on visual analysis of photographic plates: the 103a-D red-sensitive 

emulsion plates of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS), for the Northern 

hemisphere; and the Illa-J Southern Sky Survey plates, taken by the UK Schmidt 

telescope, for the Southern hemisphere. Clusters were selected, by eye, as enhance

ments in the projected two-dimensional density of galaxies. The statistical catalogue 

of Abell (1958) includes clusters which were selected by the following criteria: 

Richness 

After correcting for contamination by foreground and background galaxies, 

the enhancement had to contain at least fifty galaxies in the magnitude range 

ms to rus + 2, where ms corresponds to the magnitude of the third brightest 

galaxy in the enhancement. 

Area 

The richness criterion had to be satisfied within a fixed aperture, with a radius 

equal to 1.5 /i~^Mpc, commonly referred to as the Abell radius. Distances to 

clusters were estimated using the mio — z relationship, which allowed the 

calculation of the angular size corresponding to the Abell radius. 

Redshift 

The sample was restricted to those clusters with 0.02 ^ z ^ 0.20. Clusters 

closer than this limit covered more than one Schmidt plate, whilst the depth 

of the Northern survey set the upper limit. 
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The final compilation, presented in Abell et al. (1989), consists of 4076 clusters, as 

well as a supplemental list of 1174 Southern clusters considered to be too poor or 

too distant to be included in the main catalogue. 

The properties of a cluster catalogue depend on the definition used to select 

the clusters. An example of this is the comparison between the Abell and Zwicky 

(Zwicky et al. 1968) catalogues. The Zwicky systems were also selected by visual 

inspection of the POSS plates, although the criteria used were less strict than those 

of Abell. The resulting systems, which are generally poorer than Abell clusters, 

were defined by: 

Richness 

There had to be at least fifty galaxies in the magnitude range mi to mi -t- 3. 

Area 

Rather than use a fixed metric aperture as in the Abell catalogue, the richness 

criterion was required to hold for an area within which the surface density of 

galaxies was twice that of the field. 

Whilst the Abell catalogue has been instrumental in shaping our knowledge of 

the local cluster population (e.g. Bahcall k Soneira 1983; Scaramella et al. 1991), 

it is not ideal for cosmological studies. The first, and most obvious, problem is 

that the clusters were selected visually, and so are prone to unquantifiable biases. 

The availability of digitised galaxy catalogues — the Edinburgh/Durham Southern 

Galaxy Catalogue (EDSGC; Heydon-Dumbleton, CoUins k McGilHvray 1989) and 

the Automatic Plate Measuring (APM) galaxy survey (Maddox et al. 1990) —means 

that the subjectivity in cluster selection can be removed by using machine-based 

algorithms. Two such surveys exist, both based on peak-finding algorithms applied 

to the galaxy density field: the Edinburgh/Durham Cluster Catalogue (EDCC), 

which contains 737 cluster candidates in an area of 1500 deg^ (Lumsden et al. 1992); 

and the APM cluster catalogue, which contains 229 spectroscopically confirmed 

clusters over an area of 4300 deg^ (Dalton et al. 1994). 
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Although such catalogues remove the subjective nature of cluster selection found 

in previous catalogues, they still define clusters as enhancements in the surface 

density of clusters. This method is prone to projection effects: superposition of 

unrelated galaxies, or groups, along the line-of-sight either artificially inflates the 

richness of the detected cluster, or suggests the presence of a cluster where none 

is present. Although there is no consensus as to how serious the contamination 

rate is for optically-selected samples (e.g. Lucey 1983; Frank et al. 1990; Strubble &; 

Rood 1991), large redshift surveys of optically-selected clusters do show that projec

tion effects occur (e.g. Collins et al. 1995; Katgert et al. 1996). Similarly, anisotropies 

in the spatial correlation function of Abell clusters, where the line-of-sight signal is 

elongated, have been interpreted as projection effects (Sutherland 1988). 

The samples discussed above have all been limited to relatively low redshifts, 

because of the depth of the plates from which they were constructed. Therefore 

high-redshift cluster samples are required to study the evolution of the cluster mass 

function. The extension of optical selection to high redshift introduces two diffi

culties: galaxy number counts increase with magnitude (e.g. Tyson 1988), which 

decreases the contrast of clusters relative to the background; and galaxies evolve, 

which means that changes in galaxies — such as bursts of star formation — can 

affect the resulting cluster catalogues. Both effects can be somewhat reduced by 

selecting clusters in red pass bands, because the slope of the number-count relation 

flattens as the wavelength increases (e.g. Small et al. 1995; Hogg et al. 1997), and 

the spectral energy distributions of galaxies are less affected by recent star formation 

at longer wavelengths. 

There are three recent surveys of the high-redshift cluster population, based on 

observations with 4m-class telescopes. Two of the surveys use visual classification 

from photographic plates — Gunn, Hoessel k Oke (1986), GHO, and Couch et 

al. (1991), CEMM — and the other uses an algorithm which incorporates both spa

tial and photometric filters, and is applied to a galaxy catalogue selected from CCD 

images (PDCS, Postman et al. 1996). Only selec.ted samples of these catalogues 

have been spectroscopically identified, detecting clusters in the range 0.2 ;^ 2 ̂  0.9. 
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A recent development has been the suggestion of selecting high-redshift clusters 

from surface-brightness fluctuations in the extra-galactic background light (Dalcan-

ton 1996), with preliminary results from such a survey presented by Zaritsky et 

al. (1997). 

The PDCS catalogue is consistent with a constant comoving density of clusters 

out to z ^ 0.6 (Postman et al. 1996) and there is little evidence for evolution of 

the space density of clusters, in the GHO and CEMM catalogues, out to 2 ~ 0.5 

(Castander et al. 1994). However, the difficulties inherent in optical cluster selection 

mean that these results should not be over-interpreted. From a comparison of X-

ray and optical properties of the Couch et al. (1991) sample, Bower et al. (1997) 

suggest that such catalogues are dominated by clusters lying in filaments which are 

aligned along the line-of-sight. An additional complication in comparing theoretical 

predictions to optical observations is that there is no direct relationship between the 

mass of a cluster ,and its richness. 

1.2.2 X-ray observations of clusters 

Early experiments, with balloon- and rocket-borne detectors, had shown that X-

ray emission was associated with clusters (e.g. Byram et al. 1966; Fritz et al. 1971; 

Meekins et al. 1971). Cavahere et al. (1971) suggested that the clusters were the 

source of this emission, which was confirmed by observations with the Uhuru satellite 

(e.g. Kellogg et al. 1971; Gursky et al. 1972; Kellogg et al. 1973). Early spectral ob

servations showed that the degree of low energy absorption of clusters was consistent 

with that from our own galaxy (Davidsen et al. 1975; Kellogg, Baldwin & Koch 1975; 

Avni 1976), indicating that the emission was from a diffuse, ionized, plasma, rather 

than from optically-thick sources. The emission mechanism was, however, unknown 

— it could be either thermal bremsstrahlung from a hot, thermal, plasma or inverse 

Compton emission resulting from the scattering of CMB photons by relativistic, non 

thermal, electrons. Although the thermal bremsstrahlung model produced the bet

ter fits to the spectral data, it was not until the detection of a strong emission line 
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at 7 keV, due to a blend of fines from highly ionized Iron — mainly Fe+ '̂' and Fe+^̂  

— and Nickel ions (Mitchell et al. 1976; Serlemitsos et al. 1977), that the thermal 

origin of the emission was confirmed. 

The discussion below provides a brief introduction to some of the X-ray properties 

of clusters; a comprehensive review can be found in Sarazin (1988). The plasma 

producing the X-ray emission — the Intra-Cluster Medium (ICM) — is the dominant 

baryonic component of rich clusters, exceeding the mass in stars by a factor of 

~ 5 (e.g. Forman & Jones 1994). Whilst it forms part of the 'missing mass' of 

Zwicky (1933) and Smith (1936), it is not the gravitationally dominant component; 

the gas-mass fraction reaches values of 10 =- 30% at the virial radius (e.g. White 

et al. 1993; David, Jones & Forman 1995; White & Fabian 1995). Assuming that 

there is no segregation of baryons and dark matter on scales of ~ 10 h'^Mpc, the 

gas-mass fraction of clusters provides a lower limit on the baryon fraction of the 

universe. The value found for clusters, when coupled with the prediction for the 

baryon density from Big Bang nucleosynthesis calculations (e.g. Walker et al. 1991), 

implies a low value for CIQ (e.g. White et al. 1993). 

The typical parameters of the ICM are: bolometric luminosities in the range 

~ 10'*̂  - 10"*̂  ergs"^ densities of ~ 10"^ cm"^; and temperatures ~ 2 - 10 keV. 

The emission is spatially extended, observable out to radii ~ 1 h'^Mpc. It has 

only recently become possible, with the launch of ASCA, to systematically study 

the temperature profiles of clusters. Results suggest that temperatures fall with 

radius (Markevitch et al. 1996; Markevitch 1996), although the central regions are 

well approximated as isothermal. Whilst the majority of the ICM consists of Hy

drogen and Helium, the presence of line emission, such as the 7 keV line referred 

to above, indicates that the gas has been enriched. Measurements show that the 

average metallicity of clusters is approximately 30% of the solar value (e.g. Edge 

& Stewart 1991; Mushotzky & Scharf 1997). The gas can therefore not be purely 

primordial — some of it must have been processed by an early generation of stars. 

There are four processes which contribute to cluster X-ray emission: free-free 

emission (thermal bremsstrahlung); free-bound emission (recombination); two pho-
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ton decay of meta-stable levels; and line emission due to electron transitions in 

highly ionized elements. For the typical plasma temperatures in clusters, ^ 2 keV 

(;:̂  2 X lO'̂  k), the dominant contribution is from free-free emission. The emissivity 

(the energy emitted per unit time, frequency and volume) at a frequency of an 

ion of charge Z, in a plasma with temperature T, is 

g{i^,T,Z) (~hu' 
e.ocZ^n,nr-^^^exp\^—j , (1.4) 

where and rii are the electron and ion number densities respectively, g{u, T, Z) 

is the gaunt factor, and k is Boltzmann's constant (e.g. Sarazin 1988). The gaunt 

factor, which corrects for Quantum Mechanical effects and the effect of distant 

collisions, is a slowly varying function of T and v (Karzas & Latter 1961; Kellogg et 

al. 1975). Integrating the emissivity over frequency and volume gives the following 

approximation for the bolometric X-ray luminosity, L, of the ICM, 

Lex l^npneVTdV, (1.5) 

where Up and Ug are the proton and electron number densities (e.g. Longair 1982). 

The X-ray luminosity of a rich cluster is therefore much more sensitive to changes 

in the density than the temperature of the ICM; the luminosity is proportional to 

the square of the density and the square root of the temperature. Detailed models 

of the emission spectrum are available, the most popular being the Raymond-Smith 

(Raymond & Smith 1977) and MEKAL (Mewe, Gronenschild & van den Oord 1985) 

codes. 

For an isothermal model, in which both the gas and galaxies are in hydro

static equilibrium within the dark-matter potential, the use of the King approxi

mation (King 1962) for the galaxy distribution, as suggested by Cavaliere & Fusco-

Femiano (1976), gives the following equation for the gas density: 

p,(r)(x 1 + - , (1.6) 

where 
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^ is the mean molecular weight of the gas, rup is the mass of a proton, a is the three-

dimensional velocity dispersion of the galaxy population, Tg is the gas temperature, 

and Vc the core radius of the cluster. The parameter /3 measures the ratio of the 

energy, per unit mass, in the galaxies compared to the gas. In the above model, 

the gas and galaxy density distributions are related by Pg oc Pĝ ,. Since the surface-

brightness of a cluster is proportional to the emission measure, EM, where 

EM = j npUgdl (1.8) 

and / is the line-of-sight distance through the cluster, the surface-brightness profile 

varies with the projected distance, r, from the cluster centre as 

5(r) = 6o l -h - , (1.9) 

where 5*0 is the cluster central surface-brightness value. 

Jones & Forman (1984) and Forman & Jones (1994) show that this equation is a 

good description of the local cluster population, with core radii in the range 50 — 250 

/i~^kpc and /3 ~ 0.6 — 1.0: fiducial values are = 125 /i~^kpc and /? = 2/3. As the 

surface brightness outside the core is proportional to r^"*'^, the X-ray emission from 

clusters is dominated by their core regions. Cooling flow clusters (e.g. Fabian 1994) 

show central peaks of emission, in excess of the prediction of equation (1.9), where 

the density of the gas in the core is high enough that significant cooling can occur. 

Although rich clusters are very luminous, they are rare objects: the X-ray sky 

is dominated not by clusters, but by QSO's. Deep, small area, surveys of PSPC 

fields (e.g. Rosati et al. 1995; Georgantopoulos et al. 1996) show that the surface 

density of X-ray sources at a flux of 10"̂ '* ergcm~^s~^ — approximately the hmit 

achievable by ROSAT (e.g. Section 2.1) — is close to 100 deg~^, whereas the surface 

density of clusters at this Hmit is ~ 5 deg~^. Therefore clusters form only 5-10 % of 

the X-ray source population at the flux limits ROSAT is sensitive to, the fraction 

decreasing for deeper surveys because the cluster log N - log S is flatter than that 

of the general X-ray source population. 
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1.2.3 Why use X-ray selection ? 

The great advantage of X-ray selection of clusters is that it greatly reduces the biases 

present in optical catalogues. The detection of X-ray emission indicates the presence 

of a real physical object — the gas trapped in the cluster potential well — and since 

the X-ray emission is strongly peaked in the core, as indicated by equation (1.9), 

the chance of line-of-sight projection effects in X-ray selected cluster catalogues 

is much less than in optical catalogues. Not only does X-ray selection produce a 

better-defined catalogue than optical selection, it is easier to relate the properties of 

clusters in such a catalogue to theoretical models. This is because the relationship 

between the cluster mass and its X-ray luminosity, or temperature, is better defined 

than the mass-richness relation (e.g. Evrard 1989; Eke, Cole & Frenk 1996). The 

sensitivity of current X-ray satellites means that clusters can be observed out to 

redshifts approaching unity, comparable to the deepest optical surveys. 

An example of the advantages of X-ray selection is the measurement of the 

two-point cluster correlation function, which is the Fourier transform of the power-

spectrum of density fluctuations (e.g. Peebles 1980). Samples based on the Abell 

catalogue show that the correlation length of rich clusters is ~ 20 — 25 h~^Mpc 

(e.g. Bahcall k Soneira 1983; Postman, Geller & Huchra 1986; Huchra et al. 1990; 

Postman, Huchra & Geller 1992). This result is in direct conflict with the predictions 

of the standard CDM model (White et al. 1987). However, studies using machine-

selected cluster catalogues show a smaller correlation length of ~ 15 h~^Mpc (Dalton 

et al. 1992; Nichol et al. 1992; Croft et al. 1997), suggesting that the results from the 

Abell catalogue are compromised by projection effects. Lahav et al. (1989) presented 

the first correlation function from an X-ray selected cluster catalogue, finding a 

correlation length of ~ 20 h~^Mpc, although the small sample size (53 clusters) 

means that the uncertainty in the result is large. Using a sample of 128 clusters, 

selected on the basis of their X-ray properties from the ROSAT Al l Sky Survey, 

Romer et al. (1994) show that the correlation length agrees with the low value found 

from the machine-generated samples, and that there is no evidence for the line-of-

sight anisotropy seen in the Abell catalogue (Bahcall, Soneira & Burgett 1986). 
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1.2.4 Early X-ray selected cluster catalogues 

The first studies of the evolution of the X-ray properties of clusters were based on 

optically-selected samples — in general the Abell catalogue. Henry & Lavery (1984) 

showed that the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) of Abell clusters at a redshift 

of 0.25 is the same as at low redshift, whilst Kowalski, Ulmer & Cruddace (1983) 

showed that the volume emissivity of Abell clusters was the same at redshifts of 

0.07 and 0.17. However, since the samples were optically selected, they are subject 

to the biases discussed above. 

The first X-ray selected cluster sample resulted from the HEAO-1 A-2 experiment 

(Piccinotti et al. 1982). This consisted of 30 clusters, with z ^ 0.1, detected over an 

area corresponding to 66% of the sky. Edge et al. (1990) extended this sample with 

the Ariel V all-sky survey, using observations by EXOSAT and Einstein to reduce 

confusion effects. The resulting catalogue consists of 46 clusters with fluxes greater 

than 1.7 x 10~^̂  ergcm~^s'"^ in the 2 — 10 keV pass band and high galactic latitude 

(|6| > 20°). The log N - log S slope of the luminous clusters, with L > 8 x 10"*" 

erg s~̂ , differs from that of the low luminosity sample, with too few luminous clusters 

detected at faint fluxes. This was interpreted as strong negative evolution of bright 

clusters at z ~ 0.1. 

The Einstein Extended Medium Sensitivity Survey (EMSS; Gioia et al. 1990b) 

also produced evidence for negative evolution in the cluster population. The EMSS 

consists of sources detected serendipitously in Einstein observations; although the 

area covered is smaller than the Edge et al. (1990) survey, the flux limit is approx

imately one-hundred times fainter, and in a softer pass band (0.3 — 3.5 keV). The 

latest version of the catalogue (Gioia k Luppino 1994) consists of 104 clusters with 

redshifts less than 0.9. Since the survey is constructed from serendipitous obser

vations, the flux Umit is a function of sky coverage, with the faintest limit being 

1.3 X 10~^^ ergcm~^s~^ over an area of 40 deg^. Gioia et al. (1990a) and Henry et 

al. (1992) compare the XLF of different redshift shells, and find a steeper slope at 

z = 0.33 than at 2 = 0.17. The conclusion is that there are fewer high-luminosity 
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clusters at high redshift than at present. 

Whilst there are differences in the results — Edge et al. (1990) see very recent 

evolution for the most luminous clusters and Henry et al. (1992) find evolution of 

less luminous clusters at a higher redshift — the observations, pre-ROSAT, suggest 

a recently evolving cluster population. This suggests a high value of the density 

parameter, as recent evolution of clusters is only expected to occur i f Q, is high (e.g. 

Peebles 1980). However, the negative evolution is unexpected in a universe in which 

cluster evolution can be described by the action of gravity alone, such as the self-

similar model of Kaiser (1986). It indicates that the models have to take account of 

processes such as cooling, and non-gravitationally induced heating (e.g. Kaiser 1991; 

Evrard k Henry 1991). 

The availability of data from the Position Sensitive Proportional Counter on 

board ROSAT — which is roughly three times more sensitive and has two times 

better spatial resolution than the Einstein IPC used by the EMSS — allows the 

testing of these results. As discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 4, there are two 

complementary routes: the creation of large, local, cluster samples from the ROSAT 

All Sky Survey; and the creation of distant catalogues from deep, pointed phase, 

observations. As the there are several projects following-up clusters detected in the 

ROSAT All Sky Survey (e.g. Romer et al. 1994; Ebeling et al. 1997; De Grandi et 

al. 1997), this thesis presents a survey of the distant X-ray galaxy cluster popula

tion. Since ROSAT has very limited spectral resolution — a detailed description of 

ROSAT and its instruments is given in Section 2.1 — the analysis is restricted to 

the cluster X-ray luminosity function. 

1.3 Thesis plan 

This Chapter has introduced the idea that clusters of galaxies are useful tools for 

studying cosmology. Whilst early work in this area used optical samples, the current 

trend is to use X-ray selected cluster samples, because they are better defined, and 
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less prone to biases, than optical catalogues. 

Chapters 2 and 3 describe the steps taken to produce a distant. X-ray selected 

cluster catalogue. The X-ray data used for this catalogue comes from the ROSAT 

PSPC data archive, which contains observations for which the proprietary rights 

have ended. Chapter 4 compares the properties of the distant cluster sample to those 

of other catalogues and to theoretical predictions. The discussion extends that found 

above by including the results of other ROSAT-selected cluster catalogues, at both 

high and low redshifts, as well as initial results from the ASCA satellite. Chapter 5 

presents the conclusions drawn from this work, and discusses several future lines of 

research. 
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Chapter 2 

Defining the X-ray Catalogue 

This Chapter describes the creation of the X-ray source catalogue and the simu

lations performed to estimate the survey selection function. Section 2.1 describes 

the instruments on the ROSAT satellite and their use in detecting distant clusters. 

Details of the reduction process are given in Section 2.2, including a discussion of 

the best way to select cluster candidates.for optical follow-up. Section 2.3 describes 

the simulations and discusses the results. All fluxes and luminosities are quoted 

in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass-band, ROSAT and cluster rest-frame respectively, unless 

stated otherwise. Throughout this Chapter, and the remainder of this thesis, it will 

be assumed that HQ = 50 km s~̂  Mpc~^ and = 0.5. 

2.1 ROSAT 

ROSAT was launched into a low Earth orbit, at an altitude of 580 km, on June 

P', 1990. It contains two telescopes: the X-ray telescope (XRT) and the Wide-field 

Camera (WFC). The XRT consists of three instruments, two German built Position 

Sensitive Proportional Cameras (PSPC) and one US built High Resolution Imager 

(HRI). The WFC is the UK contribution to the satelfite, a camera which operates 

at UV wavelengths (~ 20 — 210 eV). Strong Galactic absorption at. UV wavelengths 

restricts cluster observations to the XRT. A detailed description of the satellite and 
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its instruments can be found in Briel et al. (1994). 

The XRT is a grazing incidence telescope with a 1° radius field of view, sensitive 

to photons with energies ~ 0.1 — 2.5 keV. The PSFC and HRI instruments are 

mounted on a wheel to allow the instrument at the telescope focus to be changed. As 

its name suggests, the PSPC uses proportional counters to detect incoming photons, 

and has moderate spatial and spectral resolution. On axis, the point spread function 

(PSF), which is energy dependent, has a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of ~ 25" 

at 1 keV. The energy resolution is /\EIE = 0.43 (£;/0.93)"°-^ across the detector, 

where E is measured in keV. The PSPC covers the whole field of view of the 

XRT; however, the support structure of the PSPC face, shown in Figure 2.1, causes 

severe vignetting around 20' from the field centre. To prevent the meshes, which 

are opaque to X-rays, from causing significant shadowing of on-axis sources, the 

telescope is wobbled, in a direction diagonal to the mesh structure, during PSPC 

observations. As both the PSF and the sensitivity of the instrument quickly degrade 

beyond the central support ring, most work is restricted to the central region. The 

HRI, which is very similar to the Einstein observatory HRI, uses a detector based 

on micro-channel plates and has sides of ~ 38', an on-axis PSF of FWHM ~ 5", and 

no energy resolution. Both detectors have positional accuracies of 10" or better and 

provide timing information for detected photons. 

Although the HRI has a much greater spatial resolution than the PSPC, its 

poorer sensitivity (one-third that of the PSPC) and much higher background rate 

(about ten times that of the PSPC) make it less useful for faint cluster surveys. 

The PSPC has been, until recently, the most used instrument in the XRT, so the 

XRT pointing database, which contains those observations which are in the public 

domain, is dominated by PSPC pointings. As the PSPC is the better suited for 

faint cluster observations, and there is little data currently available for the HRI, 

the current survey is restricted to PSPC pointings.. 

After the initial verification phase, the PSPC performed an all-sky survey (the 

RASS) for six months. Such a large area is ideal for cluster surveys, but the high 

flux limit of ~ 10~^̂  ergcm^^s"^ restricts cluster catalogues to ^ ^ 0.3 (e.g. Ebehng 
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fine wire mesh coarse wire mesh 

Figure 2.1: The PSPC entrance window is made of thin plastic, a l / /m thick sheet 
of polypropylene, which needs a support structure to withstand the pressure exerted 
by the gas within the counter. The Figure shows this support structure, where the 
ribs and mesh are opaque to X-rays. The central support ring — the central circle 
from which the ribs radiate — is about 20' from the detector centre. This Figure is 
taken from Briel et al. (1994). 

et al. 1996; De Grandi et al. 1997). Once the RASS had been completed the pointed 

phase began, with exposure times ranging from ~ 1 to 100 ks. Twelve months after 

the completion of the observation, the data entered the public domain; Figure 2.2 

illustrates the huge amount of data available in this archive. An exposure time of 

10 ks can detect point sources with fluxes ~ 2 x 10"̂ "* ergcm~^s~^, almost one-

hundred times fainter than possible with the RASS, at a significance level of 5(7, for 

a typical background rate of 2 x 10"'* counts s~̂  arcmin"'^. The minimum detectable 

cluster luminosities for both this flux limit and the faintest flux limit of the EMSS 

(Henry et al. 1992) are shown in Figure 2.3. Cluster samples selected from the PSPC 

archive can therefore probe, at redshifts of 0.6, down to ~ 7 x lO''^ ergs~^ whereas 

the EMSS only reaches - 2 x 10'*'* ergs-^ 
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• T < 10 ks 

+ T = 10 - 15 ks 

X T = 15 - 20 ks 

o T = 20 - 30 ks 

^ T > 30 ks 

Figure 2.2: Aitoff projection, in equatorial coordinates, of the PSPC pointings in 
the public domain archive. The exposure time of a pointing is indicated by the 
symbol type. The center of the plot refers to (12^, 0°), the fines of longitude are in 
steps of 3 ,̂ and the lines of latitude are in steps of 15°. 
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Figure 2.3: The sofid line shows the minimum detectable cluster luminosity, as a 
function of redshift, for a ROSAT flux hmit of 2 x l^'^^ ergcm-^s"!. The dashed 
line indicates the minimum detectable cluster luminosity for the faintest flux limit of 
the EMSS, which corresponds to an area of 40 deg ^ (Henry et al. 1992). Luminosities 
are quoted in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass-band. 

2.2 P S P C Data Reduction 

This Section describes the creation of the cluster candidate list from ROSAT PSPC 

observations. In Section 2.2.1 various ways of preferentially selecting clusters from 

an X-ray catalogue are discussed. The common methods for detection of X-ray 

sources, together with a discussion of the method used in this work, are described 

in Section 2.2.2. The Section ends with a description of both the fields used in the 

survey and the cluster-candidate list created by the reduction process. 

2.2.1 Search Criterion 

Section 1.2.2 illustrated that clusters are not the dominant source population in 

the X-ray sky: a 10 ks PSPC pointing has, on average, 7 sources within the cen

tral 18', of which only 0.8 will be clusters (Georgantopoulos et al. 1996; Rosati et 

al. 1995). Therefore extra criteria must be used to reduce this contamination, in 

order to produce a catalogue of cluster candidates which can be optically identified 

in a reasonable amount of telescope time. As the cluster sample is used in Chap

ter 4 to calculate the X-ray luminosity function, it is important that the selection 
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Figure 2.4: The left-hand image shows the photographic sky survey image of the 
z = 0.55 cluster RX J1354.2-0222, detected in the ROSAT survey. The right-hand 
image sh<i\vs the same cluster; this time a 10 minute i?-band exposure using EFOSC-
1 on the ESO 3.6m telescope. 

method produces well-defined samples — ones for which a selection function can be 

estimated. 

Optically, clusters are visible as large enhancements in the number of galaxies 

in a given region of the sky. It would therefore seem reasonable to look at the 

optical counterparts of the detected X-ray sources to see if a cluster is visible. The 

only available optical surveys with sufficient sky coverage for this purpose are the 

photographic Palomar and UK Schmidt Telescope sky surveys. Unfortunately, they 

are not deep enough to detect clusters much beyond a redshift of 0.2. This is 

illustrated in Figure 2.4, which shows two optical images of a distant cluster. The 

cluster is easily visible in the i?-band CCD exposure from the ESO 3.6m telescope 

whilst not appearing on the sky survey image. 

Therefore the X-ray data itself has to be used as a discriminant. One possibihty 

is to use the source spectrum, since non-cluster X-ray sources either have power-law 

spectra (e.g. active galaxies), or thermal spectra at significantly cooler temperatures 

than clusters (e.g. coronal stellar emission). Unfortunately the PSPC has a very 

limited spectral resolution which precludes detailed spectral analysis (e.g. Vikhlinin 

et al. 1995b; Almaini et al. 1996). For the RASS, the PSPC energy range was 
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divided into 'hard' (0.4 - 2.4 keV) and 'soft' (0.07 - 0.4 keV) bands and used to 

define the hardness ratio. 
Hard-Sof t 

- Hard -f Soft ' ^ -̂̂ ^ 

with which limited analysis is possible. Hard sources have HR —f 1.0 and soft 

sources have HR —1.0. However, care must be taken in interpreting such hard

ness ratios, since sources that lie in regions of high Galactic absorption will appear 

artificially hard, due to absorption of the low energy photons, and strong emission 

lines can skew the ratio. The hardness ratio does allow some source discrimination, 

for instance clusters generally have hardness ratios greater than zero (Ebeling et 

al. 1996), but it does not significantly reduce the contamination rate, as discussed 

in Section 2.2.4. 

As the majority of X-ray sources are compact objects, whereas cluster emission 

is from a diffuse component, an obvious discriminant is the photon distribution — 

select those objects which are extended compared to the PSF. This requires that the 

instrumental PSF is both small enough, and well enough defined, to allow clusters 

at the redshifts of interest to be detected as extended. Section 2.3 contains detailed 

simulations to test these concerns, but a simple calculation suggests that the PSPC 

can detect clusters as extended objects out to 2 ~ 0.6. As shown in Figure 2.5, 

a core radius of 250 kpc subtends ~ 30" at 2 = 0.6, which is still larger than the 

on-axis PSF FWHM. At this redshift a 10"̂  ergs-^ cluster has a flux of 7 x 10"" 

ergcm'^s^^ corresponding to ~ 5 x 10~^ photons per second, or ~ 50 photons in 

a 10 ks exposure. Although compact clusters will be missed by this technique, it 

produces a well-defined cluster sample whose selection function can be calculated 

by simulations. 

2.2.2 Overview of the Reduction Procedure 

The first choice to make, when analysing ROSAT PSPC data, is which energy 

band to use. Despite limited spectral resolution, it is possible to define several 

PSPC pass bands (e.g. Snowden et al. 1994). The choice of band depends upon 
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Figure 2.5: The solid line shows the angle subtended by a cluster core radius Vc = 250 
kpc, as a function of redshift. The dashed horizontal line shows the F W H M of the 
on-axis PSPC PSF. The two dotted lines are for cluster cores of 200 and 300 kpc. 

the source and background spectra — a trade-off between maximising the source 

counts whilst minimising the background signal. The PSFC has three background 

components (Snowden et al. 1994): charged particles f rom the local environment, 

scattered solar radiation, and the diffuse celestial X-ray background. Whilst the 

particle background spectrum is roughly independent of energy, the major i ty of the 

flux f rom both the celestial background and scattered solar radiation is at energies 

below 0.5 keV. The effect of the increased background signal at low energies can be 

seen in Figure 2.6, where the radial profile of a rich cluster, Abell 3562, is shown as 

a funct ion of energy. Cool neutral gas in the Galaxy absorbs photons at soft X-ray 

energies, the amount of absorption parameterised by the column density of neutral 

Hydrogen, U H , along the Une-of-sight (e.g. Brown k Gould 1970). Figure 2.7 shows 

how a typical cluster spectrum is affected by such absorption: the absorption is most 

severe for photon energies less than 0.5 keV; i t is only for column densities greater 

than 10^^ cm~^ that the absorption significantly affects the spectrum at energies 

around 1.0 keV. To avoid the effects of absorption by Galactic material, and the 

increased background level, a lower energy l imi t of 0.5 keV is used. Above 2.0 keV 

the telescope effective area rapidly drops to zero and the response function is poorly 

calibrated. The chosen pass-band for the survey is therefore 0.5 keV to 2.0 keV. 

The next decision to be made is which source detection method to use. For an 
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Figure 2.6: This Figure shows radial profiles of a PSPC observation of Abell 3562, a 
Richness Class 2 cluster at a redshift of 0.050. The line types indicate the different 
energy bands of the profiles: the solid line is for the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass-band, the 
dotted line is for the 0.1 — 0.5 keV pass-band, and the dashed fine is for the combined 
pass-band, i.e. 0.1 — 2.0 keV. The dip in each profile beyond a radius of 0.3° is due 
to shadowing by the support structure. 
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Figure 2.7: The dashed line indicates a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum at a 
temperature of 6 keV, wi th no absorption by cool gas. The other curves show 
how different column densities of absorbing gas affect the spectrum. 
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exposure t ime of 10 ks the typical background is 0.1 — 0.5 counts per 15" by 15" 

pixel, which means that background fluctuations are described by Poisson, rather 

than Gaussian, statistics. Several of the most popular search techniques used in 

X-ray astronomy are listed below. 

Sl iding Box 

A n aperture is placed down on the image and the signal-to-noise calculated, 

where the background is estimated f rom the edges of the aperture. This aper

ture is moved across the field, usually in steps of one th i rd the cell size, and 

the detected sources are then masked out of the field. A background model, 

usually a two dimensional spline, is fit to the field. The signal-to-noise calcu

lation is then repeated, this t ime using the model background values. Such an 

approach was used to produce the Einstein EMSS (Gioia et al. 1990b) and by 

the Standard Analysis Software System (Cruddace et al. 1991) for the RASS. 

Smoothing 

There are two methods in use in X-ray astronomy which involve smoothing 

of the data; wavelet analysis, as first used by Slezak, de Lapparent &; B i -

jaoui (1993) wi th recent examples including Rosati et al. (1995) and Nichol et 

al. (1997), and the matched filter technique of Vikhl in in et al. (1995a). Both 

techniques are based upon smoothing the data wi th a kernel; sources detected 

in this smoothed image have sizes similar to that of the kernel. A range of 

object sizes can be detected by using different kernel sizes. 

Tessellation and Percolation 

Voronoi Tessellation and Percolation (VTP, Ebeling &; Wiedenmann 1993; 

Ebeling 1993) is a departure f rom the previous techniques, in that i t does not 

assume a source profile during the detection process. The photon positions 

are used to create a grid in which each cell contains one photon — the Voronoi 

tessellation — where the inverse of the cell area is proportional to the flux at 

that position. A percolation analysis is used to find all connected cells wi th 

areas less than the background l imi t , producing a source list. 
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A l l the methods listed above are being used to produce cluster lists f rom PSPC 

pointings: the ROSAT International X-ray and Optical Survey (RIXOS, Castander 

et al. 1995) uses a sliding-box technique; the ROSAT Distant Cluster Survey (RDCS, 

Rosati et al. 1995) and Northern Serendipitous High-redshift Archival ROSAT Clus

ter survey (SHARC, Nichol et al. 1997) use wavelet-transform based techniques; and 

the Wide-Angle ROSAT Pointed Survey (WARPS, Scharf et al. 1997) use a V T P 

approach. There is currently no consensus as to the best way of detecting extended 

sources in X-ray pointings; the publication of the cluster samples f rom the surveys 

listed above, combined wi th this survey, should eventually enable the relative merits 

of the techniques to be assessed. 

The chosen detection method is based upon the sliding box technique, as imple

mented by the PSS program f rom the Starlink X-ray reduction package ASTERIX 

(Al lan & Vallance 1995). The reason for using this program was its availability and 

the fact that i t had been successfully used on deep PSPC pointings (e.g. Georgan-

topoulos et al. 1996). There are two main differences to the sliding box method as 

described above. The first difference is that the background is estimated f rom the 

whole field, rather than f rom the edges of the detection aperture. This reduces the 

chance of extended source emission artificially increasing the background estimate, 

which can lead to extended sources being missed. The second difference is that a 

maximum-likelihood ratio technique assuming Poisson fluctuations (Cash 1979) is 

used, rather than assuming Gaussian fluctuations. This is necessary because the 

PSPC background count rates are so low that the major i ty of pixels detect no pho

tons during an observation. 

PSS places a square aperture on the image and finds the best-fit significance, 

as described below, of a source centred on the aperture. The aperture is moved 

across the source image, one pixel at a time, producing a detection significance 

map; application of a significance threshold to this map produces a source list. 

These sources are re-analysed, this time stepping the aperture by sub-pixel shifts, 

to produce a more accurate estimate of the source significance and position. 

The following description of the source significance calculation is based upon that 
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given in Allan &: Vallance (1995). The calculation is for a grid of pixels, labelled 

using the indices i and j , wi th the source assumed to be at the centre of the grid. 

Each pixel contains dij photons. The model value of pixel {i,j), m , j , is defined as 

m . j = Asij + 6 i , j , (2.2) 

where A is the source, flux, Sij the source profile amplitude integrated over pixel 

( i , j ) , and bij is the background signal for this pixel. For a given source profile, 

the only unknown in equation (2.2) is the source flux. A, since the background is 

assumed to be known. The probability, P, of observing the source distribution for 

a given model is 

The fitting procedure minimises the Cash statistic C = —21nP (Cash 1979). 

Substituting in the value of P into this formula gives 

C = 2 ̂  [miJ - di^j I n m ^ j - f \n{dij !) 
i,i 

= 2 [As,,, -h - d,j ln(A5,,, + k,,) + ln{d,,,!)] . (2.4) 

As the \n(dij !) term is independent of A, the actual statistic used is C{A), defined 

as 

C{A) = 2 ̂  [As,, + - d,, ln{As,, + 6,,)] . (2.5) 

This is evaluated to find the maximum-likeUhood flux estimate. A, when dC/dA = 0, 

or 

E . „ - E : i f f ^ = 0. (2.6) 

As C{A) is x\ distributed about C{A) (Cash 1979), the detection significance, 5, is 

given by 

= (7(0) - C{A). (2.7) 

The approach discussed above is quite general, in that the source profile fitted 

to the data need not be the instrumental PSF. I t also provides a means of testing 

whether one source profile is a better description of the data than another. This 
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Clean Data 
Produce image 

Produce background model 

Create pass source list 

Estimate source sizes 
Create 2"*̂  pass source list 

Extended source list 

Exclude time periods using quality constraints. 
Use the 0.5 — 2.0 keV energy range, wi th 15" 
square pixels, l imi t ing data to wi th in 0.32° of the 
field centre. 
Calculate ini t ial background estimate using a 
sigma-clipped mean. 
Detect sources wi th a significance l imi t of 4a and 
this background estimate. 
Define the background region by masking out 
these sources. 
Calculate the model background f rom this masked 
image. 
Detect sources using a 4a detection threshold and 
the model background. 
Fi t a Gaussian to the radial profile of each source. 
Re-run the detection algorithm on each source, 
using a 5a threshold and an aperture optimized 
for the source size. 
Calculate the extent significance and hardness ra
tio of each source. 
Accept those sources wi th an extent significance 
> 3 and that he wi th in 18' of the field centre. 
Remove any sources which are a target of the 
observations. 

Table 2.1: The various stages in the reduction of one PSPC field. 

t ime, instead of comparing the Cash statistic for the best-fit flux to that for no flux, 

the comparison is between the best-fit Cash statistic for the two source profiles. 

2.2.3 Reduction of a field 

Table 2.1 contains a concise description of the various stages in the reduction, which 

are described in more detail below. 

The data for the pointings which are in the public domain are stored at several 

sites: Leicester University, Goddard Space Fhght Center, and MPE. After converting 

the supplied data to a format usable by the ASTERIX data-reduction package, the 

first step is to produce a list of bad time-slots — those periods of the observation 

which do not f u l f i l certain 'quality' requirements. Since photon detections are tagged 
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w i t h an arrival t ime, as well as spatial and energy information, this list can be 

used to produce an observation containing only photon events which were detected 

during 'good' observing periods. The first requirement is that the Master Veto 

Rate, which measures the particle background, is low enough that the model used 

to calculate the various background components is valid. The second requirement 

is that the Aspect Error is low, to reduce incorrect telescope pointings causing 

spurious extended sources. The use of these constraints reduces exposure times by 

up to twenty percent; observations for which the cleaned observation times are less 

than 10 ks are removed f rom the sample. An image, in the energy range 0.5 — 2.0 

keV, of the central 0.32° radius of the observation is produced. Figure 2.8 shows 

an example of the whole 1° field of view of one pointing; the region used in the 

reduction is indicated by the circle. 

The source detection routine requires knowledge of the background for each pixel 

of the field. Such a model background can be estimated f rom an image of the field 

in which the sources have been masked out. The method used to create this masked 

image is to assume the background can be approximated by a single value, the ini t ial 

background estimate, and then run PSS on the field. The detected sources are then 

masked f rom the field, and this image is used to calculate the model background for 

the field. 

As the background count rates are low, both the median and mode of the fields 

used in the sample are zero, so the in i t ia l background estimate is calculated by 

using a sigma-clipped mean; the use of sigma-clipping reduces the bias in the mean 

due to the presence of source photons in the field. PSS is then run on the field, 

detecting sources above a 4a threshold. The blanking radius to use for each source 

is defined as the 99.7% radius {3a) of the best fit Gaussian to the source radial 

profile. This radius was chosen since i t is a compromise between removing a high 

percentage of the source photons and ensuring enough of the field is left to calculate 

the model background. The top two images in Figure 2.9 show a field before and 

after the source masking, whilst the bottom plot shows how the masking changes 

the photon frequency distribution. The histograms illustrate the low background 
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Figure 2.8: The image shows the f u l l 1° field of view of the PSPC for one of the 
fields in the sample. I t is for the 0.5 - 2.0 keV pass-band and has 15" by 15" pixels. 
The circle indicates the region used by the survey — i t has a radius of 0.32°. The 
vignetting caused by the support structure is visible, whilst the apparent increase 
in source size wi th radius is due to the off-axis dependence of the PSF. 
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rates of PSPC observations — approximately 80% of the field contains no photons. 

Figure 2.10 shows how the background masking changes the radial profile of the 

field and displays the radial profile of the model background created for this field. 

The source detection has been implemented as a two-stage process: the first 

stage involves running the detection algorithm on the field to produce a source list 

(the first-pass source l is t) , in the second stage individual sources are examined to 

see i f the photon distribution is extended (the second-pass source list) . Since the 

first-pass detection routine uses an aperture optimised for detecting point sources, a 

4a threshold is used, rather than the 5a l imi t used in the second pass. This reduced 

l im i t is a compromise between ensuring extended low surface-brightness sources are 

not missed and not contaminating the sample wi th background fluctuations. 

In the second pass, each source is examined individually. The off-axis PSF at the 

source position is convolved wi th Gaussians of full-width-half-maxima ranging f rom 

0' to 8'. Each of these profiles is used by PSS in the fitting procedure, producing 

a graph of significance versus F W H M . Two examples of these graphs are given 

in Figure 2.11. The significance of the source being extended is then found by 

comparing the Cash statistic of the best-fit extended source profile to that of the 

PSF only. The extent significance depends on the aperture size used by PSS: too 

small an aperture and not enough of the source signal wi l l be included, too large an 

aperture and the model used in the fitting procedure — that there is only one source 

— is no longer valid. As the choice of aperture size depends upon the individual 

sources, the aperture size for a source is defined as the 99.7% radius {3a) of the best 

fit Gaussian to the radial profile of that source. 

The spectrum of each source is generated using broad energy bins to improve the 

signal-to-noise. This spectrum, after background subtraction, is used to calculate 

the hardness ratio of the source, equation (2.1), where the Hard band is 0.5 — 2.0 keV 

and the Soft band is 0.11 - 0.5 keV. 

Although the detection procedure uses the field out to a radius of 19.2' — to 

reduce edge effects — only those sources whose centres lie within 18' of the detector 
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Figure 2.9: The top images show a field before and after masking out the sources 
used to define the background. The bottom plot shows the frequency distribution of 
photons in these two images, where the solid points are for the original image and 
the crosses are for the masked image. Only pixels containing photon counts of 4 or 
less are shown; this is the f u l l distribution for the masked image, whilst only 0.2% 
of the pixels in the original image contain more than 4 photons. 
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Figure 2.10: The points in the left-hand plot show the radial profile of the field, 
shown in Figure 2.9, before masking the sources. The points in the right-hand plot 
show the radial profile after masking out the sources. The dashed line, in both plots, 
shows the radial profile of the model background created f rom the masked field. 

centre are included in the source list. This is because regions beyond 18' are affected 

by-vignetting caused by the central support ring of the PSPC. Once all sources have 

been analysed, those sources wi th extent significances greater than, or equal to, 3.0 

are flagged as extended. 

2.2.4 The X-ray catalogue 

The survey consists of 66 fields which satisfy the following criteria: cleaned exposure 

times greater than, or equal to, 10 ks; Galactic latitude greater than 20° away from 

the Galactic plane; a declination less than -|-20°; and be suited to detecting distant 

clusters. The exposure time l imi t ensures that the observations are deep enough to 

detect 10'*'* ergs"^ clusters at redshifts greater than 0.3, whilst the latitude l imi t 

ensures that Galactic absorption is not too high, and that the projected number 

density of stars, on the sky, is not so large as to make optical cluster identification 

extremely diff icult . The declination l imi t is a purely operational one, ensuring that 

there is l i t t l e overlap wi th the fields used by the RIXOS survey (e.g. Castander et 

al. 1995). Fields whose X-ray or optical properties meant that clusters could not be 

identified over a significant portion of the field were rejected. Cluster observations 
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Figure 2.11: The Figures on the left show the photon images of a point source (top) 
and an extended source (bottom). The graphs on the right show how the detection 
significance of the source varies with the source profile used by PSS. The abscissa is 
the F W H M of the Gaussian convolved with the P S F . 
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T > 30 ks 

Figure 2.12: Ai to f f projection of the fields used in this survey, where the symbol 
type indicates the exposure time. The lines of longitude and latitude are the same 
as in Figure 2.2. The solid line indicates the Galactic latitude hmit (|6| > 20°) of the 
survey; the lack of Northern fields is due to the Declination l imi t ; and the 0*̂  — 3^ 
gap in Right Ascension is because this region of sky was unobservable during the 
observing runs. 

were included in the survey, as long as the X-ray emission did not extend beyond a 

radius of 10'. The fields are listed in Appendix A and plotted on an Ai toff projection 

of the sky in Figure 2.12. 

The ability of the catalogue to fairly sample the universe relies, in part, on there 

being no relation between the areas of the sky which are searched and the detected 

clusters. For this reason sources close to the targets of the observations should not 

be included in the catalogue; as described below, the information provided with 

the observations allows the major i ty of such sources to be identified. There is also 
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Figure 2.13: The left-hand plot compares exposure times before and after masking 
out bad-time periods, where the dashed line indicates no change. The right-hand 
plot shows the percentage difference versus the original exposure time. 

the possibility of introducing a bias into the catalogue for observations of targets 

which were originally serendipitously detected in cluster pointings of previous X-ray 

missions, since the ROSAT observation may well detect this cluster — a "second-

generation serendipity effect". A similar problem arises i f observations have been 

performed so as to include a cluster in the field of view although i t is not the 

main target of the observation — an example being the z — 0.56 cluster (0055-

279) observed in a ROSAT PSPC pointing near the South Galactic Pole (Roche 

et al. 1995). Such effects are diff icult , i f not impossible, to quantify, and have 

been ignored for the rest of the thesis, except in Section 4.2.1 when discussing the 

properties of the low-redshift catalogue. 

I t is important to know, for the simulations described in Section 2.3, the range 

of various parameters in the survey — the most important being exposure time 

and background count rate. Figure 2.13 shows that the quality masking reduces 

exposure times by less than twenty percent. The plots in Figure 2.14 show that the 

survey is dominated by fields wi th low exposure times, background count rates and 

nn values. The nn distribution of the survey is (1.7 — 7.2) x 10^° cm~^, with an 

average value of 3.6 x 10^° cm~^. 

Calculating the flux f rom an extended object requires the use of a model profile 

to correct for flux outside the measurement aperture. As the source identifications, 
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Figure 2.14: The histograms on the left show, f rom top to bottom, the variation 
of exposure t ime, background surface brightness, and Galactic Hydrogen column 
density for the fields used in the survey. The dashed line in the bottom plot indicates 
the mean nn value of the survey — 3.6 x 10^° cm~^. The right-hand plots show how 
these parameters are related. The dotted lines in the top plot show the bins used in 
the simulations (Section 2.3). 
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and redshifts, were not known at this stage of the processing, source fluxes were not 

calculated. Therefore, the output of the survey cannot be directly compared to the 

log A'' — logs' distributions f rom deep PSPC surveys. However, the average surface 

density of all sources in this survey, ~ 90 deg~^, corresponds to a flux density of 

1 X 10"̂ ^ ergcm~^s~^ (e.g. Georgantopoulos et al. 1996). As this is roughly the flux 

l i m i t that the survey is expected to reach, i t suggests that the detection procedure 

produces results similar to those of other deep PSPC surveys. 

Figure 2.15 shows how the sources are distributed across the detector, after 

spli t t ing the sample into point and extended sources. As the majori ty of fields were 

centred on sources, both distributions are peaked towards the detector centre. The 

radial profile of the point-source distribution shows the combined effect of telescope 

vignetting and PSF degradation on the source counts. 

Figure 2.16 shows the hardness ratio plotted against extent significance for each 

source. As the source selection is only done in the hard band, i t is not surprising that 

the major i ty of sources have a hardness ratio greater than zero; only one quarter of 

sources have a hardness ratio less than zero. Therefore the hardness ratio is not a 

good method for selecting clusters — the fraction of extended sources in the whole 

survey is 7.9%, which only increases to 9.5% i f soft sources (those with hardness 

ratios less than zero) are removed f rom the sample. 

The results given above are for all sources detected within 18' of the detector 

centre, which means that the targets of the observations are also included. Since 

a serendipitous survey cannot include these sources, i t is important that they are 

removed f rom the source lists and the survey area reduced to account for this. In 

the vast major i ty of cases, the target could be identified f rom the observation name. 

The masking radius was determined by examining the X-ray and optical data for 

these sources, w i th a minimum value of 3' and a maximum value of 8.4'— for the 

major i ty of sources a radius of 5' was used. Three fields had two sources which 

required masking, and there were nine fields for which the whole image could be 

used, because the target lay outside the central region. For the two fields in which 

the target could not be identified, a fiducial radius of 5' was used, placed at the 
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Figure 2.15: Combining the source lists for all the fields, and binning into 1' square 
pixels produces the top two images. The left-hand Figure shows the distribution of 
point sources, whilst the right-hand Figure is for the extended sources. The source 
lists used here do not have the observation targets masked out, which is why there 
are peaks in both distributions at the image centres. The bot tom two plots show 
the radial profiles of these distributions, after normalising by the number of fields 
in the survey. 
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Figure 2.16: This Figure shows how the hardness ratio of a source is related to its 
extent significance. The vertical dashed line indicates the division between point 
and extended sources. 

centre of the field. 

The f u l l survey consists of 1680 sources, 134 (8.0%) of which are extended. Re

moving the regions around each observation target, as described above, reduces the 

total number of sources to 1538, and the number of extended sources to 103 (6.7%). 

Appendix C lists these sources, and Section 3.1 describes the identification process. 

2.3 Simulations 

The survey selection function is required for the calculations presented in Chapter 4. 

I t is found by calculating the maximum redshift, ^max, a-t which a cluster of a given 

luminosity would st i l l be included in the cluster catalogue. As clusters are selected 

using an extent criterion as well as a significance l imi t , an analytic approach to 

calculating Zmax, such as used by Henry et al. (1992), is not possible. The selection 

funct ion has therefore been calculated using the simulations presented below. A l 

though the survey contains clusters wi th a range of redshifts, the work presented in 

Chapter 4 uses the high redshift {z > 0.2) sample only. Therefore the simulations 

presented here have concentrated on simulating high-redshift clusters. 

The ability to detect a given cluster depends on properties both intrinsic and 
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extrinsic to i t — the relevant cluster characteristics are its luminosity, surface bright

ness profile and redshift, while those for the survey are exposure time, background 

count rate and off-axis angle. The simulations assume a universal cluster X-ray 

surface brightness profile — namely equation (1.9) wi th a core radius of 250 kpc 

and (i = 2/3 (Jones & Forman 1984) — that is independent of redshift. Ideally one 

would use a distribution encompassing the true range of cluster profiles, however 

the sensitivity and spatial resolution of the current generation of X-ray instruments 

l i m i t the knowledge of such a distribution to low redshift: the choice of profile is 

consistent wi th the average properties of such low redshift cluster samples (e.g. Jones 

& Forman 1984; Henry et al. 1992). 

I f there is evolution of, or correlations between, cluster-profile parameters — 

e.g. core radius changing wi th redshift or luminosity — then the results f rom the 

simulations w i l l be systematically biased, and care must be taken in interpreting 

calculations that use this data, such as those presented in Chapter 4. An example 

of the expected amount of change is provided by the cluster-evolution model of 

Bower (1997) — discussed in detail in Section 4.1 — which predicts a change in 

core radius of ^ 50% out to 2 ~ 0.5 for a reasonable range of model parameters. 

The sensitivity of the selection function to such changes can not be directly tested, 

since the simulations only use a single core radius. However, examination of the 

data suggests that the results are not significantly different for angular core sizes in 

the range ~ 30" — 50". This is close to the predicted core-size evolution for z ^ 0.2 

(Figure 2.5). Therefore the simulation results should not be strongly affected, as 

long as the core size does not drop below ~ 200 kpc. 

As the simulations are computationally intensive, analysis was hmited to a 

binned representation of the survey wi th regard to: exposure time, background 

surface brightness, and off-axis angle. The bin sizes were chosen so as to be small 

enough that the selection function did not vary significantly across a bin whilst be

ing large enough that the simulations could be performed in a reasonable amount 

of t ime. The exposure time and background surface brightness bins are shown in 

Figure 2.14; bin widths are 4 ks and 1.6 x lO"' ' counts s~̂  arcmin"'^ respectively. 
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The effect of the off-axis degradation of the PSF on the detection procedure was 

modelled by spli t t ing each field into two: the inner region, out to a radius of 10' , 

and the outer region, f rom 10 ' to 18 ' . Since the survey area of each field is known, 

this binning produces a list of areas as a function of the three variables: exposure 

t ime, background surface brightness, and off-axis angle. 

2.3.1 Simulation details 

The simulations involve creating an observation containing a model cluster and see

ing i f the reduction procedure detects the cluster as an extended X-ray source. As de

scribed above, source photons are distributed using a profile given by equation ( 1 . 9 ) , 

w i t h Tc — 2 5 0 kpc and (3 — 2 / 3 , which is convolved wi th a model PSPC PSF. One 

possible way to create the background distribution is to add simulated clusters to 

the actual observations used to create the cluster sample. This has the advantage of 

accurately modelling the vignetting and background fluctuations of individual fields 

— however i t is infeasible because the simulations are computationally intensive. As 

the results of the simulations wi l l be interpolated to produce a selection function at 

any luminosity, as described in Section 2 .3 .2 , and the uncertainties in the number 

of cluster photons used in the simulations are of the order of ten percent, there is 

l i t t l e point in exactly mimicking the survey. Therefore background photons were 

distributed using a fiat background, which is a good approximation for the spatial 

extents of distant clusters. 

The flux, / , f r o m a cluster of luminosity L , and redshift z, is calculated using 

/ = — A T T K ^ ) ' ( 2 - 8 ) 
47rdL [z) 

where d\Xz) is the luminosity distance of the cluster (e.g. Weinberg 1 9 7 2 ) , and 

k{z) converts the cluster rest-frame luminosity into the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass-band of 

ROSAT. The fo rm of k{z) depends on the cluster spectral energy distribution, which 

is modelled by a thermal bremsstrahlung emission f rom a plasma at a temperature 

of 6 keV: a discussion of the choice of this model is given in Section 3 .2 .2 . The flux 

is converted into a count rate using the PSPC response function, a 6 keV thermal 
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bremsstrahlung spectrum, and a Galactic absorption model wi th the average survey 

value of nii — 3.6 x 10^° cm~^. Although the survey has a range of nu values 

(Section 2.2.4), the conversion factor varies by less than six percent for this range, 

so the use of a single value does not significantly bias the results. The expected 

number of source and background photons equal the exposure time multiphed by 

the corresponding count rate. The actual number of photons to distribute is found 

by Poisson distributing the expected number of source and background photons. 

The detection process is only sensitive to the emission within a radius of ~ 1', 

corresponding to an area of ~ 10~^ deg^. The effect of source confusion on the 

detection process can be estimated by using the typical source density at a flux 

l i m i t close to that of the deepest fields in the survey, i.e. ~ 10"^^ ergcm^^s '^ For 

a source density of 90 deg~^ (Georgantopoulos et al. 1996), the expected number 

of sources fall ing wi th in the region which the detection process is sensitive to is 

~ 0.09. Therefore 10% of the cluster sources in the sample are expected to have 

a contaminating source wi th in the detection area. No attempt has been made to 

include source confusion in the simulations presented here. 

2.3.2 Results of the simulations 

Clusters are simulated for a range of redshifts and luminosities: z = 0.2 — 1.0 and 

L = (0.1 — 3.0) X lO''^ ergs~^. Combining the results of these simulations produces 

the survey area as a function of cluster luminosity and redshift, 0 ( L , z), as shown in 

Figure 2.17. For clusters beyond a redshift of 0.3 the minimum detectable luminosity 

is approximately lO"*̂  ergs~^, whilst clusters wi th luminosities of 3 x 10'*'̂  ergs~^ are 

observable out to z ~ 1. 

The work presented in Chapter 4 requires the knowledge of the survey volume 

at a luminosity, L , in a redshift shell zi to 22, which is defined as 

K n a x ( i ^ ) = r n { L , z ) d V { z ) d z , (2.9) 
Jzi 

where dV{z) is the volume per unit area at a redshift z (e.g. Kolb & Turner 1990). 
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Figure 2.17: Each curve shows ^l(L,z)^ the available survey area as a function of 
cluster luminosity, labelled in units of 10''^ ergs~\ and redshift. 

Luminosity K n a x ( i ) Luminosity 
(10^^ ergs-^) (10^ Mpc^) (lO'^^ ergs-^) {W Mpc^) 

0.1 0.003 0.9 2.242 
0.2 0.087 1.2 2.800 
0.3 0.318 1.4 3.047 
0.4 0.653 1.9 3.270 
0.5 1.025 2.2 3.310 
0.6 1.360 2.7 3.337 
0.7 1.713 3.0 3.340 
0.8 2.031 

Table 2.2: The results of evaluating equation (2.9) for the redshift shell z = 0.3-0.7. 

Table 2.2 lists the results of equation (2.9) evaluated for the redshift shell z = 

0.3 — 0.7. Figure 2.18 shows these points and the line used to interpolate the results. 

The dashed line in Figure 2.18 shows the selection function of the simulations i f 

no extent criterion had been used. As expected, the effect of removing the require

ment that cluster detections be extended has been to increase the survey volume at 

low luminosities, whilst at high luminosities, ;^ 2 x 10'*'' ergs~\ there is Httle effect. 

As the maximum search volume is close to 4 x 10'' Mpc"^, the survey is unlikely to 

detect clusters wi th densities ^ 10~^ Mpc""^. The range of cluster luminosities which 

the survey is sensitive to depends on the distant cluster X-ray luminosity function, 
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Figure 2.18: The crosses indicate the values of ymax(-^), for the redshift shell z — 
0.3 — 0.7, calculated using equation (2.9) and the curves shown in Figure 2.17. The 
solid curve is the fit to these points. The dashed line shows the curve obtained i f 
the simulations are analysed without requiring sources to be extended: the volume 
available is ~ 25% larger, at 10^^ ergs~^, compared to the selection function obtained 
when only extended sources are included. 

as discussed in detail in Chapter 4. However, the low redshift cluster sample of 

Ebeling et al. (1997) suggests that the maximum detected cluster luminosity wi l l be 

^ 4 X 10^^ ergs - i . 
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Chapter 3 

The Cluster Catalogue 

Chapter 2 described the steps taken to produce a list of serendipitously-detected 

cluster candidates f r o m ROSAT PSPC images. Although the use of an extent crite

rion to select X-ray sources greatly reduces the contamination level of the catalogue, 

i t does not remove all contaminants. The identification of the X-ray sources is de

scribed in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the techniques used to measure the 

X-ray fluxes of the clusters, and presents the X-ray luminosities in both the ROSAT 

and EMSS pass bands. 

3.1 Identification of the X-ray sources 

Although the sources are serendipitously selected, some wi l l have identifications in 

the literature. To find these sources, the NASA Extragalactic Database was queried, 

using a search radius of five arcminutes about the X-ray centre. This radius, which 

is much greater than the positional error on the X-ray co-ordinates, was chosen 

as a compromise between ensuring that extended sources were identified and not 

including too many unrelated sources. The sources identified in this manner are 

listed, in Appendix C, w i th an ID of L. Five sources were identified as contaminants, 

being a mixture of QSOs, galaxies and an A G N , and eight clusters were identified, 

all but one wi th a redshift. Sources that lay within 1 Mpc of an identified cluster 
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were taken to be part of that cluster: they are labelled by the addition of () to their 

I D . The radius, which is ~ 20% smaller than the value used to estimate the cluster 

flux (Section 3.2.1), was chosen as a compromise between ensuring that clumps 

of emission associated wi th the cluster were not taken to be separate clusters and 

avoiding combining unrelated sources because of projection effects. 

Even though distant clusters are not visible on the Palomar and U K Schmidt 

Sky Survey plates, i t is possible to identify some of the sources using these surveys. 

Square images, centred on the X-ray co-ordinates and wi th a width of six arcminutes, 

were obtained for each source f rom the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) service provided 

by the Space Telescope Science Institute. The X-ray photon image was lightly 

smoothed, using a Gaussian approximation to the PSPC PSF at the off-axis angle 

of the source (Hasinger et al. 1994), and the contours added to the DSS image: 

several examples of these images are shown in Figure 3.1, whilst the f u l l sample 

is given in Appendix B. Those sources which showed a stellar-like object at the 

centre of the X-ray emission were removed f rom the catalogue, and are listed in 

Appendix C wi th an ID of P. These objects belong to one of two classes: most 

are detected as extended because the presence of a nearby point source causes an 

over-estimate of their extent, whereas a few sources are extremely bright, and the 

photon statistics are good enough that the differences between the real and model 

PSF become significant (e.g. RX J2202.5 - 3208, Figure 3.1). Objects whose X-

ray contours show contamination by point sources which matched up wi th point

like objects on the imaging data, were given the ID of M and removed f rom the 

catalogue. The source RX J2138.3 — 4253 (Figure 3.1) is an example of a candidate 

that was rejected wi th an ID of both P and M . Several sources turned out to be 

nearby galaxies, these are listed in Appendix C wi th an ID of G. 

This procedure can lead to clusters not being identified — perhaps because the 

imaging data is not deep enough to detect galaxies fainter than the brightest cluster 

galaxy — which would cause incompleteness in the catalogue that is not accounted 

for by the simulations presented in Section 2.3. This is different f rom the lack of 

unresolved clusters in the catalogue, which is due to the imposition of an extent 
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criterion during the X-ray selection, and is modelled in the simulations. The best 

way to assess the effect of possible selection biases is to compare the catalogue 

to those of other ROSAT PSPC surveys (e.g. RIXOS, WARPS, RDCS), since these 

have been created using a variety of X-ray and optical selection techniques, including 

identification of X-ray point sources. A direct comparison is not yet possible, since 

the various catalogues are currently not publically available. 

This remainder of this Section describes the optical observations: Section 3.1.2 

contains detailed descriptions of the instruments used and the observations made; 

Section 3.1.3 describes the reduction of the optical data; and Section 3.1.4 presents 

the identifications for the sources. 

3.1.1 Optical follow-up of cluster candidates 

W i t h telescope t ime at a premium, the observing strategy for identifying the sources 

has to be as efficient as possible. Surveys which attempt to identify all the sources 

detected in X-ray images (e.g. Gioiaet al. 1990b; Henry et al. 1995; Georgantopoulos 

et al. 1996; Boyle, Wilkes &: Elvis 1997) require extensive optical follow-up to identify ' 

the correct source wi th in the X-ray error-box. Although this is a necessary approach 

for these surveys, since they do not have any a priori knowledge of the optical 

properties of the sources, i t is not an optimal strategy for searches targeted at 

clusters. Low redshift, z ^ 0.2, samples of X-ray clusters show that 70% — 80% of 

the clusters have a dominant elliptical galaxy either at, or close to, the centre of the 

X-ray surface-brightness distribution (Forman h Jones 1994; Romer 1997, private 

communication). High-redshift, X-ray selected, clusters also show a high fraction of 

systems wi th a dominant elliptical galaxy close to the centre of the X-ray emission 

(Gioia h Luppino 1994). This suggests that the presence of an elliptical galaxy close 

to the X-ray centroid is indicative of the presence of a cluster. As the majori ty of the 

non-cluster sources identified in Section 3.1 have a stellar-like optical counterpart 

close to their X-ray centre, i t seems likely that most of the contaminating sources 

are characterised by the presence of such an object. The expected contaminants in 
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RX J 1200.8-0328 RX J1001.1-1926 
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RX J2138.3-4253 RX J2202.5-3208 

Figure 3.1: Images of four sources in the survey. The images are extracted f rom the 
DSS and are six arcminute square, centred on the X-ray co-ordinates, w i th North to 
the top and East to the left . The contours show the smoothed X-ray photon image; 
the levels are 2"~^ x 3(7 above the background value, where n is a positive integer, 
and the background and a values were calculated f rom the smoothed image, after 
blanking out the detected sources. The dotted line in the top-right plot indicates 
the edge of the X-ray image, corresponding to the support structure of the PSPC, 
and is drawn at 19.2' f rom the field centre. 
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the survey are stars, nearby galaxies, A G N , and QSOs. Stellar sources are expected 

to be either dwarf stars, early-type stars or accreting binaries. The X-ray emission 

mechanism of galaxies depends on the galaxy type: the collective emission f rom 

individual sources, such as accreting binaries and supernovae remnants, are thought 

to be responsible for the emission f rom spirals; starburst galaxy emission is due 

either to supernovae remnants or massive, young stars; ellipticals are encased in 

a hot, intergalactic medium at temperatures ^ 1.0 keV, which emits via thermal 

bremsstrahlung. A G N and QSO emission is thought to be due to a central, compact 

object. 

The first step in identifying the remaining sources is to obtain deep optical 

images. The central regions of local clusters are known to be dominated by old, 

red, elliptical galaxies (e.g. Bower et al. 1990), and this has been shown to hold up 

to redshifts close to one (e.g. Aragon-Salamanca et al. 1993; Stanford, Eisenhardt 

& Dickinson 1997; Ellis et al. 1997). As the population of field galaxies becomes 

bluer at fainter apparent magnitudes, since the number-count relation steepens going 

f r o m red to blue pass bands (e.g. Small et al. 1995; Hogg et al. 1997), i t is usual 

to use red pass bands to detect distant clusters (e.g. Gunn et al. 1986; Couch et 

al. 1991; Postman et al. 1996; Zaritsky et al. 1997). The images of the sources were 

therefore taken using a R-band filter, to increase the contrast between the cluster 

galaxies and the background galaxy population, and typically reached a magnitude 

of ^ 23. The same criteria were applied to the CCD images as to the plate images 

to remove sources f r o m the catalogue; such objects are listed wi th an ID of I M or 

IP in Appendix C. 

Once the image of a source has been obtained, the decision is which objects 

should be spectroscopically identified. As previously described, there is expected 

to be a source close to the centre of the X-ray emission: an elliptical galaxy for 

clusters and a point source for contaminating objects. The chosen strategy was to 

obtain the spectrum of any galaxies close to the X-ray centroid, unless there was a 

point source close by. For suspected clusters, spectra were also obtained for nearby 

elliptical-like objects w i th similar properties to the central galaxy. The aim was to 
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obtain a min imum of three concordant redshifts for each cluster; the size of the field 

available for spectroscopy meant that the number of objects observed, per field, was 

typically between two and ten. 

The first two runs used EFOSC-I on the European Southern Observatory (ESO) 

3.6m telescope. This instrument, which is described in Section 3.1.2, is ideal for 

the optical follow up of cluster candidates, since i t provides both imaging and spec

troscopic capabilities, wi th a negligible change-over t ime between the two modes. 

Spectroscopy can be performed using a single slit (SS) or a mask of slits, which 

provides a multiple-object capability. The masks are manufactured at the telescope, 

so i t is possible to image a field one night and perform multiple-object spectroscopy 

(MOS) the next night. To t ry and ensure that fields were ful ly identified, the ap

proach taken was to image a source and then decide whether i t warranted immediate 

follow-up wi th SS spectroscopy. Such sources were those wi th a point source at the 

X-ray centre, hence a possible non-cluster identification, and those which appeared 

to be clusters and the alignment of the galaxies meant that there was l i t t le , or no, 

advantage in using the MOS mode. The SS mode was also used when the weather 

worsened, since i t was found that the MOS mode was not suited to poor weather. 

Two runs at the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) using LDSS-I, which 

is also described in Section 3.1.2, completed the bulk of the source identifications. 

As w i t h EFOSC-I, LDSS-I provides both SS spectroscopy and MOS, although the 

masks can not be manufactured at the telescope, and so have to be made before the 

observing run. The sources observed in these runs were those for which spectroscopy 

either was not possible at ESO, or for which the results were inconclusive. A service 

application, using LDSS-2 on the WiUiam Herschel Telescope ( W H T ) on La Palma, 

completed the spectroscopic observations of the X-ray sample. The ID of "—" is 

given to sources for which the identification is inconclusive: this includes objects 

which appear to be clusters or groups, but for which spectroscopic identification has 

not been obtained (e.g. RX J0505.9 — 2826), and those objects wi th no deep optical 

data. 
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EFOSC-I LDSS-I LDSS-2 

Detector size (pixels) 512 X 512 1024 X 1024 2048 X 2048 
Pixel size (/ /m/") 27 / 0.61 24 / 0.62 15 / 0.37 
Dark current (e~/pixel/hour) < 1 < 1 1.6 
Read out noise (e~) 8.8 4.8 6.0 
Read out t ime (s) 75 75 258 

Table 3.1: Physical characteristics of the CCDs used wi th EFOSC-I, LDSS-I and 
LDSS-2. 

3.1.2 The observing runs 

Although the data comes f rom three different telescope/instrument combinations, 

the data reduction techniques are the same. This Section concentrates on describing 

the different instruments used and providing details of the observations made, whilst 

Section 3.1.3 deals w i th the techniques used to reduce the data. 

Observations at the ESQ 

Both observing runs at the ESO 3.6m telescope used EFOSC-I — the ESO Faint 

Object Spectrograph and Camera (Savaglio, Benetti &: Pasquini 1997). This is 

a versatile instrument, providing eight different observing modes: direct imaging; 

long slit, slitless, echelle and multiple-object spectroscopy; imaging- and spectro-

polarimetry; and coronography. The modes used were direct imaging, long (or 

single) sHt spectroscopy and multiple-object spectroscopy. The instrument is placed 

at the Cassegrain focus of the telescope, using an adaptor which allows i t to be 

rotated about the optical axis of the telescope. Therefore spectroscopy of several 

objects can be made wi th the single slit mode, by appropriate choice of the position 

angle. The CCD used was a 512 by 512 pixel Tektronix chip, ESO #26, details of 

which are given in table 3.1. I t is a cosmetically clean device, wi th uniform bias, 

and a quantum efficiency reaching 80% between 6000 A and 7000 A . 

When used in the imaging mode, the field of view is 5.2' by 5.2', although the 

corners suffer f rom vignetting, and the 80% encircled-energy diameter is 0.3" on-axis 
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and 0.5" at the field corners. The system is sensitive to light of wavelengths between 

3500 A and 9500 A ; the filter used for imaging was a Bessel R filter, ESO #554, 

which has a peak transmission of 86% at 6437 A and a F W H M of 1667 A . 

In the spectroscopic modes, the dispersion direction corresponds to the NS direc

t ion for the default position angle of the Cassegrain adaptor (270°), and is aligned 

w i t h the CCD columns to better than one pixel across the detector. The full-chip 

area is not available for spectroscopy, being l imited to the central 4' region. The 

B300 grism was used, which provides a wavelength coverage of 3740 — 6950 A and 

a dispersion of 6.3 A / p i x e l . W i t h this wavelength range, galaxies can be identified, 

using the Ca I I H and K features, the 4000A break and E6 line, out to redshifts of 

~ 0.7. For MOS observations, the spectral range depends on the position of the sht 

along the dispersion direction; to ensure a usable signal was obtained, slits were not 

placed close to the edges of the field. The design of EFOSC-I is such that the spec

t ra l resolution is constant wi th wavelength, depending only on the slit width. The 

widths used were 1.5" and 2.0" for SS observations and 2.1" for MOS, corresponding 

to resolution elements of 16 A , 21 A and 22 A , respectively. The choice of slit width 

for the SS observations depended upon the seeing. 

Creation of the masks for MOS is a two-stage process: the choice of targets and 

slit positions (the design of the mask), and the physical manufacture of the masks. 

The mask design allows the positions of the slits to be adjusted to give sufficient sky 

regions for each source, and to prevent overlap between adjacent slits. Typically ten 

slits were placed on a mask. The mask design is then sent to the P U M A machine, 

which creates slits by punching out a series of overlapping circular holes f rom a metal 

blank. W i t h this setup, i t is possible to observe a field, in MOS mode, the night 

after obtaining an image of i t . The right plot in Figure 3.2 shows an example of 

a field imaged during the survey, where the circles indicate the objects selected for 

MOS. The left plot shows the raw spectroscopic image of the field observed through 

this mask. 

Both observing runs were scheduled for 4 nights apiece, although the first run was 

extended by half a night because engineering work finished earlier than expected. 
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Figure 3.2: The left plot shows the raw data frame f rom the MOS exposure of the 
z = 0.26 cluster, R X J1204.3 — 0351. The two th in horizontal fines, at the top and 
bo t tom of this image, are the spectra of the stars used to ensure correct positioning 
of the mask. The right plot shows a subset of the R-band image of this cluster, 
where the circles indicate the objects targeted for MOS. 

The first run was during the nights of June 19'*' to the 23'"'*, 1995; the second run was 

February 17**' to the 20*'', 1996. The weather for the first run was poor, generally 

being non-photometric and worsening through the run. In contrast, the second 

run had near-perfect weather, w i th much better seeing and negligible cloud cover. 

The difference in the weather is reflected in the number of observations made in 

each run, presented in table 3.2. Occasionally the filter wheel would stick, causing 

the requested change of instrument set-up to not take place; these observations 

produced images wi th no filter, and are noted in the F column of table 3.2. Exposure 

times for the observations depended on the optical characteristics of the source 

and the weather conditions. Images were either five or ten minute exposures, the 

choice being made on the optical properties of the DSS image and the prevailing 

weather conditions. The range of exposure times for spectroscopy ranged f rom 

several minutes, for very bright stellar sources, to three-quarters of an hour for 

distant cluster candidates. For the first run, the spectra could be examined by 

producing profiles along the dispersion direction of the raw frames. Between this run 

and the second run, a workstation was connected to the CCD controller, which meant 

that more sophisticated analysis could be made, including collapsing the spectra 

along the spatial direction, to improve the signal to noise, and sky subtraction. 

These methods were used to determine i f the exposure t ime had been sufficient, 

or whether further exposures were required. Although a common technique is to 
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Telescope Dates Ima ging Spectroscopy 
R F S M 

ESO 3.6m June, 1995 11 4 21 3 
ESO 3.6m February, 1996 38 3 21 7 
AAT May, 1996 — — 10 
AAT July, 1996 — — 5 
WHT September, 1996 — — 1 

Table 3.2: The columns refer to the number of observations made, using a particular 
mode: R means a R band exposure, F means an exposure with no filter, S means a 
single slit observation, and M means MOS. 

take multiple exposures of a source, for purposes of cosmic-ray rejection, many of 

the sources were observed with single exposures, since the quick reduction of their 

spectra showed that they were not significantly affected by cosmic-ray events. 

Calibration exposures were taken each night. Sets of five bias frames were taken 

at the start and end of each night. Flat fields, for the imaging mode, were taken of 

both an illuminated screen inside the telescope dome, and twilight sky-flats. EFOSC-

I contains Halogen, Helium and Argon lamps for spectroscopic cahbration exposures; 

the Halogen lamp is used to provide flat-field images of the single slits and MOS 

masks, the Helium and Argon lamps are used for wavelength-calibration exposures. 

Before using these lamps, a screen has to be moved over the sky baffle, since the 

lamps point towards the secondary mirror. The lamps illuminate a white ring, 

painted on this screen and scaled to simulate the telescope pupil, which reflects the 

light back to the CCD. The advantage of this arrangement is that the calibration 

beam is highly uniform and has the same f-ratio as the telescope; the disadvantage 

is that, since the screen is 4.5m away from the focal plane, the intensity of the light, 

particularly from the Argon lamp, is low, and so long exposure times are required 

for the wavelength calibration images. It was found that the pixel-to-wavelength 

relation was very stable during a night — attributed to there being very little flexure 

of EFOSC-I with telescope position, or temperature changes (Savaglio et al. 1997). 

Spectroscopic flat-field images were taken at the start or end of each night, and the 

wavelength calibration exposures were taken after each spectroscopic observation. 
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Observations at the AAT 

The two observing runs at the 3.9m AAT used the Low Dispersion Survey Spec

trograph, LDSS-I (Colless et al. 1990). This is a similar instrument to EFOSC-I, 

in that it provides modes for imaging, single slit and multiple-object spectroscopy, 

and is placed at the Cassegrain focus of the telescope. The major difference is in 

the construction of the MOS masks; there are no manufacturing facilities at the 

telescope, which means that they have to be prepared well before the observing 

run. The mask design used the same criteria for selecting objects as was used with 

EFOSC-I. Once the sources had been selected from the EFOSC-I images, the LEXT 

software package — which was designed for use with LDSS-I — was used to select 

slit lengths and to ensure there was no overlap between the slits. It was also pos

sible to optimise the position of the sHts, relative to the mask centre, to maximise 

the wavelength coverage on the CCD. The masks were created by photochemically 

etching the final design onto steel templates. 

The CCD used was a 1024 by 1024 pixel Tektronix chip, the details of which are 

given in table 3.1. It has no bias structure, and a quantum efficiency approaching 

70% at wavelengths between 5500 A and 7500 A. Four hot pixels (Tinney 1996) were 

masked out of all images during the processing. The grism used had a dispersion of 

165 A mm \ corresponding to a wavelength scale of 4.0 A/pixel, with a resolution 

element of 11 A, since the slits had a width of 1.7". Although the chip shows fringing 

at long wavelengths, the peak-to-peak variation is only 1% at a wavelength of 7300 

A, and negligible at shorter wavelengths. For the observed wavelength range, 3700 

A to 7500 A, the fringing has negligible effect. 

There were seven nights of LDSS-I time, split between four nights in May 1996, 

the 14'h to the 17'^ and three nights in July 1996, the 16'̂  to the 18'^ Both 

observing runs were affected by poor weather, and only 15 sources were successfully 

observed, as listed in table 3.2. Calibration exposures were taken using a similar 

method to that used with EFOSC-I. Bias frames and spectroscopic flat-fields were 

taken at the start and end of each night, whilst Copper-Argon arc frames were taken 
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after each observation. Unlike the EFOSC-I runs, at least three science exposures 

per source were taken. 

Service-time observation at the WHT 

One source, RX J2038.4 — 0125, which was considered Hkely to be a distant, z > 0.5, 

cluster, and had not been observed spectroscopically in either the ESO or AAT runs, 

was observed in service-time at the 4.2m WHT, using LDSS-2. This instrument is 

essentially the same as LDSS-I, the major difference being that masks can be made 

at the telescope. The design of the mask followed the same procedures as used for 

the LDSS-I observations. The observation of this source was split over the nights of 

September the 6'̂  and 7"", 1996. Three MOS images were obtained as well as flat-

field and wavelength-calibration exposures. The choice of the number of observations 

and their length was a compromise between fitting into the three-hour time limit 

for service-time observations, ensuring each exposure was sky — rather than read-

noise — limited, and having enough exposures for efficient cosmic-ray rejection. The 

MED/RED grism was used, which has a dispersion of 5.3 A/pixel and a resolution of 

13 A , for a wavelength coverage of 4000 A to beyond 8000 A. Wavelength-calibration 

images were obtained with a Copper-Argon arc lamp. Although the usual detector 

for LDSS-2 is the 1024 by 1024 Tek CCD — similar to that used at the AAO — the 

actual CCD used in the runs was a Lorel device, as listed in table 3.1. This chip 

has a quantum efficiency greater than 80% for the wavelength range 4000 A to 8000 

A. Fringing in the chip, visible in the flat-field images, meant that the spectra were 

limited to wavelengths less than 8000 A . 

3.1.3 Description of the data reduction 

A combination of STARLINK reduction packages — CCDPACK (Draper 1996) and 

FIGARO (Shortridge et al. 1997) — and the LDSS-I reduction package, LEXT 

(AUington-Smith & Maddox 1994), were used to analyse the data. Since the detec

tors used were all CCDs, the reduction method is the same for all the data. The 
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Imaging Debias 
Flat field 

Spectroscopy Debias 
Orientate images and separate MOS fields 
Flat field 
Identify object and sky regions 
Cosmic-ray rejection 
Collapse object and sky regions 
Subtract sky from object spectra 
Wavelength cahbration 

Table 3.3: Overview of the various stages in the reduction of the CCD data. 

various stages in the reduction are discussed in detail below, and a summary is 

provided in table 3.3. 

The first stage, for both the imaging and spectroscopic data, is to remove the 

bias signal from the data. For each night, a median bias frame was created, which 

was then subtracted from each frame, by scaling the median level to the individual 

bias strips. For the images, the only other step taken was to apply a flat-field image, 

to remove the effects of pixel-to-pixel variation and vignetting by the telescope. The 

sky-flats were found to have insufficient signal to noise for this purpose, so the dome 

flats were used to create a median flat-field image. 

Since the spectroscopic images are from more than one instrument, the frames 

have to be rotated so that they all have the same orientation. The chosen format was 

to have the spatial direction vertical and the dispersion axis horizontal. Inspection 

of the images showed that the dispersion axis was tilted by less than one pixel, with 

respect to the CCD columns, over the whole frame. The MOS frames were then 

split up into their constituent slits, to allow the same processing procedure to be 

used on all sources, regardless of whether the observation was with a single slit or a 

MOS mask. This was done by taking a cross-section through the flat-field image of 

the mask, and defining the slit edges from this profile. The regions corresponding 

to each slit were then extracted from the flat-field, arc-lamp and data frames. An 

example of this procedure is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: The left plot shows the flat-field image of a MOS frame: the dispersion 
axis is horizontal and the spatial axis vertical. The right plot shows the slit spatial 
profiles, obtained by collapsing the flat-field frame along the dispersion direction. 
The dotted, vertical lines indicate the regions selected for each slit. The two narrow 
peaks, at the edges of this plot, are from the holes for the guide stars. 

The data frames were flat fielded in order to remove pixel-to-pixel variations 

due to the response of the CCD and vignetting caused by imperfectly-machined slit 

edges. The flat-field images for a particular observation were median combined, and 

then collapsed along the spatial direction, to produce a spectrum. This spectrum 

was lightly smoothed, using a Gaussian profile with a FWHM of five pixels, and then 

divided into each column of the median flat-field image. The resulting image was 

normalised to have a median value of one and then divided into each data frame, 

creating a flat-fielded image. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of flat fielding on the spatial 

profile of a MOS observation — the variations, due to the pixel response of the CCD 

and the defects in the slit edges, have been removed. 

Collapsing the flat-fielded data frames along the dispersion axis produces spatial 

profiles of the sources — an example of such a profile is shown in Figure 3.4. These 

profiles are used to identify regions containing sources and regions from which the 

background sky signal can be estimated. Source regions were selected to include the 

majority of the source flux without extending into the sky regions, since this leads to 

an increase in the noise level without significantly increasing the source signal. The 

background region for a particular source was chosen to be close to the source and 

to include, if possible, regions on both sides of the source. Since the slits can contain 
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Figure 3.4: The plot shows the spatial profile of a slit from a MOS observation 
before (solid line) and after (dotted line) flat fielding. The major effect has been 
to remove the effects of imperfectly-machined slit edges. The abscissa is labelled in 
units of pixels, whilst the ordinate is in arbitrary units. 

more than one source, background regions were chosen for each source, rather than 

having only one background region per slit. The chosen object and sky regions were 

then extracted from the data frames. 

The next stage was to remove cosmic-ray events from these regions. Since the 

number of exposures per source was, in most cases, less than three, the common 

technique of median filtering the exposures could not be used. The approach taken 

to cosmic-ray rejection is that used by the FIGARO program COSREJ, and is based 

on the assumption that the spectrum of each spatial element, i.e. column of pixels, 

in a region is the same, apart from the normalisation and signal to noise. Whilst 

such an assumption is justified only for the background regions and point sources, 

the majority of objects observed were only marginally extended, and tests showed 

that this did not affect the process. The first step was to normalise each column, 

in a region, by its mean value. Each row of the region, corresponding to a single 

wavelength value, was then examined for cosmic-ray events. The value of each pixel 

in the row was compared to the mean value of the other pixels, and rejected if it 

was more than five standard deviations away from this level. The comparison was 

repeated until either no more pixels are rejected, or there were only two pixels left 

in the row. The mean of the remaining pixels was used to replace the values of 

any rejected pixels. Each row was analysed in this manner, and then the individual 
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Figure 3.5: Both plots show the background-subtracted spectrum of the same source, 
before wavelength calibration, where the abscissae are in pixels and the ordinates are 
in arbitrary units. The difference between the two plots is due to cosmic-ray events; 
the left-hand plot was calculated without any cosmic-ray rejection, the right-hand 
plot was calculated after using the cosmic-ray rejection scheme described in the text. 
The features at ~ 280 and ~ 390 pixels are due to imperfectly-subtracted night-sky 
emission lines. 

columns rescaled to their original levels. The effect of this scheme on the resulting 

background-subtracted spectra is illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

After the cosmic-ray events had been removed, the object and sky regions were 

collapsed down along the spatial direction. The resulting spectra were then nor

malised by the number of columns in the collapsed regions, before subtracting the 

background spectrum from the object spectrum. The final step in the reduction 

process was to apply a pixel-to-wavelength mapping to the background-subtracted 

spectra. For each source, a region of the corresponding arc frame was collapsed 

down to produce an arc-line spectrum. The chosen region encompassed both the 

regions used to define the object and the background from the science frames. This 

was to ensure that any changes in the pixel-to-wavelength relation with spatial po

sition along the slit were accounted for. Arc lines were individually identified, using 

the identification lists provided with the instrument manuals (Savaglio et al. 1997; 

AUington-Smith k Maddox 1994), and a third or fourth order polynomial fitted 

to the data, to produce the pixel-to-wavelength calibration for the spectrum. The 

number of identified lines depended on the position of the slit on the detector, but 

typically nine lines were used for the EFOSC-I data and ten for the LDSS-I and 
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LDSS-2 data, producing residuals of ~ 0.2 A and ~ 0.4 A respectively. Sky-line 

residuals, such as those shown in Figure 3.5, were manually removed before the 

spectra were identified. Examples of background-subtracted, wavelength-calibrated 

spectra are shown in Figure 3.6 — the typical signal-to-noise value for the spectra 

is 10. 

3.1.4 Identification of the spectra 

The classification of a spectrum as belonging to a particular object class is based 

on the detection of various absorption and emission features. Since the spectra 

have not been flux-calibrated, the shape of the continuum emission is not a useful 

diagnostic in this process. Once several features have been identified, the redshift of 

the object can be found from the shift of the identified features relative to their rest-

frame wavelengths (e.g. Costero & Osterbrock 1977; Corwin & Emerson 1982). The 

most commonly observed features were: in absorption, the Ca I I H and K doublet, 

the 4000 A break, and the G band; in emission, the [OII]3727, H ^ , [OIII]4959, and 

OIII]5oo7 lines. Identification and redshift determination was performed by fitting 

the observed spectral features by eye. This process was greatly assisted by the use of 

Dr. K. Glazebrook's program, REDSHIFT, which allows redshifts to be estimated 

from guesses to spectral features, and, conversely, identification of features once a 

redshift has been established. 

Another approach to redshift measurement is to cross-correlate the spectra with 

a library of spectral templates of known redshift (e.g. Heavens 1993). This technique 

was not adopted for the following reasons: firstly, the large redshift range of objects 

in the sample did not well match that of the available template spectra, which 

were limited to redshifts ^ 0.1 — the small overlap, in the rest-frame pass bands, 

of the high-redshift galaxies and the template spectra produced redshift estimates 

with large systematic errors; secondly, Romer (1996) compared both techniques, 

using a sample of galaxies from low-redshift X-ray selected clusters, and found that 

the errors of both methods were similar [6z ~ 0.001); and finally, even in this 
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technique, the spectra have to be manually checked to remove objects which are 

not well matched by the template library — this includes late-type stars with broad 

metallic absorption Unes, and strong emission line objects, such as AGN and QSOs. 

Four examples of identified spectra are shown in Figure 3.6. Since the spectra 

have not been fiux-calibrated, the continuum level in these plots is due to the contin

uum properties of the source, atmospheric absorption, and the wavelength response 

of the instruments. The spectra have been chosen to illustrate the range of objects 

contained in the sample. Tables 3.4a and 3.4b list the clusters identified from the 

sample; the identification of all the sources is given in Appendix C. The listed clus

ter redshift corresponds to the average value of the galaxy redshifts, the number in 

the brackets refers to the number of galaxies used to calculate this average. 

The catalogue contains 36 clusters, with redshifts between 0.06 and 0.67, sixteen 

of which have z > 0.3. Below a redshift of 0.2, 75% of the clusters already have 

an identification in the hterature, whilst above this redshift, all but one cluster is 

a new detection. Of the 103 extended sources presented in Appendix C, 42 are 

associated with the clusters, 13 are spectroscopically identified (either from the 

literature or from the observing runs described above) as not being clusters, 37 are 

identified as not being clusters from their optical properties (either from the DSS 

images or deep optical imaging), and 11 remain without any identification. The 

completeness rate for the survey is therefore 89%. Among the un-identified sources 

are systems which could be low-redshift clusters, or groups (e.g. RX J0505.9 — 2826 

and RX J1313.6 — 3251), and some which could be high-redshift clusters (e.g. RX 

J0323.8 - 5116 and RX J2138.7 - 4245). 

3.2 X-ray fluxes and luminosities 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the poor spectral resolution of the PSPC coupled with 

the low count rates of the clusters detected in this survey mean that spectral models 

can not be reliably fit to the X-ray data. Cluster fluxes are therefore estimated by 
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Figure 3.6: The plots show the spectra of a variety of sources detected in the ob
serving runs. The abscissa is the wavelength axis, in units of A , and the ordinate 
is the flux axis, which is in arbitrary units. For objects 2, 3, and 4, a smoothed 
version of the spectrum is also shown, offset vertically for clarity. The redshift of 
each object is indicated in the top-right of the plot, and identifying spectral features 
are indicated by the vertical dotted lines. 
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Name 
h 

RA 
m s 

Declination 
0 / / / 

ID z Notes 

RX J0318.2- 0301 3 18 17.4 - 3 1 14.7 SC 0.370(1) t 
RX J0318.5 - 0303 3 18 32.8 - 3 2 45.7 SC 0.373 (3) 
RX J0321.9 - 5119 3 21 57.1 - 5 1 19 25.2 LC 0.070 Abell 3120 
RX J0333.0 - 3914 3 33 5.5 -39 13 49.4 SC 0.245 (5) 
RX J0333.8 - 3906 3 33 50.1 -39 6 23.5 (LC) - (Abell 3135) 
RX J0334.0 - 3901 3 34 3.2 -39 0 48.7 LC 0.063 Abell 3135 
RXJ0334.1 - 3904 3 34 11.0 -39 3 54.1 (LC) - (Abell 3135) 
RX J0337.7 - 2522 3 37 45.2 -25 22 26.2 SC 0.577(3) 
RX J0416.7- 5525 4 16 44.8 -55 25 8.6 SC 0.365 (3) 
RX J0505.3 - 2849 5 5 19.9 -28 49 5.2 SC 0.509 (3) 
RX J0530.5 - 5852 5 30 31.1 -58 51 34.8 SC 0.338(2) 
RX J0858.4-M357 8 58 25.3 +13 57 14.6 SC 0.485(3) 
RX J0946.5 - 1410 9 46 32.9 -14 9 50.5 SC 0.230 (5) 
RX J0947.9 + 0730 9 47 57.5 +7 30 26.0 SC 0.128(3) 
RX J1142.0 + 1009 11 42 5.6 +10 8 47.5 LC 0.118 Abell 1354 
RX J1142.2+ 1027 11 42 16.8 +10 26 47.1 LC 0.070 Abell 1356 
RX J1200.8- 0328 12 0 48.4 - 3 27 50.9 SC 0.395 (4) 
RX J1204.3- 0351 12 4 22.8 - 3 50 59.8 SC 0.262 (5) 

t There is an AGN, identified as being a,t z = 0.233, ~ 1' North of the cluster centre, visible as 
the point-source component of the smoothed X-ray image in Appendix B. When calculating the 
cluster flux (Section 3.2), the AGN emission is masked out. 

Table 3.4a: The table lists the 36 clusters detected by the survey — a hst containing 
all the sources is given in Appendix C. The co-ordinates refer to the X-ray centre, 
as given by PSS, and are equinox 2000. The ID column refers to how the cluster was 
identified: a L indicates the identification comes from the literature (the NASA Ex-
tragalactic Database), whilst a S indicates the object was spectroscopically-identified 
in one of the observing runs. To remain consistent with Appendix C, the C identifier 
has been left in. Brackets around the ID show that the source is actually part of 
the cluster whose name is given in the Notes column. For those clusters spectro
scopically identified in this thesis (i.e. with an ID of SC), the redshift is the average 
value of the detected galaxies — where the number in brackets gives the number of 
redshifts used — whilst for LC clusters the redshift is taken from the literature. 
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Name 
h 

RA 
m s 

Declination ID z Notes 

RX J1205.0- 0333 12 5 2.8 - 3 32 31.1 SC 0.368(5) 
RX J1205.6- 0338 12 5 38.0 -3 38 20.7 sc 0.207(3) 
RX J1227.1 + 0856 12 27 7.9 +8 55 57.3 (SC) - (RX J1227.2 + 0858) 
RX J1227.2-1- 0858 12 27 14.5 +8 58 10,1 sc 0.090(4) 8.0' from Abell 1541 
RX J1227.4-F 0850 12 27 26.6 +8 50 11.0 LC 0.089 Abell 1541 
RX J1227.4-1-0855 12 27 29.8 +8 54 37.8 (LC) - (Abell 1541) 
RX J1235.6-I-1311 12 35 38.2 +13 10 46.5 SC 0.253(4) 
RX J1253.2-M556 12 53 14.7 +15 55 52.7 sc 0.275(4) 
RX J1259.7- 3236 12 59 47.6 -32 36 17.9 sc 0.076(7) 
RX J1325.0- 3814 13 25 1.6 -38 13 35.3 sc 0.296(6) 
RX J1325.5- 3826 13 25 34.8 -38 25 49.5 sc 0.445(4) 
RX J1338.0- 2944 13 38 5.8 -29 44 25.3 LC 0.189 MS 1335.2- 2928 
RX J1345.2- 0009 13 45 14.8 - 0 8 31.7 sc 0.087(2) 
RX J1354.2- 0222 13 54 17.2 - 2 21 45.9 sc 0.551(5) 
RX J2038.4- 0125 20 38 29.3 - 1 25 16.8 sc 0.673(2) 
RX J2106.8- 0510 21 6 49.0 - 5 9 54.8 sc 0.449(7) 
RX J2108.8- 0517 21 8 49.5 - 5 16 39.6 sc 0.320(2) 
RX J2114.3- 6801 21 14 20.8 -68 1 4.2 LC 0.130 DS 210958- 681304* 
RX J2137.8- 4251 21 37 49.5 -42 50 49.1 sc 0.185(7) Abell 3791 
RX J2137.8- 4253 21 37 53.2 -42 52 49.2 (SC) - (Abell 3791) 
RX J2155.9 + 0110 21 55 54.9 + 1 10 3.9 (SC) - (RX J2155.9 + 0109) 
RX J2155.9-1-0109 21 55 59.1 • + 1 9 2.1 sc 0.219(6) 
RX J2202.7- 1902 22 2 44.6 -19 1 59.8 SC 0.436(3) 
RX J2359.5- 3211 23 59 35.9 -32 11 6.5 sc 0.478(3) 

Table 3.4b: Continued. 
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using a model spectrum, with fixed parameters, to convert the 0.5 — 2.0 keV count 

rate into both a flux and a luminosity. Section 3.2.1 describes the techniques used 

to measure the cluster count rates, whilst Section 3.2.2 describes how these count 

rates were converted into fluxes and luminosities. 

3.2.1 Measuring the cluster X-ray count rate 

As the PSPC has a large field of view, the aperture within which to measure the 

cluster flux can be selected for each cluster, rather than having to use a flxed angular 

aperture, as in the EMSS (Henry et al. 1992). A circular aperture was used, the 

radius chosen so that the aperture contained 80% of the flux of a model surface-

brightness profile. The profile used for a given cluster was calculated by convolving 

the King profile (equation (1.9) with /? = 2/3 and rc = 250 kpc, scaled to the cluster 

redshift) with a model of the PSPC PSF, which includes the off-axis dependence 

of the PSF. As discussed in Section 2.3, the parameters of the King profile are 

consistent with those of low redshift cluster samples (e.g. Jones & Forman 1984; 

Henry et al. 1992). The choice of aperture radius is a compromise between including 

a high fraction of the cluster fiux and keeping down the number of contaminating 

sources within the region. An advantage to using the 80% radius, rgo, is that the 

correction from the measured to total count rate is insensitive to the actual values 

of Tc and P of the cluster, as discussed below. Figure 3.7 shows how the convolution 

with the PSF increases the rgo value of the clusters. Since the convolution with 

the PSF has a small effect on the profile for radii much larger than the core size, 

the discussion below is for the King profile only, since it is an analytic function, 

unlike the convolved profile. The flux within a circular aperture, of radius r^, for 

the surface-brightness profile in equation (1.9), is 

F l u x ( r < r „ ) = / 27rr5(r)dr 
Jo 

^ 27rSo r l - f - dr 
Jo \ \ r j / 

2TTrlSo 

3(2/? - 1) 
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Figure 3.7: The abscissa shows the rgo value of the King profile, scaled to the cluster 
redshift, before convolution by the PSPC PSF. The ordinate shows the percentage 
increase of rgo due to the convolution. The vertical lines indicate the rgo values, 
before convolution, of clusters at redshifts of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. 

where the final step requires /3 > 0.5. As the term in the square brackets tends 

to zero as tends to infinity, the fraction of the total cluster flux falling within a 

circular aperture of radius is 
1.5-3/3 

(3.2) 

For P — 2/3 and g = 0.8, this gives rgo = \/24?^c- This radius is well outside the 

region affected by the PSF convolution, for the cluster sizes detected in this survey, 

which justifies neglecting the convolution in this discussion. Figure 3.8 shows how 

equation (3.2) varies with and /?. For rm/rc ^ 4, there is an uncertainty of 

10 — 20% due to uncertainties in the values of and (3. 

These graphs show that the measured flux is insensitive to the radius used, as 

long as it is much larger than the cluster core radius. However, they do not show how 

accurate the measured flux is if the cluster profile differs from the fiducial values of 

Tc = 250 kpc and /5 = 2/3. Since the aperture radius is fixed at = \/24 x 250 kpc, 

the fraction of the actual cluster flux within the aperture is found by substituting 

rm into equation (3.2), which gives 

2\ 1-5-3/3 

5(r„/?) = l - (1 + 24 
/250 

V r. 
(3.3) 

Dividing this value by 0.8 gives the fraction of the actual cluster flux that would be 
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Figure 3.8: The left-hand plot shows how equation (3.2) varies as the aperture 
radius, r^ , changes. Since there is a degeneracy between and T C , the abscissa is 
in units of r^/rc. The dashed fine indicates the curve for /? = 2/3, the sohd fines 
are for = 0.6 — 1.0, in steps of 0.1. The right-hand plot shows the variation with 
P of the same function. The dashed line is for r^/rc = \/24, the solid lines are for 
fm/rc = 2 — 10, in steps of 2. 

measured by this process. Figure 3.9 shows this for and /? values that encompass 

the range of local cluster samples (Jones & Forman 1984). For f3 = 2/3, the esti

mated flux is insensitive to the actual cluster core radius — being within 10% of the 

true value for 100 kpc < T C < 500 kpc. If /? 7 ^ 2/3, the flux estimate is within ~ 20% 

of the true value, as long as /? ;^ 0.6. 

The flrst step in measuring the cluster count rate was to create a background-

subtracted count-rate image. The background subtraction used the model back

ground used in the creation of the X-ray catalogue (Section 2.2.3), and the conversion 

to a count-rate image corrected for the detector dead time and telescope vignetting 

before normalising by the exposure time. Two other methods of background sub

traction were investigated; both used an annulus to define the background level, 

with the annulus either centred on, or at the same off-axis angle as, the cluster. .A.11 

three methods produced source flux estimates which differed by ^ 5%: as the frac

tional Poisson error on the high-redshift cluster fluxes is ~ 10% (Figure 3.15), the 

error due to background uncertainties has been left out of the error budget. When 

measuring the fluxes, the image out to a radius of 19.2' was used. In most cases, 

the region used to calculate the cluster fiux contains sources not associated with the 
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Figure 3.9: The lines indicate the cluster count rate that would be measured, as 
a percentage of the true value, using the method described in the text. The lines 
are in steps of 10%, increasing from 50% at the bottom of the plot to 120% at the 
top of the plot. The line corresponding to 100% has been drawn as a dashed line 
for clarity. By construction, the count rate from a cluster with = 250 kpc and 
/? = 2/3, indicated by the cross, is correctly measured. 
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Figure 3.10: The points show the percentage of the aperture, of each cluster, which 
remained after masking out the contaminating sources. 

cluster, which had to be removed before the flux f rom the cluster could be measured. 

Therefore, all the sources detected in the second-pass analysis (Section 2.2.3), except 

for the cluster, were masked f rom the image. Each source was masked out using 

a circular aperture, the radius set to the value that defined the aperture used in 

the second-pass analysis. The fraction of the aperture which remained, after the 

masking, is plotted in Figure 3.10 and listed in tables 3.6a and 3.6b. A radial profile 

of the cluster was created f rom the masked image and each masked pixel was re

placed wi th the corresponding value f rom this profile. This accounted for the cluster 

flux wi th in the masked regions. I t also allowed the estimation of the count rates 

of those clusters which extend beyond 19.2' f rom the field centre. An example of 

this process is displayed in Figure 3.11, which shows a count-rate image of a cluster 

before and after the source masking, the radial profile of the cluster and its growth 

curve. Tables 3.6a and 3.6b list the aperture radius of each cluster and the total 

— or corrected — cluster count rates, which are the measured values multiplied by 

1.25. 

For the major i ty of clusters, this method produced growth curves which rose 

quickly and then flattened off by the rgo value. The growth curves of these clusters 

are shown in Figures 3.12a to 3.12e, where the dashed vertical fine indicates the 

aperture used for the flux estimation. These clusters are listed in tables 3.6a and 3.6b 

as having a quality flag of 1. For the clusters listed in these tables wi th a quality flag 
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Figure 3.11: The top-left plot shows the count-rate image of the z = 0.26 cluster 
R X J 1204.3-0351, where the dashed circle indicates the aperture used for flux mea
surement and the co-ordinates refer to its position wi th in the PSPC pointing. The 
bottom-left plot shows this region after masking out the contaminating sources. The 
top-right plot shows the radial profile of the cluster: the dashed line is the profile 
f r o m the top-left image, the solid line is the profile obtained from the bottom-left im
age. The bottom-right image shows the growth curves obtained for the cluster: the 
solid line for the masked/replaced image, as described in the text, and the dashed 
line for the original field, wi th no sources masked out. The dotted line in this plot 
shows the aperture used to estimate the cluster flux. 
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Name z Radius Count rate % of flux 
(degrees) (counts s~^) 

RX J0530.5-5852 0.340 0.017 0.00188 38.8 
R X J1345.2-0009 0.090 0.058 0.01273 52.3 

Table 3.5: The radius and flux values for the highest signal-to-noise points of the 
growth curves of the two quality 3 clusters shown in Figure 3.14. The final column 
lists the fraction of the flux, wi thin an aperture of the listed radius, for the model 
profile. 

of 2, the growth curves showed signs of incorrect background subtraction, in that 

the curve fel l significantly after the ini t ia l rise. The reduction was therefore repeated 

for these clusters, estimating the background level f rom an annulus centred on the 

cluster. The annulus was chosen interactively, w i th an inner radius at least 10% 

larger than rgo and an area comparable to the cluster aperture, so that the growth 

curve resembled those of the quality 1 clusters. Figure 3.13 shows the resulting 

growth curves: the solid line indicates the interactively chosen background level, 

the dotted line the original background estimate. 

There are two clusters, listed in table 3.5, for which both methods failed to pro

duce believable growth curves — they are listed wi th a quality fiag of 3 in tables 3.6a 

and 3.6b. For cluster RX J0530.5 — 5852, the aperture contains large regions devoid 

of photons — which are not typical of the field as a whole — leading to the back

ground being overestimated. For cluster RX J1345.2 — 0009, which is at a redshift 

of 0.090, 47% of the aperture had to be replaced wi th values f rom the cluster radial 

profile. This high value is because the cluster lies close to the edge of the field of 

view, and so a large fraction of the aperture is greater than 19.2' f rom the field 

centre. The count rates for these clusters were found by extrapolating the point on 

the original growth curve wi th the highest signal-to-noise value. The extrapolation 

used the convolved profile created to calculate the original aperture radius. Ta

ble 3.5 lists the radius and count-rate values used to extrapolate to the total values, 

and Figure 3.14 shows the growth curves and signal-to-noise profiles of these two 

clusters. 
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Figure 3.12a: The plots show the growth curves of clusters wi th a quality flag of 
1; the t i t le of each plot gives the cluster name and redshift and the vertical dashed 
line indicates the rgo value for that cluster. The ordinate has been labelled both 
w i t h count rates and the percentage value relative to the measured value. This 
value corresponds to 80% of the total count rate, listed in tables 3.6a and 3.6b. The 
number in the top left corner of each plot refers to the aperture area which remained 
after the source masking. The clusters are listed in order of ascending RA. 
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Figure 3.12b: Continued. 
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Figure 3.12c: Continued. 
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Figure 3.12d: Continued. 
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Figure 3.12e: Continued. 
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RX J0333.0-3914 z = 0.245 RX J0947.9+0730 0.130 
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Figure 3.13: These plots show the growth curves of the four clusters wi th a quality 
flag of 2. The solid line shows the growth curves created using the interactively-
chosen background regions and the dotted lines show the original growth curves. 
Otherwise the plots are the same as for Figures 3.12a to 3.12e. 
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RX J0530.5-5852 z = 0.340 RX J 1345.2-0009 z = 0.090 

0.02 0.04 
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Figure 3.14: The solid lines in the top two plots show the growth curves of the two 
clusters wi th a quality flag of 3 (RX J0530.5 - 5852 and RX J 1345.2 - 0009) using 
the model background for the background subtraction. The bottom two plots show 
the signal-to-noise values of these growth curves, the dashed vertical line indicating 
the radius wi th the highest signal-to-noise value. This radius, also listed in table 3.5, 
is indicated in the top plots by the cross. The dotted lines in the top plots show 
the model profiles used to extrapolate the flux measured at this radius to the total 
cluster flux. The rgo values for the two clusters are indicated by the vertical dashed 
lines in the top two plots. 
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Figure 3.15: The left-hand plot shows the fractional Poisson error on the photons 
against the cluster redshift. The symbol type indicates the quality flag of each 
cluster. The right-hand plot shows the histogram of this distribution, for the whole 
cluster sample (open) and just for the high-redshift clusters (hatched). 

The major contribution to the error on the cluster luminosity, as discussed in 

Section 3.2.2, is the Poisson error on the number of detected photons. Tables 3.6a 

and 3.6b list the number of source photons detected for each cluster, calculated over 

the areas used to estimate the cluster count rates. Figure 3.15 shows the fractional 

Poisson error plotted against redshift, where the symbol types indicate the quality 

flag of each cluster. The Figure also shows the histogram of this error distribution, 

for both the whole sample and the high-redshift {z > 0.3) sample. The median value 

for the whole cluster sample is 9%, whilst for the high-redshift cluster sample i t is 

10%. 

3.2.2 Calculating the X-ray luminosity of a cluster 

The conversion f rom a count rate to a flux requires assuming a model source spec

t r u m . For temperatures greater than 2 x 10*̂  K ( ~ 2keV), cluster emission is domi

nated by continuum radiation, rather than line emission (e.g. Section 1.2.2; Sarazin 

1988). Therefore a redshifted thermal bremsstrahlung model has been used, rather 

than models which include line emission — such as the Raymond-Smith (Raymond Sz 

Smith 1977) and M E K A L (Mewe et al. 1985) codes. The absorption by Galactic ma

terial is accounted for by using the cross-sections of Morrison & McCammon (1983) 
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and Hydrogen column densities, nn, taken f rom the compilation of Marshall k 

Clark (1984). The only free parameter is the I C M temperature. Although clusters 

exhibit a range of temperatures (e.g. David et al. 1993; Mushotzky & Scharf 1997), 

the temperature was fixed at 6 keV, typical of low-redshift cluster samples. An 

alternative approach is to use a luminosity-temperature (LT) relation and iterate to 

obtain an estimate for the cluster temperature (e.g. Henry & Arnaud ; Ebeling et 

al. 1997). There are three reasons why this approach has not been used: the scatter 

in the LT relation is large — for a fixed luminosity the scatter in the temperature 

reaches 50% (David et al. 1993); the errors in the cluster luminosities are dominated 

by the Poisson errors on the photon counts rather than uncertainties in the tempera

ture; and the flux in the ROSAT pass band is insensitive to the cluster temperature, 

changing by less than 3% over the temperature range 2 — 10 keV for a cluster at a 

redshift of 0.4. This last point is shown in Figure 3.16, which plots the conversion 

factor for count rates to flux, C{z,T). calculated using a Hydrogen column density 

typical of the survey. For clusters hotter than 2 keV, the value of C{z,T) is within 

3% of the assumed value (T = 6 keV) ioi z ^ I. The calculated cluster fluxes, in 

the 0.5 — 2.0 keV (ROSAT) rest-frame pass band, are listed in tables 3.6a and 3.6b, 

and Figure 3.17 plots them against the cluster redshifts. The errors shown in this 

Figure were calculated by adding, in quadrature, the photon errors and a 3% error, 

to account for the uncertainties in C{z,T). 

The cluster luminosity, L , is calculated f rom the flux, / , using 

L = 47rd^iz)fk{z,T), (3.4) 

where d^iz) is the luminosity distance of the cluster (e.g. Weinberg 1972) and k(z, T) 

is the k-correction, which converts the ROSAT rest-frame luminosity into the cluster 

rest-frame luminosity. To remain consistent wi th earlier choices, the k-correction was 

calculated using a 6 keV thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum. Although the exact 

value was used when calculating the luminosities, i t was found that the k-correction 

is well approximated by the function (1 -(- 2 : ) " ° '^^ , being wi th in 0.3% of the true 

value for redshifts less than one. This functional form corresponds to a power-law 

spectrum wi th an energy index of 0.61. Figure 3.18 shows the sensitivity of the 
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Figure 3.16: The left-hand plot shows the variation of the conversion factor, C{z, T ) , 
w i t h redshift, for a range of I C M temperatures, T . C{z,T) converts cluster count 
rates, in counts s~ ,̂ into fluxes, in ergcm~'^s~^, and has been calculated using a nu 
value of 3.6 x 10^° cm~^, which is a typical value for the survey. The right-hand 
plot shows the difference in the conversion factor relative to the 6 keV model, for a 
range of cluster temperatures. 
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Figure 3.17: The measured cluster flux, in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass band, plotted 
against cluster redshift. The symbols indicate the quality flag of each cluster. The 
errors have been calculated by adding, in quadrature, the fractional error due to 
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Figure 3.18: The left-hand plot shows the variation of the k-correction, k{z,T), 
wi th redshift, for a range of I C M temperatures, T. The right-hand plot shows the 
difference in the k-correction for a range of cluster temperatures, relative to the 
6 keV model. 

k-correction to the assumed cluster temperature, where the right-hand plot shows 

how the k-correction varies relative to the 6 keV model. For a fixed redshift, the 

variation of the k-correction, wi th temperature, reaches 20%, at high redshift and 

low temperatures, although a more realistic value is 5%. 

Since the cluster flux, / , is just the count rate multiphed by C(z, T), the over

all uncertainty in the luminosity due to assuming a fixed temperature depends on 

C{z,T) X k{z,T). This function is shown plotted against redshift, for a range of 

temperatures, in the top-left plot of Figure 3.19. The top-right plot shows how 

the function changes relative to the assumed 6 keV value. For temperatures in the 

range 2 to 10 keV and redshifts less than 0.8, the luminosity varies between 95% and 

110% of the calculated value; i f the temperature range is restricted to 3 to 6 keV, 

the difference is only 2%. The bottom-two plots of this Figure use a k-correction 

which converts the ROSAT count rate into a flux in the 0.3-3.5 keV (EMSS) cluster 

rest-frame pass band {kE{z^T)). The error in the luminosity to account for the use 

of a fixed temperature has been estimated as 5% for both the ROSAT and EMSS 

pass bands. 

Luminosities for both the 0.5 — 2.0 keV and 0.3 — 3.5 keV cluster rest-frame 

pass bands are plotted in Figure 3.20. The clusters have similar luminosities to the 
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clusters found in the RIXOS survey and are up to three times less luminous than 

the clusters in the EMSS. Tables 3.6a and 3.6b list the fluxes and luminosities of the 

clusters, along wi th the other parameters described in this Section. The errors in 

the luminosities have been calculated by adding, in quadrature, the fractional error 

due to the photon counts and a 5% error to account for the use of a single cluster 

temperature: for most of the clusters, the value is dominated by the Poisson error 

on the photon counts. 
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Figure 3.20: The top plot shows the luminosities, in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass band, 
plotted against cluster redshift. Also plotted are the clusters detected in the RIXOS 
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Chapter 4 

Constraints on the evolution of 

X-ray clusters 

Chapter 1 introduced the idea that clusters of galaxies can be used as cosmological 

probes. This Chapter compares various properties of the cluster catalogue, pre

sented in Chapter 3 and referred to as the Southern Serendipitous High-redshift 

Archival ROSAT Cluster (SHARC) catalogue, wi th the predictions of various mod

els of structure evolution. Section 4.1 describes the models used; for simplicity 

an Einstein-de Sitter universe is assumed. Section 4.2 discusses the present evi

dence for evolution of X-ray clusters before describing, in detail, the constraints 

that the Southern SHARC catalogue places on such evolution, using several tests: 

the number counts and V / K n a x distribution (Section 4.2.1); the redshift distribution 

(Section 4.2.2); and the high-redshift X L F (Section 4.2.3). Section 4.3 concludes the 

Chapter, presenting the results drawn f rom the previous Sections. 

4.1 Theoretical models 

As described in Section 1.1, the standard picture of structure formation assumes 

that gravitational instability of small, primordial density fluctuations leads to the 
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structures observed in the present-day universe. A t early epochs the density field is 

taken to follow a Gaussian distribution, wi th fluctuations at all scales. In a universe 

dominated by C D M , structure formation is a bottom-up process: the first objects to 

f o r m are small, and as the universe evolves, larger, more massive, objects form. The 

discussion presented here is l imited to the X-ray properties of clusters. More general 

descriptions of structure-formation theories can be found in a wide variety of text 

books (e.g. Peebles 1980; Peebles 1993; Padmanabhan 1993; Coles & Lucchin 1995). 

Clusters of galaxies are the largest, and hence most massive, objects to have 

decoupled f rom the Hubble flow. In the above picture, they are the most recent 

objects to have formed, and so their properties should be closely related to the ini t ial 

cosmological conditions; processes other than gravity are generally assumed to have 

had l i t t l e effect on cluster evolution. Whilst this is vahd for the gravitationally-

dominant coUisionless dark matter, i t is not such a useful approximation for the 

coUisional gaseous component, as discussed below. Since the fluctuations f rom which 

clusters fo rm are rare, and hence in the tai l of the probabiUty distribution, clusters 

are very sensitive probes of the fluctuation spectrum. 

Whils t the in i t ia l growth of a perturbation can be solved analytically (e.g. Pee

bles 1980), once a perturbation has collapsed, the only way to follow the evolution 

is to use numerical techniques (e.g. Evrard 1990; Cen & Ostriker 1994; Bryan et 

al. 1994; Navarro, Frenk k White 1995). Current computational techniques can not 

cope wi th the huge range in scales — of time, length, and mass — necessary to 

accurately simulate the general cluster population. Therefore, a common approach 

is to use analytic approximations to the growth of mass condensations, and use 

physically-motivated relations to predict the form of the observable cluster popula

t ion f rom the mass distribution. The discussion below focuses on some of the more 

popular approaches in the literature. 

Kaiser (1986) discussed cluster evolution in an Einstein-de Sitter universe, in 

which the density fluctuations can be described by a scale-free power spectrum, wi th 

spectral index n. I t was assumed that non-gravitational forces could be neglected, 

so that there is no physical scale in the growth process, other than the mass, or 
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length, of the fluctuations collapsing at any given epoch — the self-similar model. 

W i t h such assumptions i t is possible to predict, in a statistical sense, the evolution of 

the density field by suitably scaling the present-day density field. Whilst this field 

is not known, the scaling procedure can be applied to an observable distribution 

funct ion, such as clusters of galaxies, so long as no physical scale is used to define 

the parameters of the function. I f the following characteristic values of the density 

field are measured wi th in a surface of given density contrast, then the mass M«, 

density /?*, vi r ia l temperature T*, and number density A^*, scale wi th redshift as: 

M . a ( l + z)-^/("+3)^ (4_j^ 

a ( l + ^ ) ^ (4.2) 

oc ( l + z ) ( " - i ) / ( " + 3 ) , (4 3̂  

oc ( l - fz )^ / ( "+3) . (4.4) 

As the X-ray emission f rom clusters is mainly due to thermal bremsstrahlung 

radiation, the characteristic luminosity is given by (e.g. equation 1.5) 

a /9*M,r*" oc (14- 2) («(n-l)+3(n+l))/(n+3)^ (4 5) 

where the value of a depends on whether the luminosity is measured in a low-energy 

pass band (a 0), such as that of ROSAT, or a bolometric pass band (a = 0.5). 

Combining the results of equations (4.4) and (4.5), the cumulative cluster X L F at 

a redshift z can be found by scaling the zero-redshift relation by: 

V n -t- 3 / 

A l o g A f = ( - ^ \ o g { \ + z ) , (4.7) 

as given by Kaiser (1986, 1991) for a = 0.5. 

For realistic power spectra, these scahng relations predict that the luminosity 

varies slowly wi th redshift, whilst the number density increases strongly. Therefore 

the self-similar models predict strong positive evolution, in that the amphtude of 

the X L F increases wi th look-back time. Although, as discussed in Section 4.2, there 

is no consensus on the degree of X L F evolution, the current discussion concentrates 
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on whether there is negative (e.g. Edge et al. 1990; Henry et al. 1992; Castander 

et al. 1995), or no (e.g. Ebeling et al. 1997; Collins et al. 1997; Nichol et al. 1997) 

evolution. The self-similar model is not in agreement wi th the data. 

There is therefore interest in models which break the self-similar evolution of the 

gaseous component. Both Kaiser (1991) and Evrard & Henry (1991) present models 

in which the I C M is imprinted wi th an ini t ial entropy at early epochs. I f cooling of 

the gas is neglected, the entropy can not decrease, and the gas evolves adiabatically 

— its density being set by the virial temperature of the dark-matter potential. As the 

luminosity depends upon the density (e.g. equation 4.5), the change in behaviour 

of the gas density, compared to the self-similar case, means that the luminosity 

evolution is different f rom that given by equation (4.6). Kaiser (1991) and Evrard &; 

Henry (1991) showed that these constant-entropy models produce negative evolution 

of the X L F , more in line wi th the data than the self-similar model. An attractive 

interpretation of these models is that the constant entropy is caused by an early 

injection of heat into the I C M f rom an early generation of supernovae. Evidence for 

a lack of evolution in both the luminosity-temperature relation and I C M metallicity 

(e.g. Mushotzky Sz Scharf 1997; Henry 1997) suggests that the thermal history of 

the gas is more complicated than assumed in the the self-similar model. 

Bower (1997) has extended the analysis of Kaiser (1986) and Evrard & Henry (1991) 

to allow a range of models to be tested. For a monatomic gas, wi th a spatial dis

t r ibut ion following the King profile, equation (1.9) wi th f3 — 2/3, the luminosity 

evolution is given by 

A l o g L = ( < , ( = ^ ) + ^ - - ^ ) l o g ( l + . ) , (4.8) 

\ \n + 6/ 4 n + 6 J 

where e determines the evolution of the entropy of the gas in the cluster core. Since 

the dark-matter haloes are assumed to grow self-similarly, the scaling of the number 

density of objects is given by equation (4.7). The advantage of this approach is that 

the value of e is related to physical processes: values greater than zero mean that 

cooling of the gas dominates the gas evolution; a value equal to zero corresponds to 

a constant-entropy model; and values less than zero occur when the gas is heated 

during each generation of cluster collapse. Bower (1997) shows that this approach 
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includes the self-similar model of Kaiser (1986) for 

ess = - — r . 4.9 
V n - | - 3 / 

The relation presented in equation (4.8) is based on the assumption that the gas is 

confined wi th in the virialised dark-matter halo. As shown in Figure 4.6, the region 

of parameter space for which this condition is not true does not affect the models 

used in Section 4.2. 

A n alternative approach is to use an analytic function to predict the distribution 

of dark-matter haloes wi th mass at a given epoch, and then use a relation between 

mass and an observable quantity, such as luminosity, to predict the observed distri

but ion function. Two popular approaches are the Press-Schechter method (Press h 

Schechter 1974; Bond et al. 1991; Bower 1991; Lacey & Cole 1993) and the peaks for

malism (Bardeen et al. 1986; Manrique h Salvador-Sole 1995; Bond k. Myers 1996). 

The basic premise of these theories is that the distribution of dark-matter haloes 

can be associated wi th peaks in the smoothed density field, where the object mass 

is related to the smoothing length. The Press-Schechter approach is commonly used 

because of its simplicity, and because its predictions agree remarkably well wi th 

those of numerical simulations (e.g. Efstathiou et al. 1985; Lacey & Cole 1994; Eke 

et al. 1996). Henry et al. (1992), extending the Press-Schechter based formahsm 

of Henry & Arnaud (1991), derive an analytic form for the cluster X L F at a given 

redshift, assuming that the gas density depends on the cluster mass, so that 

p . o c M ^ / ^ ( l + z)3 , (4.10) 

rather than as given by the self-similar model (equation 4.2). The motivation for this 

additional dependence is that i t predicts a luminosity-temperature relation wi th a 

slope in agreement wi th the observed, local, value (Henry & Arnaud 1991). Using a 

conversion factor between the bolometric and 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass bands (Henry 1997, 

private communication), equation (6) of Henry et al. (1992), which gives the differ

ential cluster X L F at a luminosity L , and redshift z, becomes 

n{L,z) = 1 . 7 4 x l 0 - ^ ( l + ^ ) ( l -F^ ; ) (3 -" ' / ^^ (^+") /^£(^" -^^^)^^ 

x e x p { - 3 . 1 ( 1 + ^ ) ^ ( l + z; ) -^(^+") /^X:(^+")£ ' ("+ ' ' / ' ' ' a (n)} , (4.11) 
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where 

2"n( l - n)(3 - n)(2-1-n) 
g{n) 

r ( 3 + n)sin(n7r/2) 
IC = 9.5ko/h, 

C = L/4 .13, 

L is measured in units of lO '̂* ergs"^ in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass band, and the late-

collapse approximation {zj — z) is assumed. Henry et al. (1992) found that the 

EMSS data could be fit by n = -(2.101^;?^) and ko = 0.029t^:S?f / i M p c - ^ This 

approach is one of several which break the self-similar scaling relations by assuming 

that the gas density is related to the mass of the dark-matter halo (e.g. Evrard 

& Henry 1991; Cavaliere, Colafrancesco k Menci 1993; David et al. 1993). One 

interpretation of such models is that there is a decrease in the efficiency of galaxy 

formation wi th increasing richness (Arnaud et al. 1992; David k Blumenthal 1992). 

For a scale-free X L F , the scaling models presented above allow the possibility 

of a non-evolving X L F , where the change in space density of clusters due to the 

expansion of the universe is exactly balanced by the change in luminosity due to the 

gravitational growth of structures. Although more realistic XLFs include a break at 

high luminosities, such as those discussed in Section 4.2, this approximation is valid 

for luminosities less than the break, where the distribution can be fit reasonably 

well by a power law. Such a model is motivated by the current uncertainty in the 

amount of X L F evolution present in the cluster population, mentioned previously 

and discussed in depth below. 

4.2 Comparing the models to the data 

This Section begins wi th a review of the current evidence for evolution in the X-

ray properties of clusters. There is currently no clear picture of what the data 

mean; the discussion below begins wi th the conclusions drawn f rom pre-ROSAT 

datasets, and then compares them to the results f rom cluster samples observed 

w i t h ROSAT. Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3 discuss the properties of the Southern 
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SHARC catalogue — the number counts, together wi th the V / K n a x distribution, the 

redshift distribution, and high-redshift X L F respectively — wi th the aim of testing 

these results. 

Currently the largest sample of X-ray selected, high-redshift clusters is that of the 

Einstein EMSS (Henry et al. 1992; Gioia & Luppino 1994; Nicholet al. 1997). Ini t ial 

evidence for evolution in the X-ray properties of the EMSS clusters was presented 

in Gioia et al. (1990a), although this has now been superseded by the analysis of 

Henry et al. (1992), which showed that the high redshift X L F had a steeper slope 

than at low redshifts. The difference is significant at the 3cr level, and suggests that 

there has been significant evolution between redshifts of 0.17 and 0.33, the median 

redshifts of the two shells. The re-analysis of the sample by Nichol et al. (1997) is 

discussed later in this Section. The form of this evolution — the number density 

of luminous clusters decreasing wi th redshift — is in agreement wi th that seen by 

Edge et al. (1990). The details are, however, different: the evolution is seen at much 

lower redshifts (̂ r ~ 0.1) and at higher luminosities (;^ 5 x 10'*'* ergs"^) in the Edge 

et al. (1990) sample. 

ROSAT-selected cluster samples allow the testing of these results by two com

plementary approaches: local cluster samples selected f rom the RASS, and distant 

cluster samples detected in the PSPC pointed-phase observations. The first ap

proach allows the mapping of the local cluster X-ray population, w i th the aim of 

providing a well constrained X L F over a wide range of luminosities, whereas the 

faint-f lux l imits obtainable in the second approach mean that distant cluster sam

ples can be constructed at luminosities several times fainter than possible in the 

EMSS, as illustrated in the bottom plot of Figure 3.20. 

There are currently two available XLFs f rom X-ray-selected RASS cluster sam

ples: the Brightest Cluster Sample (BCS).of Ebeling et al. (1997) and the ESQ Key 

Project sample (ESO-KP; De Grandi 1996; De Grandi et al. 1997). The diff"erential 

XLFs of both samples are well described by a Schechter function (Schechter 1976) 

of the fo rm 

<^(L)-A, exp(-L/LO^~"^"- (4-12) 
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Survey pass band As 
(kev) (10^^ ergs- i ) (Mpc -2 (lO""* e r g s - i ) « - i ) 

BCS 0 . 5 - 2 . 0 1.85 5.70 3.32 
BCS 0 . 3 - 3 . 5 1.82 10.7 4.95 
ESO-KP 0 . 5 - 2 . 0 1.35 2.78 4.49 

Table 4.1: This table lists the values of the best-fit Schechter function, equa
t ion (4.12), for the BCS of Ebeling et al. (1997), and the ESO-KP cluster sample 
(De Grandi 1996; De Grandi 1997, private communication). The fits are made to 
~ 180 and ~ 110 clusters, for the BCS and ESO-KP results respectively. 

The parameters of the fits are given in table 4.1. For cluster luminosities close to 

10'*'' ergs~* the two samples agree; the flatter faint-end slope of the ESO-KP sample 

is likely to be due to differences in the selection techniques of the surveys (Ebeling 

et al. 1997; De Grandi 1997, private communication). As well as providing a well-

determined low-redshift X L F which can be compared to the high-redshift cluster 

samples, these samples can be used to test for evolution in the local population. 

Ebeling et al. (1997) show that the BCS is consistent wi th no evolution of the X L F 

out to z ~ 0.2. The evolution seen by Edge et al. (1990) is claimed to be due to a 

combination of their high flux l imi t and a lack of X-ray luminous clusters around 

z ~ 0.15 (Ebehng et al. 1995; Ebehng et al. 1997). 

The first ROSAT-selected cluster sample to be able to examine the z > 0.3 pop

ulation was the RIXOS cluster catalogue (Castander et al. 1995; Castander 1996). 

Castander et al. (1995) presented the results f rom 59 fu l ly identifled PSPC fields 

f r o m the f u l l survey of 81 fields. Over a survey area of 14.9 deg^ they detected 278 

X-ray sources to a flux l imi t of 3.0 x 10~^^ ergcm~^s~^ in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass 

band. The catalogue contains 22 spectroscopically-confirmed clusters, ranging f rom 

a redshift of 0.01 to 0.55, and f rom the unidentified sources there is only one other 

source which could be a cluster, which has been tentatively identified as being at 

z ~ 1.0. Figure 3.20 shows that the RIXOS clusters have similar luminosities to 

those in the Southern SHARC catalogue. 

Castander et al. (1995) compared the redshift distribution of the z > 0.2 RIXOS 
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clusters to theoretical predictions, using models similar to those discussed in Sec

t ion 4.1. Using the Edge et al. (1990) estimate of the local X L F , they showed that 

the catalogue was not consistent wi th a no-evolution model, being well fit by a 

constant-entropy model. Castander et al. (1995) claim that the negative evolution 

seen in the RIXOS cluster catalogue extends to lower luminosities that seen in the 

EMSS (Henry et al. 1992). Bower (1997) reports that the degree of evolution seen in 

the RIXOS catalogue is consistent w i th a 40% fal l in the X L F amplitude at a lumi

nosity of IC*^ ergs~^. Although the results are somewhat dependent upon the form 

of the local X L F , Castander (1996) reports that the predictions are not significantly 

affected by changes to the local X L F . 

However, a recent re-analysis of the EMSS sample by Nichol et al. (1997), us

ing both the updated catalogue presented by Gioia & Luppino (1994) and new flux 

determinations f rom ROSAT PSPC observations, reduces the significance of the dif

ferences in the slope of the high and low redshift EMSS XLFs. The result is that 

a no-evolution model is consistent wi th the EMSS data. Another piece of evidence 

for mi ld , or no, evolution in the cluster population is the lack of evolution in the 

luminosity-temperature relation out to 2 ~ 0.4 (Henry, Jiao & Gioia 1994; Don

ahue 1996; Mushotzky & Scharf 1997; Henry 1997). There has also been a claim 

that the lack of high-redshift clusters in the RIXOS catalogue is due to biases in the 

detection method, rather than because of cluster evolution (Scharf et al. 1997). The 

log N-log S distribution of two other ROSAT-selected, distant cluster catalogues 

(RDCS; WARPS) have recently been used to constrain cosmological models ( K i -

tayama &: Suto 1997; Mathiesen & Evrard 1998; Kitayama, Sasaki & Suto 1998). 

The results are consistent wi th l i t t le evolution in the cluster population at recent 

epochs. 

In the Sections below, the Southern SHARC catalogue is used to test the evolu

tion seen in the RIXOS cluster sample, and to put constraints on the evolutionary 

models described in Section 4.1. The calculations assume that the survey selection 

function is well approximated by the results of the simulations presented in Sec

t ion 2.3: possible biases due to changes of cluster X-ray surface-brightness profiles 
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wi th either luminosity or redshift (Section 2.3), or incompleteness introduced by the 

optical identification process (Section 3.1.1) have been ignored. 

4.2.1 The cluster number counts and V^/Vmax distribution 

The calculation of the integrated number counts — the number of clusters above a 

given flux Hmit per unit area, commonly referred to as A''(> 5") — requires knowledge 

of the survey area over which each cluster is visible. The results of the simulations 

presented in Section 2.3 include f i ( L , z ) , the area over which a cluster wi th lumi

nosity L and redshift z is visible (e.g. Figure 2.17). Using equation 2.8, 0 can be 

parameterised by flux rather than luminosity, and w i l l be labelled, in this section, as 

A{S, z) — where S indicates the total cluster flux (i.e. the measured value corrected 

for flux fall ing outside the aperture). 

I f the clusters are placed in order of descending flux, the integrated cluster num

ber counts, A'^(> 5 ) , can be calculated using 

A ^ ( > 5 ) = E : ^ 7 ^ , (4.13) 

where Si and Zi are the total flux and redshift of cluster number i. Applying this 

equation to the Southern SHARC catalogue produces the distribution shown as 

solid squares in Figure 4.1. The error bar on the faintest point has been calculated 

assuming poisson statistics (Gehrels 1986), giving A'^(> S) = 3.17lo;53 deg~^ at a 

flux of 4.7 X 10"*'' ergcm~^s~*. No correction has been apphed to account for the 

high-flux clusters that are missing f rom the catalogue because of the small survey 

area. 

The crosses in Figure 4.1 show the corresponding N{> S) distribution for the 

WARPS catalogue (Jones, private communication). Whilst the surveys are similar 

at the faint end — at a flux of 6 x 10"*'' ergcm"^s"* the WARPS survey has 

a cluster number density of 1.9 ± 0.4 deg"^ compared to 2.7 ± 0.5 deg"^ for the 

Southern SHARC catalogue — the distributions are different, since the WARPS 

points lie below the Southern SHARC points at all fluxes. 
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Figure 4.1: The solid squares show the log A^-log S distribution for the Southern 
SHARC catalogue, the crosses give the WARPS distribution (Jones, private com
munication), and the error bars on the faintest points indicate poisson errors. A 
non-evolving cluster population would produce a distribution indicated by the solid 
line, assuming the BCS X L F and = 0.5. 
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The expected number-counts relation can be computed given a model for the 

evolution of the cluster X L F wi th redshift, (j)(L,z), by 

/ •CO fOO 
A ^ p r e d ( > S)= / <^(L, z) dV{z) dL dz, (4.14) 

^2=0 JL(S,Z) 

where dV{z) is the volume per unit area at a given redshift, z, and L{S,z) is the 

luminosity of a cluster wi th flux S when placed at that redshift. The solid line 

in Figure 4.1 shows the prediction for a non-evolving cluster population, where 

(f>{L,z) = (j){L,0). The local X L F was chosen to be that of the BCS (Ebehng et 

al. 1997), qo was set to 0.5, and the luminosity and redshift ranges of the calculation 

were l imi ted to those used by Jones et al. (1998): L = 10''^ — 10^^ ergs"* and 

z = 0 — 2. Changing these limits only affects the prediction at fluxes fainter than 

those probed by either survey. Figure 4.1 shows that the Southern SHARC survey 

lies above the non-evolving prediction, whereas the WARPS distribution is consistent 

w i t h the prediction, as discussed by Jones et al. (1998). The reason for the small 

discrepancy between the predictions shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 2 of Jones et 

al. (1998) is due to their use of X L F parameters slightly different to that given in 

EbeUng et al. (1997). 

Since the difference in the two distributions is most noticeable at high fluxes — 

i.e. mainly low-redshift clusters — the above analysis has been repeated for subsets 

of the Southern SHARC catalogue generated by excluding clusters below a given 

redshift, Zmin- The non-evolving predictions where re-evaluated by starting the red-

shift integration at Zmin rather than at zero. The results are shown in Figure 4.2 for 

Zmin = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. I t can be seen that removing the low-redshift clusters f rom 

the sample greatly improves the agreement wi th the model prediction: a comparison 

of the three graphs suggests that the excess in the A'^(> 5') distribution is removed 

by setting z^in ~ 0.15. Possible reasons for the discrepancy at high fluxes wi l l be 

discussed after deriving the V/Vma.x distribution of the catalogue. 

The V/Vmax distribution (Schmidt 1986; Avni k Bahcafl 1980) provides a means 

of estimating the uniformity of the space distribution of a catalogue. For each 

object, the ratio of the survey volume enclosed by that object {V) to the maximum 

survey volume over which that object would be detectable (K^ax) is calculated. I f 
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Figure 4.2: Each graph shows the log A^-log 5* distribution for a subset of the South
ern SHARC catalogue, generated by excluding all clusters wi th redshifts less than 
-̂ rnin, together w i th the corresponding no-evolution prediction. The label in each 
graph indicates the value of Zm\n and the number of clusters in the sample. 
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the catalogue is uniformly distributed in space, the V/Vmax values wi l l be uniformly 

distributed in the range 0 < V / K n a x < 1 wi th a mean of 0.5 and a variance of 

{12N)-\ for a sample of objects (Avni k Bahcall 1980) . 

Figure 4.3 shows the V/Vmax distribution for the Southern S H A R C catalogue, 

which was calculated using equation 2 .9, wi th Zi — 0, to calculate both V {z2 set 

to the cluster redshift) and Vma.x {^2 = oo) for each cluster. The top plot shows 

that the distribution of the whole catalogue is not uniform, and that removing low-

redshift clusters produces a more uniform distribution. The bottom plot illustrates 

this point by showing V/Vmaix values as a function of redshift: there is an apparent 

excess of points w i t h low values of both V / K n a x and redshift when compared to the 

rest of the plot. 

Two statistical tests have been used to see whether the differences between the 

high and low redshift samples are significant. Firstly, the mean V/Vmax value, de

noted (V/Vmax), has been compared to the expected value of 0.5 (Avni &; Bah

call 1980) . Secondly, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (e.g. Press et al. 1992) has been 

applied in order to check that the sample values are consistent wi th being uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 1 (e.g. Qin & Xie 1997; Dalcanton 1998) . The results for 

both tests, when applied to several redshift-limited samples, are given in table 4.2: 

only when the low-redshift clusters (z ^ 0.1) are excluded is the catalogue consistent 

w i t h a uniform distribution, at the greater than 95% confidence level. 

Therefore both the number counts and the V / K n a x distribution of the Southern 

SHARC catalogue are consistent wi th a non-evolving cluster population when the 

sample is restricted to z ^ 0.1; the constraints on cluster evolution that can be 

derived f rom the z > 0.2 catalogue are discussed below (Sections 4.2.2 and 4 .2 .3) . 

The low-redshift points are, however, not consistent wi th this picture — which 

disagrees wi th the results f rom the much larger low-redshift cluster samples selected 

f r o m the RASS (Ebeling et al. 1997; De Grandi et al. 1997). 

Two possible reasons for this low-redshift discrepancy are an enhancement in the 

number of clusters over the expected value, or over-estimation of the fluxes. An ex-
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Whole sample 

z > 0.15 

Figure 4.3: The top plot shows histograms of the V/Knax values obtained when 
using the whole Southern SHARC sample (open histogram) and a sample restricted 
to z > 0.15 (hatched histogram). The bottom plot shows the individual V/Vm^x 

points plotted against the cluster redshift. The dotted line indicates the expected 
mean value for a catalogue of objects which are uniformly distributed in space. 
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Sample •^clus a D -PKS 

Full 36 0.340 3.3 0.256 0.014 
z > 0.1 29 0.405 1.8 0.197 0.187 
z > 0.15 26 0.419 1.4 0.194 0.253 
z > 0.2 24 0.449 0.9 0.189 0.324 
z > 0.3 16 0.429 1.0 0.213 0.416 

Table 4.2: Results of the two statistical tests applied to the V / K n a x distribution for 
various redshift-limited samples of the Southern SHARC catalogue. The column 
labelled a gives the number of standard deviations that the mean value ( ( V / V m a x ) ) 

is away f rom the expected value of 0.5, when the variance is set to (12A'cius)~^ 
(Avn i & Bahcall 1980). The absolute value of the maximum difference between the 
cumulative distribution and that of a uniformly distributed sample is given in the 
column labelled D. This is used in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to calculate -PA'S, 
the probability that the points are drawn f rom a uniform distribution. 

cess of sources could be due to serious contamination of the catalogue by non-cluster 

objects — although this is unlikely since the major i ty of the low-redshift detections 

are clearly extended (Appendix B) — or because of the "second-generation serendip

i ty effect" discussed in Section 2.2.4. Inspection of Figure 4.1 suggests that the fluxes 

would have to be over-estimated by ~ 100% to explain the difference. A t 2 ~ 0.1, a 

f lux of 4 X 10"^'' ergcm"^ s~̂  corresponds to a luminosity of ~ lO''^ ergs~\ typical of 

groups, rather than clusters, of galaxies (e.g. Henry et al. 1995). As groups have core 

radii roughly five-times smaller than, and a similar distribution of /3 values to, clus

ters (Pildis, Bregman &; Evrard 1995), the assumption of a surface-brightness profile 

typical of clusters could lead to systematic errors in the calculated fluxes. However, 

the maximum over-estimate is only 25% (equation 3.3 and Figure 3.9), unless the 

use of an over-sized aperture leads to the inclusion of emission f rom contaminating 

sources which have not been masked out. As the sources are too faint to have been 

detected in RASS cluster samples, i t is currently not possible to compare the fluxes 

presented here wi th those f rom an independent survey. As the Southern SHARC 

catalogue is designed to study the high-redshift cluster population, the low-redshift 

population wi l l not be investigated further. 
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Figure 4.4: The solid fine shows the redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC 
sample, using redshift bins of width 0.1. The dotted fine shows the corresponding 
distr ibution for the RIXOS cluster sample, taken f rom Castander et al. (1995) and 
Castander (1996). 

4.2.2 The redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC cat

alogue 

The redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC cluster sample is shown in Fig

ure 4.4, together w i th that of the RIXOS cluster catalogue (Castander et al. 1995; 

Castander 1996). Whilst the RIXOS cluster catalogue has a different selection func

t ion to the Southern SHARC catalogue, and covers a slightly smaller area — 14.9 

deg'^ compared to 17.7 deg^— i t does reach a similar depth, and i t is qualitatively 

obvious that the Southern SHARC catalogue contains more high-redshift clusters 

than the RIXOS cluster catalogue. Since i t is the absence of such clusters that Cas

tander et al. (1995) claim is evidence for negative evolution of the cluster population, 

i t is important to quantify the significance of this difference. 

The discussion presented below extends that presented in Collins et al. (1997); 

the main difference is that the selection function is calculated f rom the simula

tions presented in Section 2.3, rather than an analytic model. As in Castander et 

al. (1995), the analysis is restricted to clusters wi th redshifts greater than 0.2, both 

to ensure that uncertainties in the faint-end slope of the low redshift X L F (e.g. ta

ble 4.1) do not affect the results and because the low-redshift sample is not suited 
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to such analysis (Section 4.2.1). 

For a given differential X L F , (f){L), the expected number of clusters in the South

ern SHARC catalogue, in the redshift shell zi to Z2, is given by 

rV^^x{L)<t>{L)AL, (4.15) 
Jo 

where Vma.x{L) is the search volume available for a cluster of luminosity L in the 

redshift range Zi to Z2i and is calculated using equation 2.9. For each model X L F , 

the expected number of clusters was calculated for the z > 0.2 redshift bins shown in 

Figure 4.4; the results are listed in table 4.3. For the comparisons discussed below, 

the errors on the model predictions have been neglected, since i t is assumed that 

the Poisson errors on the observed number of clusters wi l l dominate. Figure 4.5 

compares several of these predictions to the observed redshift distribution. 

The models used to create <?!>(X), for use in equation (4.15), have been chosen 

to illustrate the evolutionary behaviour of the models discussed in Section 4.1, and 

include: 

No evolution model 

I f there is no evolution in the cluster X L F , then a local determination of the 

X L F can be used to calculate the expected number of clusters. Both the 

BCS and ESO-KP determinations of the X L F have been used; there is no 

significant difference between the two predictions. Whilst the models predict 

a flatter distribution than that observed, the overall number of clusters in the 

redshift range z = 0.3 — 0.7 agrees well wi th the observed value. This is in 

direct contrast to the result of Castander et al. (1995), who find that a no-

evolution model, based on the local X L F of Edge et al. (1990), does not fit the 

RIXOS cluster redshift distribution. 

Self-similar scaling 

Assuming that the gas and dark matter evolve self-similarly, the scaling rela

tions given in equations (4.6) and (4.7) have been appHed to the BCS X L F . 

Two models were used: ssnl, which has n = — 1 , as in the standard C D M 
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model on cluster scales, and ssn2, which has a flatter power spectrum, wi th 

n — —2. Both models agree wi th the low-redshift bin, but show strong positive 

evolution at higher redshifts, which does not fit the observed distribution. 

Constant entropy model 

The BCS X L F has been scaled using equations (4.8) and (4.7), which assumes 

that the dark matter evolves self similarly, but the entropy of the gas in the 

cluster core remains constant wi th time, so e = 0. As wi th the self-similar 

model, two values of the spectral index have been used: eOnl has n = — 1 

and e0n2 has n = —2. The n = — 1 model shows good agreement wi th the 

observed distribution, unlike the n = —2 model, for which the flatter power 

spectrum leads to too much evolution at low redshifts. 

Press-Schechter 

The model presented in Henry et al. (1992), corrected to work in the 0.5 — 2.0 

keV pass band (equation 4.11), has been used to predict the cluster redshift 

distribution. For this calculation, the best-fit values of n = —2.10 and ko = 

0.029/i Mpc~^ f rom Henry et al. (1992) have been adopted, and the results 

are labelled as EMSS in table 4.3. Whilst this model produces the best fit to 

the low redshift bin of all the models presented here, the evolution at higher 

redshifts is stronger than observed. However, over the redshift range z — 

0.3 — 0.7, the predicted number of clusters is 8.7, only ~ 2c7 below the observed 

value. 

Equations (4.7) and (4.8) were used to scale the BCS X L F , for a range of n and 

e values, and a maximum-hkehhood technique (Cash 1979) used to find the values 

which produced the best fit to the redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC 

catalogue. The best-fit values are n = —2.2 and e = —4.6, corresponding to rea

sonably strong heating of the I C M , but not as strong as that of the self-similar 

model, which has e = —5.7 for this value of the spectral index. Figure 4.6 shows 

the 68% and 90% confidence contours f rom this fitting procedure; for a CDM-like 

power spectrum, a constant entropy model Hes wi thin the one-sigma limits. Similar 

results were obtained using the ESO-KP X L F [n = —2.0 and e = —3.1); for the 
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Model Number of clusters 
0 . 2 - 0 . 3 0 . 3 - 0 . 4 0 . 4 - 0 . 5 0 . 5 - 0 . 6 0 . 6 - 0 . 7 0 . 3 - 0 . 7 

S SHARC O+4.0 
" - 2 . 8 

7+3.8 
' - 2 . 6 

c+SA 
^-2 .2 

q+2.9 1+2.3 
-'^-0.8 

1 (3+5.1 
•'•"-4.0 

BCS 4.9 4.7 4.0 3.3 2.6 14.6 
ESO-KP 4.0 4.4 4.2 3.7 3.1 15.4 
ssnl 9.6 11.7 12.2 12.2 11.7 47.8 
ssn2 9.5 10.8 9.8 7.9 5.6 34.1 
eOnl 5.8 5.7 4.6 3.5 2.4 16.2 
e0n2 3.7 2.4 1.0 0.2 0.0 3.6 
EMSS 7.3 4.7 2.4 1.1 0.5 8.7 
best fit 6.2 5.9 4.4 2.9 1.6 14.8 

Table 4.3: The table shows the predicted number of clusters, as a function of redshift, 
in the Southern SHARC survey, for a range of evolutionary models. For ease of 
comparison, the first line shows the number of clusters detected in the Southern 
SHARC survey, together wi th the one-sigma Poisson errors f rom Gehrels (1986). 
Both the BCS and ESO-KP refer to a non-evolving X L F model, where the X L F 
is taken to be that listed in table 4.1. The ssnl and ssn2 lines refer to self-similar 
models, w i th n = — 1 and n = —2 respectively. Similarly, eOnl and e0n2 label the 
constant-entropy models, wi th n = —1 and n = —2. The model listed as EMSS refers 
to equation (4.11), w i th n = -2.10 and ko = 0.029h Mpc-^ (Henry et al. 1992). 
The last line, labelled best fit, refers to the best-fit Bower (1997) model to both the 
Southern SHARC and EMSS catalogues (n = —1.8 and e = -1 .7 ) described in the 
text. 

J3 
E 

BCS 
eOnI 
EMSS 
Best fit 

Southern SHARC 

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Redshift 

Figure 4.5: The solid points show the redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC 
sample, for z > 0.2, where the error bars are the one-sigma hmits f rom table 4.3. 
The lines show the predicted number of clusters for selected models f rom table 4.3. 
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remainder of this Chapter the BCS X L F wi l l be used to represent the low-redshift 

cluster population. The dot-dashed line plotted in this Figure shows the self-similar 

prediction of Kaiser (1986), which indicates that this model only agrees wi th the 

observations i f n < —2. As discussed in Section 4.1, the change in the amplitude of 

the X L F is a function of n and e for the luminosity range well described by a power-

law X L F , corresponding to luminosities ^ 10^^ ergs"^ for the BCS X L F . The dotted 

lines indicate the evolutionary constraints at z = 0.35 f rom the literature, assuming 

the differential X L F has a slope of —2.2 (e.g. Section 4.2.3; Bower 1997). The lower 

line corresponds to no evolution of the X L F (Nichol et al. 1997), whilst the upper 

line is for a 40% fal l in the normalisation (Castander et al. 1995; Bower 1997). This 

shows that, as discussed above, the Southern SHARC catalogue is consistent with 

l i t t l e , or no, evolution in the cluster X L F , whilst i t is inconsistent wi th the degree 

of evolution seen in the RIXOS cluster sample. 

Also plotted in Figure 4.6, as the solid dot, is the best-fit value for the EMSS 

sample (Gioia & Luppino 1994; Nichol et al. 1997). For this calculation, the selection 

funct ion described in Henry et al. (1992) was used, together wi th the 0.3 — 3.5 

keV BCS X L F f r o m table 4.1. Although the EMSS data favours a steeper power 

spectrum (n = —1.4) wi th no entropy evolution (e = 0.0), i t just lies outside the 

one-sigma region of the fit to the Southern SHARC catalogue. A simultaneous fit 

to both data sets was performed, and Figure 4.7 shows the confidence contours; 

the best-fit value is n = —l.S^oi and e = —l-ltl'^, where the errors are one-sigma 

l imi ts . Including the EMSS data in the fit has lead to the rejection of power spectra 

w i t h n ^ —2.0. The predictions of the best-fit model are included in table 4.3, and 

plotted in Figure 4.8, wi th the label 'best fit'. 

Since i t is not obvious what effect a particular model has on the cluster X L F , 

Figure 4.8 shows the predictions of several of the models presented above. The 

XLFs have been scaled to a redshift of 2 = 0.44, the median redshift of the z > 0.3 

Southern SHARC sample. The models which fit the cluster redshift distribution 

are those which produce l i t t le evolution for cluster luminosities around 10'*'' ergs~^. 

The constraints possible on the amount of evolution at the bright end of the X L F 
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Figure 4.6: The solid contours show the 68% and 90% confidence contours f rom 
fitting the BCS X L F , using the Bower (1997) scaling relations, to the z > 0.2 redshift 
distr ibution of the Southern SHARC catalogue. The cross marks the best-fit value 
of n = —2.2 and e = —4.6, whilst the filled circle indicates the value obtained f rom 
fitting to the EMSS data only (n = —1.4 and e = 0.0). For clusters evolving self-
similarly, n and e are restricted to the locus indicated by the dot-dashed line, as 
given by equation (4.9). The lower dotted line indicates the models which produce 
no evolution of a power-law X L F (Nichol et al. 1997), whilst the upper line shows 
those models consistent wi th the evolution seen in the RIXOS data (Bower 1997). 
The hatched region shows the region of parameter space for which the Bower (1997) 
model is no longer valid at a redshift of 0.7. 
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Figure 4.7: The solid contours indicate the 68% and 90% confidence limits for the 
simultaneous fit to the Southern SHARC and the EMSS redshift distributions. The 
cross indicates the best-fit model of n ~ —i-Sto'^ and e = —1.7t2[2- The dashed 
lines indicate the one-sigma limits on the evolution of the LT relation presented 
by Henry (1997). The dotted and dot-dashed lines have the same meaning as in 
Figure 4.6. 
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X.0 

best fit 

EMSS 

(erg s"^) [0.5 - 2.0 keV] 

Figure 4.8: The solid line shows the BCS XLF, as listed in table 4.1. The other lines 
indicate the cluster differential XLF, at a redshift of 0.44, for the models discussed in 
the text. The ssn2, eOnl and best fit curves were calculated by scaling the BCS XLF 
using the relations discussed in Section 4.1, whilst the EMSS curve was calculated 
using equation (4.11). 

are discussed in Section 4.2.3. 

Tighter constraints on models of structure formation can be achieved by study

ing the evolution of cluster X-ray temperatures as well as luminosities. With the 

advent of the ASCA satellite, it has become possible to obtain temperatures for 

clusters at redshifts z ^ 0.3; since cluster samples are generally fiux-limited, rather 

than temperature-limited, most work has concentrated on measuring the luminosity-

temperature (LT) relation. There have been several pieces of work suggesting little 

evolution in the LT relation at redshifts up to 2 ~ 0.4 (Henry, Jiao &: Gioia 1994; 

Donahue 1996; Mushotzky & Scharf 1997; Henry 1997), and the result used here is 

that of Henry (1997), which shows that the amphtude of the LT relation at a redshift 

of z = 0.32 is 0.92 ± 0.07 times that of the present day relation (David et al. 1993). 

The dashed fines in Figure 4.7 indicate the one-sigma fimits that this evolutionary 

constraint corresponds to; since the cluster luminosities are in the 2 — 10 keV energy 
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range, these curves were derived assuming a temperature dependence of a = 0.5 in 

equation (4.5). The constraints f rom the evolution of the LT relation are approxi

mately perpendicular to those obtained f rom the redshift distribution. Combining 

these l imits suggests that the spectral index lies in the range — 1 . 7 ^ n ^ — 1 . 0 , and 

that the entropy evolution parameter lies in the range —1.2 ^ e ^ 0.7, where the 

ranges correspond to the one-sigma l imits , although, as can be seen f rom the Figure, 

the errors are correlated. 

4.2.3 The Southern SHARC high-redshift X-ray luminosity 

function 

The previous Section showed that the redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC 

catalogue is compatible wi th l i t t le , or no, evolution of the cluster X L F . A more 

direct test is to measure the X L F of the high-redshift sample and compare i t to a 

low-redshift X L F . Rather than estimate the low-redshift X L F using the Southern 

SHARC catalogue, the BCS X L F (table 4.1) was used; the BCS X L F is better 

defined since i t is compiled f rom a much larger cluster catalogue. This approach 

is similar to that of Henry et al. (1992), who looked for evolution in the cluster 

population by comparing the slopes of their high and low redshift XLFs. 

The X L F has been calculated using the methods described in Henry et al. (1992) 

and Nichol et al. (1997): a non-parametric method based on the 1 / K method of 

Avn i k Bahcall (1980), which requires binning of the data; and a parametric method, 

which uses a maximum-likelihood fitting procedure on the unbinned data. The 

results presented below are for the redshift shell 2 = 0.3 — 0.7, which has a median 

redshift of 0.44, and are presented for both the 0.5 — 2.0 keV and 0.3 — 3.5 keV pass 

bands; the conversion between the two bands was performed using a 6 keV thermal 

bremsstrahlung spectrum. 

For the non-parametric estimation of the X L F , the clusters were grouped into 

log luminosity bins, which have a width of A l o g L = 0.3, in both the 0.5 — 2.0 keV 

and 0.3 — 3.5 keV pass bands. The bins were chosen so that there were at least two 
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clusters in each bin. For a bin centred at a luminosity L , the differential X L F , n ( L ) , 

is given by 

where the sum is over all the clusters that lie in the bin. Various other ways of 

binning the data were tried — including variable widths so that each bin contained 

four clusters — and no significant difference was found in the resulting X L F . 

For the parametric analysis, the best-fit parameters of a model differential X L F , 

(j){L), were found by maximising the likelihood, £ , given by 

. j r I o ^ V m . x { L ) H L ) E . { L ) d L 

The product is over all the cluster detections in the redshift shell, and Ei{L) is a 

normal distribution, w i th mean L, and standard deviation equal to the error on Li. 

The presence of Ei{L) allows the effect of luminosity errors on the fitting procedure 

to be estimated (Nichol et al. 1997). Two model XLFs were used: a power law, of 

the f o r m 

0 ( L ) = A , L - ' ^ ^ (4.18) 

as used by Henry et al. (1992) and Nichol et al. (1997); and a Schechter function 

(equation 4.12). For the latter case, was set to 5.70 (0.5 - 2.0 keV) and 10.7 

(0.3 — 3.5 keV) — as given by Ebehng et al. (1997) — since the survey is not sensitive 

to clusters wi th luminosities ^ L*. The form of equation (4.17) means that C is 

independent of the X L F normalisation (i.e. or A^) , so i t is a function of the power-

law slope ( o p or ««) only. Therefore, for each model, C was evaluated for a range 

of power-law slopes, and the normalised probability distribution calculated. The 

best-fit value corresponds to the peak of this distribution, and the error was found 

by integrating the curve out unt i l the enclosed area equalled 68.3%. The normalised 

distributions are plotted in Figure 4.9 for both the 0.5 — 2.0 keV and 0.3 — 3.5 keV 

pass bands. Apart f rom the tails of the distribution, both are well approximated by 

Gaussian probabihty distributions, hence the listed errors are the symmetric one-

sigma values. The normalisation of the X L F was calculated by setting the predicted 

number of clusters to the observed number, and the errors were found by allowing the 

slope to take its one-sigma limits. As discussed in Henry et al. (1992), the fitting 
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Pass band l o g L t \ogn{Ly 
(keV) 

0 . 5 - 2 . 0 43.50 2 -5.52 (+0 .37 , --0.45) 
0 . 5 - 2 . 0 43.80 4 -6.26 1+0.25,--0.28) 
0 . 5 - 2 . 0 44.10 6 -6 .61 (+0 .20 , --0.22) 
0 . 5 - 2 . 0 44.40 4 -7.17 (+0 .25 , --0.28) 
0 . 3 - 3 . 5 43.75 2 -5.78 (+0 .37 , --0.45) 
0 . 3 - 3 . 5 44.05 4 -6 .51 (+0 .25 , --0.28) 
0 . 3 - 3 . 5 44.35 6 -6.86 (+0 .20 , --0.22) 
0 . 3 - 3 . 5 44.65 4 -7.42 (+0 .25 , --0.28) 

I L has units of erg s ^ 
t n{L) has units of Mpc-^ (10"''' ergs"^)- ' 

Table 4.4: The table lists the non-parametric X L F for the Southern SHARC survey. 
As discussed in the text, the log luminosity bins have a constant width and were cho
sen so that each bin contained at least two clusters. A^ î hsts the number of clusters 
in each bin, and the errors on n[L) are the 68% Poisson limits f rom Gehrels (1986). 

procedure gives some weight to luminosities at which no clusters were detected, 

which produces a steeper slope than the non-parametric data would suggest. 

Tables 4.4 and 4.5, and Figures 4.10 and 4.11, give the results of these cal

culations. Comparing the 0.5 — 2.0 keV X L F to that of the BCS shows that, at 

luminosities ~ 10'''' ergs~^, the two data sets are in agreement: the faint-end slope 

of the Schechter function, = 1.77 ± 0.30, is the same, within the errors, as the 

BCS value (a^ = 1.85 ± 0.09). The power-law slope, in the 0.3 — 3.5 keV pass band, 

Op = 2.22 ± 0.25, is also consistent wi th the slope of the low-redshift shell of Henry 

et al. (1992) and of the re-worked EMSS sample of Nichol et al. (1997), for which 

a-p = 2.19 ± 0.21 and Op = 2.60 ± 0.37 respectively. This lack of evolution in the 

X L F agrees with the conclusions f rom Section 4.2.2. 

The only other published X L F for X-ray selected clusters at redshifts above 0.3 is 

that of Henry et al.- (1992), f rom 21 clusters in the range z = 0.3-0.6, wi th a median 

redshift of 0.33. They find a steep power-law slope, Op = 3.27 ± 0.29, which they 

claim is the result of negative evolution, whilst the Nichol et al. (1997) re-analysis 

of the EMSS data finds a shallower high-redshift slope, wi th = 3.08 ± 0.32. 
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Figure 4.9: The top plots show the normalised probability distributions obtained 
for the power-law fit to the high-redshift cluster data. The left-hand plot is for the 
0.5 — 2.0 keV pass band, whilst the right hand plot is for the 0.3 — 3.5 keV pass 
band. The bot tom plots are for the Schechter-function fit. The dashed lines in the 
plots indicate a Gaussian probability distribution, wi th a mean and width equal to 
the best-fit values which are listed in the top-right of each plot. 

pass band power law Schechter function 
(keV) At Al 

0.5 - 2.0 2.15 ± 0 . 2 3 2.72 ± 0 . 1 2 1.77 ± 0 . 3 0 3.64 ± 0 . 1 6 
0.3 - 3.5 2.22 ± 0 . 2 5 4.99 ± 0 . 7 7 1.78 ± 0 . 3 0 5.68 ± 1 . 0 4 

l \ a - l t Units of 10-^ Mpc-3(10'*'*ergs-i) 

Table 4.5: The table lists the best-fit parameters for the power-law and Schechter-
funct ion forms of the differential X L F . For comparison, the high-redshift X L F of the 
EMSS is described by a power law, wi th = 3.27 ± 0 . 2 9 and Ap = (12.33 ±3 .87 ) x 
10"^ M p c - ^ ( 1 0 ' ' ^ e r g s - i ) " - i in the 0.3 - 3.5 keV pass band (Henry et al. 1992). 
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Southern SHARC. 0.30 < z < 0.70 

(J 
Q -

o Best fit power law: = 2.15 

Best fit Schechter function: a 

BCS XLF 

43.4 43.6 43.8 44 44.2 44.4 

I ° g i 0 4o.5 - 2.0 keV] (^•'9 S~^) 

44.6 44.8 

Figure 4.10: The solid points show the non-parametric X L F of the Southern SHARC 
catalogue in the 0.5 — 2.0 keV pass band, whilst the solid and dotted lines indicate 
the best power-law and Schechter-function parametric fits respectively. The solid 
fine shows the low-redshift X L F of the BCS (Ebehng et al. 1997), which is virtually 
indistinguishable, over this luminosity range, f rom the fitted models. 
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Figure 4.11: The solid points show the non-parametric X L F of the Southern SHARC 
catalogue in the 0.3 — 3.5 keV pass band, and the solid line is the best power-law 
fit. The crosses indicate the high-redshift X L F f rom Henry et al. (1992), wi th the 
dotted line showing their best-fit model (n - -2.10, ko = 0.029h Mpc~^) evaluated 
at a redshift of 0.37, the median value of the combined cluster sample. The dashed 
line is the X L F of the BCS (EbeHng et al. 1997), whilst the dot-dashed line shows 
this X L F scaled to z = 0.37, using the best-fit model f rom Section 4.2.2. 
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Neither slope is significantly different f rom that found in the Southern SHARC 

catalogue, the differences being at the 2.7<7 and 2.1a levels respectively. As shown 

in Figure 4.11, the non-parametric XLFs of the two surveys are in agreement for 

luminosities ^ 5 x 10'*̂  ergs"^ (0.3 — 3.5 keV), hence any evolution of the cluster 

population is restricted to luminosities ;^ 3 x 10'*'' ergs~^ (0.5 — 2.0 keV). For the 

redshift shell z = 0.3 — 0.7, the surface density of clusters wi th luminosities greater 

than 3 x 10"'* ergs"-' (0.5 - 2.0 keV) is 0.083 deg-^ assuming a 100% detection 

efficiency and a non-evolving BCS X L F . Therefore the expected number of such 

clusters in the Southern SHARC catalogue is only ~ 1.5, and so the lack of high 

luminosity clusters in the survey is not unexpected. This means that the Southern 

SHARC catalogue can not be used to test the evolution of the brightest clusters 

( L ;^ L . ) , or to examine the differences between the conclusions of Henry et al. (1992) 

and Nichol et al. (1997). 

4.3 Discussion and Conclusions 

The main result of this Chapter is that both the redshift distribution and the X L F 

of the high-redshift Southern SHARC catalogue are consistent wi th l i t t le , or no, 

evolution in the space density of clusters with luminosities around 10'*'* ergs~\ This 

is in direct contrast to earlier claims of strong negative evolution at such luminosi

ties (Castander et al. 1995). Prehminary results f rom the other ROSAT-selected 

cluster catalogues agree wi th the lack of evolution seen in the Southern SHARC 

catalogue (Rosati et al. 1995; Scharf et al. 1997; Rosati 1997, private communi

cation). Assuming that the Southern SHARC catalogue is representative of the 

high-redshift cluster population, this suggests that the lack of high-redshift clusters 

in the RIXOS is either because their detection method is biased against detecting 

clusters (Scharf et al. 1997), or because of misclassification in the optical follow-up 

survey. A t z ^ 0.1, the clusters in the catalogue are not representative of the low-

redshift cluster population, as shown by their anomalous number counts and V/Vmax 

distribution. 
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Whils t the Southern SHARC catalogue is able to constrain the evolution at 

luminosities ~ lO^'' ergs"^, i t does not cover a large enough area to be sensitive to 

evolution at luminosities ̂  L*. Therefore, no comment can be made on the different 

conclusions drawn by Henry et al. (1992) and Nichol et al. (1997) f rom the EMSS 

cluster catalogue. 

For a critical density universe, in which the scaling relations of Bower (1997) (Sec

t ion 4.1) are valid, the redshift distributions of the combined Southern SHARC and 

EMSS catalogues are best fit by a spectral index of n = — l.StoJ ^^'^ entropy evolu

t ion parameter of e = —l-7tl'^, for one-sigma errors. The inclusion of "constraints on 

the evolution of the cluster luminosity-temperature relation (Henry 1997) produces 

one-sigma limits of —1.7 ^ n ^ —1.0 and —1.2 ^ e ^ 0.7. Constant-entropy mod

els (e.g. Kaiser 1991; Evrard & Henry 1991) are consistent wi th both the redshift 

distributions, and the LT constraints, i f —1.4 n ^ —1.2. 

Whils t the evolution of the X L F can be used to measure cosmological parame

ters, i t is preferable to use the X-ray temperature function ( X T F ) for this purpose, 

since the gas temperature is a better tracer of the cluster mass than the luminosity. 

Recently, Henry (1997) used a sample of ASCA-observed EMSS clusters to measure 

the z — 0.32 X T F . Using a Press-Schechter based analysis to compare the result to 

the local distribution, derived by Henry k Arnaud (1991), Henry (1997) reported 

that rio — 0.5 for both open and flat cosmologies. In such a low-density universe, 

the growth rate of structures is less than in a critical universe. The lack of evolution 

of the X L F seen in the Southern SHARC catalogue is therefore also qualitatively 

consistent wi th a low-density universe. Various X-ray selected cluster samples have 

been used to show that their properties are consistent wi th a low value of the den

sity parameter. The mass-to-light ratio (Carlberg et al. 1996) and number density 

(Carlberg et al. 1997) of the clusters in the CNOC redshift survey of selected EMSS 

clusters (Yee, EUingson & Carlberg 1996) suggest fio - 0.2 - 0.6. A number of 

authors (Kitayama k Suto 1997; Mathiesen k Evrard 1998; Kitayama, Sasaki k 

Suto 1997) have used the log N - log S distribution of ROSAT-selected clusters 

(RDCS; WARPS; BCS), together wi th a Press-Schechter based analysis, to show 
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that 0,0 ~ 0.3 — 0.5 models are a good f i t to the data. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis has presented an X-ray selected catalogue of galaxy clusters — the 

Southern SHARC catalogue — and used i t to study the properties of the high-

redshift cluster population. Section 5.1 presents the conclusions of this thesis, whilst 

Section 5.2 highlights several future avenues of research. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Afte r reviewing the X-ray properties of galaxy clusters and the capabilities of ROSAT, 

Chapter 2 discussed various possible strategies for the creation of an X-ray selected 

cluster sample. The chosen method was to use the angular extent of the X-ray 

sources as a primary discriminant: the intrinsic sizes of clusters, coupled wi th the 

angular resolution of the ROSAT PSPC, means that clusters of modest luminosity, 

10^'' ergs~^, should be visible out to 2; ~ 0.6 in a 10 ks exposure, whilst the con

tamination in the catalogue due to A G N and QSOs — the main component of the 

X-ray sky at these flux l imits — wi l l be greatly reduced, because these sources are 

point-like. A range of source-detection techniques were then discussed, the chosen 

method uses a maximum-likehhood technique (Cash 1979) together wi th a model of 

the surface-brightness profile to define the detection significance. The method also 

provides a means of calculating the extent significance of a source, by comparing 
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the observed photon distribution to a range of extended profiles. A f u l l description 

of the X-ray reduction method is followed by details of the resulting catalogue of 

extended X-ray sources. The Chapter finishes wi th the simulations performed to 

calculate the selection function of the survey, which is used in the calculations pre

sented in Chapter 4. For clusters at redshifts beyond 0.3, the minimum luminosity 

detectable is ~ 10"̂ ^ ergs~\ approximately three times lower than that possible wi th 

the EMSS (Henry et al. 1992). 

Not all the sources in the X-ray catalogue presented in Chapter 2 are clusters; 

nearby galaxies, which are genuinely extended sources, as well as objects which 

appear extended due to source confusion, or a mis-match between the real and 

model PSF, have to be removed f rom the fist. The first half of Chapter 3 discusses 

the steps taken to remove these contaminating sources. The optical follow-up of 

the cluster candidates was described: both the strategy used to identify the X-ray 

sources and the reduction techniques used on the optical data. Out of the 103 

extended sources, 36 clusters are identified. The survey is 90% complete, wi th 11 

sources requiring identification: the optical properties of these sources suggest that 

some may be low-redshift groups, whilst others could be high-redshift clusters. 

The second half of Chapter 3 is devoted to the calculation of the X-ray luminosi

ties of the clusters. The large detector area of the PSPC means that the aperture 

used to measure the flux can be adjusted for each cluster, rather than using a fixed 

angular aperture as wi th the EMSS (Henry et al. 1992). The aperture was chosen 

to contain 80% of the flux f rom a King profile, wi th a core radius of 250 kpc and 

f3 = 2/3 — typical of local cluster samples — when scaled to the cluster redshift. 

The conversion f rom measured to total count rate was therefore just a multiplica

t ion by 1.25. This is in contrast to the EMSS (Henry et al. 1992), which used a 

fixed angular aperture. Although cluster X-ray emission is due to both thermal 

bremsstrahlung radiation and line emission f rom metals in the I C M , the continuum 

emission dominates. The conversion f rom a count rate into both a flux and a lumi^ 

nosity was therefore made assuming a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum, wi th the 

temperature set to 6 keV. Although clusters exhibit a range of temperatures, i t 
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was shown that the errors on the cluster luminosities was dominated by the Poisson 

errors on the detected photons, rather than the assumption of a fixed tempera

ture. The Chapter finishes by presenting the redshifts, fluxes and luminosities of 

the Southern SHARC catalogue, which contains 36 clusters, over the redshift range 

0.05 < z < 0.7, and wi th luminosities of 7 x 10"^ ergs-^ to 4 x 10'*'* ergs-^ The 

high-redshift sample consists of the 16 clusters wi th z > 0.3 and wi th luminosities 

greater than 2 x 10^^ ergs"^ 

Chapter 4 presents the z > 0.2 redshift distribution of the Southern SHARC 

catalogue, and shows that i t is consistent wi th the predictions of a no-evolution 

model, based on the local X L F of the BCS (Ebeling et al. 1997). This is in direct 

contrast w i th the findings of Castander et al. (1995), who use a similar technique to 

demonstrate that the RIXOS cluster catalogue shows strong negative evolution for 

clusters of luminosities ~ 10'*'* erg s~ .̂ Whilst i t is not yet clear what the difference is 

due to, preliminary evidence f rom the other ROSAT-selected distant-cluster surveys 

(RDCS, Rosati 1997, private communication; WARPS, Scharf et al. 1997) suggest 

that they are consistent wi th l i t t le evolution at this luminosity. The analysis is 

restricted to high redshifts since the number counts and V / K i a x distribution of the 

low-redshift clusters (2 ^ 0.1) are not consistent wi th the properties of much larger 

cluster samples over the same redshift range (BCS, Ebeling et al. 1997; ESO-KP, 

De Grandi et al. 1997). 

The scaHng relations presented in Bower (1997), which include the possibility 

of physical processes other than gravity affecting the I C M , were fit to the redshift 

distributions of both the Southern SHARC and EMSS (Gioia k Luppino 1994; 

Nichol et al. 1997) catalogues. For an Einstein-de Sitter universe, in which the 

scaling relations are valid, the best-fit values of the spectral index and entropy 

evolution parameter are n = — 1.8to!3 and e — —l-7tl'^ respectively. Although the 

BCS X L F was used for this calculation, the results are similar i f another local X L F is 

used, such as that of the ESO-KP sample (De Grandi 1997; De Grandi 1997, private 

communication). The best-fit value suggests that the I C M evolution is dominated 

by heating, rather than cooling, processes, although the amount required is not 
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consistent w i th the shock-heating in a self-similar model (Kaiser 1986), which has 

e = —4.3 for this value of the spectral index. Recent constraints on the evolution 

of the LT relation (Henry 1997) restrict the 68% confidence region of the model 

values to —1.7 ^ n ^ —1.0 and —1.2 ^ e ^ 0.7. For the constant-entropy models 

introduced by Kaiser (1991) and Evrard k Henry (1991), the data suggest that the 

spectral index lies in the range —1.4 ^ n ^ —1.2. 

The high-redshift (0.3 < z < 0.7) X L F of the Southern SHARC catalogue was 

calculated using both non-parametric and parametric techniques. This is the first 

measurement of the cluster X L F for luminosities ^ lO^'' ergs""^ at these redshifts. 

F i t t i ng a power-law to the data produced: ap = 2 .15±0 .23 and Ap = (2 .72±0.12) x 

10-^ Mpc -3 ( lO^^e rgs - i ) " - ! for the 0.5 - 2.0 keV pass band; = 2.22 ± 0.25 and 

Ap = (4.99 ± 0 . 7 7 ) X 10"^ Mpc-^ (lO'"'ergs-i) '*-^ for the 0.3 - 3.5 keV pass band. 

These results are i n good agreement wi th the local X L F of the BCS and the low-

redshift shell of the EMSS, for both the original (Henry et al. 1992) and re-analysed 

(Nichol et al. 1997) samples. The power-law fit is shallower than the EMSS high-

redshift shell, the difference being significant at the 2.7a and 2.1(7 levels, for the 

original and re-analysed fits respectively. Comparing the non-parametric version 

to that f rom Henry et al. (1992) shows that the surveys are similar for luminosities 

^ 3 X 10'*'* ergs"^ (0.5 — 2.0 keV); at larger luminosities the XLFs disagree, although 

there is not enough overlap in luminosity to see i f the difference is significant. The 

conclusion drawn f rom these results is that, as wi th the redshift distribution, the 

Southern SHARC catalogue is consistent wi th no evolution of the cluster X L F at 

luminosities ~ 10'*'* ergs~^. Any evolution of the cluster population can therefore 

only occur for luminosities brighter than ~ 3 x 10'*'* ergs~^. 

The above analysis was performed assuming an Einstein-de Sitter universe. How

ever, the lack of evolution in the X L F is also qualitatively consistent wi th a low 

value of the density parameter fio- Recent results f rom X-ray selected cluster sam

ples have also provided evidence for Ho < 1: Henry (1997) uses the evolution of the 

X T F to show rio — 0.5; the mass-to-light ratios (Carlberg et al. 1996) and number 

density (Carlberg et al. 1997) of clusters in the CNOC survey are consistent wi th 
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Oo — 0.2 - 0.6; and the log N - log S distributions of ROSAT-selected cluster sam

ples are fit by models wi th OQ ~ 0.3 — 0.5 (Kitayama & Suto 1997; Mathiesen &; 

Evrard 1998; Kitayama, Sasaki & Suto 1998). 

5.2 Future work 

In the near future, the results f rom the other ROSAT-selected distant cluster cata

logues — RDCS and WARPS — w i l l become available. The results of these surveys 

should shed light on whether the X-ray cluster population evolves strongly at lumi

nosities around 10^^ ergs~^, as suggested by the RIXOS data, or is consistent wi th 

no evolution, as argued in this thesis. A comparison of the selection techniques of 

the various catalogues would be useful in determining the sensitivity of the measured 

evolution to possible selection biases (Castander 1997, private communication). As 

w i t h the Southern SHARC survey, the sizes of both the RDCS and the WARPS 

(Rosati 1997, private communication; Jones 1997, private communication) are not 

large enough to test the evolution of the cluster population at luminosities ^ L*. 

For this, large area surveys such as the RASS NEP project (e.g. Bower et al. 1996) 

and the Bright SHARC survey (Nichol 1997, private communication) are required. 

The interest in these luminous clusters stems f rom the fact that they are the 

most massive virialised systems in the universe, and so the redshift evolution of 

their abundance is an extremely sensitive test of cosmological models. Since the X-

ray luminosity is not a good measure of the cluster mass, an alternative is required. 

The most common technique is to use the cluster temperature, since i t is expected 

to be similar to the vir ial temperature of the cluster and hydrodynamic simulations 

can be used to normalise the predictions (e.g. Evrard, Metzler & Navarro 1996). 

However, most cluster samples are selected on the basis of their flux, rather than 

temperature, so there is interest in combining the two approaches by measuring the 

evolution of the luminosity-temperature relation using an X-ray selected catalogue 

(e.g. Eke et al. 1996; Oukbir, Bartlett & Blanchard 1997; Bower 1997). Section 4.2.2 

provides an example of such an approach, where the constraints on the Bower (1997) 
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model, fitted to the redshift distributions of the Southern SHARC and EMSS cata

logues, were improved by including the Henry (1997) results on the evolution of the. 

LT relation. Although ASCA can measure I C M temperatures for clusters beyond 

redshifts of 0.3, i t can only do this for the brightest systems. The launch of the Ad

vanced X-ray Astronomy Facility ( A X A F ) satellite, in August 1998, and the X-ray 

Mul t i -Mi r ro r ( X M M ) satellite, in late 1999, wi l l enable such measurements to be 

performed for clusters wi th luminosities typical of those detected in the Southern 

SHARC survey. 

L i t t l e is known about the evolution of the surface-brightness profile of clusters. 

Both X M M and A X A F have the necessary spatial resolution and sensitivity to pro

vide images of clusters at high redshift. As well as testing the assumption used 

throughout this thesis, that the surface-brightness profile can be modelled by an 

non-evolving isothermal sphere, such a study can be compared to the predictions 

of the models presented in Section 4.1, and so determine what physical processes 

affect the evolution of the I C M . Temperature and gas density profiles can be used 

to measure the distribution of mass wi th in the cluster. 

A n alternative method of measuring the mass of a cluster is to use the lensing 

signature caused by the cluster potential well (e.g. Fort & Mellier 1994). Massive 

clusters can produce giant arcs — such as seen in the spectacular HST image of Abell 

2218 — which can be used to constrain the mass wi th in the region encompassed by 

the arcs. Such an approach is only suited to the most massive of clusters, since 

the formation of the arcs requires a high mass concentration, and only provides 

an estimate of the mass within the cluster core, since this is where the arcs are 

seen. A more suitable approach for the general cluster population is to deduce the 

mass f rom the small distortions (weak lensing) produced in the background galaxy 

population as the light-rays pass through the cluster (e.g. Kaiser k Squires 1993; 

Wilson, Cole k Frenk 1996). The advent of large-area CCD cameras means that 

i t is now possible to measure the mass profile well beyond the cluster core. Two 

examples of the work possible wi th mass estimates of ROSAT-selected clusters are 

a study of the luminosity-mass relation as a function of cluster luminosity, and the 
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comparison of the mass and gas spatial profiles. The results of both studies would 

provide tests of the theories of structure formation. 

Another means of selecting clusters is to use the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) ef

fect, where the inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons by the high-energy 

electrons in the I C M distorts the blackbody spectrum of the CMB (Sunyaev k 

Zel'dovich 1972). The SZ effect has now been reliably measured (e.g. Birkinshaw 

k Hughes 1994; Carlstrom, Marshall k Grego 1996) and future instruments, such 

as the European P L A N C K satellite and the Japanese Large Millimeter and Sub-

millimeter Array, have the capability of detecting large numbers of clusters. Ini t ia l 

interest in the SZ effect has been the measurement of Bubble's constant (e.g. Birkin

shaw k Hughes 1994), whilst current work has shown that the evolution of the SZ 

decrement can be used to measure J7o, in an analogous manner to the X-ray temper

ature function (e.g. Barbosa et al. 1996; Eke et al. 1996; Colafrancesco et al. 1997) 

Throughout this thesis the approach has been to consider a cluster as containing 

a gaseous component trapped in the viriafised region of the potential well of the 

dark matter halo — the galaxy population has effectively been ignored. However, 

the galaxy population is important in its own right, and can also provide important 

information on the formation history of the cluster, particularly of the I C M (e.g. 

Trentham 1994; Nath k Chiba 1995; Lopez-Cruz et al. 1997). Currently, the stud

ies of galaxy populations in distant clusters are l imited to either optically-selected 

clusters, hence subject to the uncertainties inherent to these catalogues, or to the 

most luminous X-ray clusters, and so are not representative of the general cluster 

population. The inclusion of RO SAT-selected clusters in these samples means that 

the dependence of the galaxy populations on the system mass, as well as redshift, 

can be studied. 

A n example of such a project is the study of the Brightest Cluster Galaxies 

(BCGs) in X-ray selected clusters. CoUins k Mann (1998) show that the K-band 

absolute magnitude of BCGs is a good standard candle, wi th a dispersion of ~ 0.2 

mag out to 2 ~ 0.8, for the most X-ray luminous clusters. The evidence is that 

lower luminosity clusters have a larger scatter, although as the cluster sample is 
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selected f r o m the EMSS, i t has only been possible to measure this at low redshift. 

The inclusion of ROSAT-selected clusters in this sample wi l l test how the scatter 

evolves w i t h redshift, providing constraints on the evolutionary history of the BCGs. 

This Section has presented a somewhat potted look at the projects possible wi th 

X-ray selected clusters of galaxies. The common theme of these projects has been 

to use the increased luminosity base-line now available at high redshift to study 

evolutionary effects as a function of cluster mass, as well as redshift. 
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Appendix A 

ROSAT PSPC fields 

The following table lists the fields used in the cluster survey presented in this the

sis. The column labelled ROR refers to the identification number of the ROSAT 

observation. The co-ordinates refer to the centre of the X-ray pointing and are 

equinox 2000. The column labelled nn lists the Galactic Hydrogen column density 

of the field centre, taken from the compilation of Marshall k Clark (1984), and is 

in units of 10^° cm~^. The columns labelled Time give the original, and cleaned 

(Section 2.2.3), exposure times of the observation, and are in units of seconds. The 

column labelled background lists the average background surface-brightness level of 

each field, and is in units of 10"'* counts s~̂  arcmin"^. 

ROR RA Declination TlH Time Background 
h m s 0 I I Original Cleaned 

800566 03 03 31.2 -15 40 48 2.92 14681 12209 1.45 
701036 03 15 09.6 -55 13 48 1.79 45788 44925 1.92 
800555 03 17 57.6 -02 57 00 5.67 13757 12353 2.19 
800371 03 23 12.0 - 5 1 05 24 2.25 21624 20651 1.81 
800367 03 32 57.6 -39 06 36 2.33 15138 14794 2.18 
300079 03 37 55.2 -25 21 00 1.57 50058 47278 4.06 
900632 03 42 12.0 -44 07 48 1.67 51918 43552 2.23 
800171 04 12 55.2 -65 51 00 5.02 20861 20467 4.41 
600623 04 15 28.8 -55 37 12 2.07 15320 14547 2.56 
600456 04 20 00.0 -54 56 24 1.86 17808 16520 2.14 
300221 04 53 26.3 -42 13 48 2.13 12676 11754 1.57 
600436 04 54 14.4 -53 21 36 2.12 22487 21861 1.72 
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ROR RA Declination Time Backgro 
h m s 0 I I Original Cleaned 

701557 05 02 07.2 +03 31 48 7.21 11477 11284 2.40 
700233 05 05 50.4 -28 35 24 1.73 22018 17618 3.83 
800368 05 13 33.6 -48 18 36 2.03 23622 21661 2.24 
300130 05 29 28.7 -58 54 36 3.26 14451 13649 2.19 
200638 06 48 12.0 - 6 1 55 48 5.92 10562 10390 2.12 
800370 08 47 40.7 + 17 54 00 3.72 21792 16835 2.17 
700436 08 58 40.8 + 14 09 00 4.26 21580 20060 1.91 
701458 09 45 43.2 -14 19 48 5.23 18602 17700 1.57 
701587 09 47 45.6 +07 25 12 4.02 11045 10633 1.97 
800359 10 00 21.6 -19 39 00 5.20 13129 12437 2.40 
600178 10 02 00.0 -08 09 36 5.80 14468 13374 2.28 
201243 10 37 04.8 -00 08 24 4.79 18111 17393 1.52 
800366 10 46 04.8 -00 24 00 3.80 18711 17990 1.93 
600420 11 42 09.6 +10 16 48 1.80 11719 11412 2.99 
600113 11 51 02.4 -28 48 36 6.06 15097 14693 2.47 
701202 12 01 14.3 -03 40 48 3.38 13563 13134 2.35 
201367 12 04 25.7 -03 40 19 3.51 32219 30589 2.04 
800421 12 14 21.6 +13 05 24 2.01 14310 13732 3.34 
600166 12 19 09.6 +03 51 36 1.89 12865 11567 3.51 
600587 12 26 28.8 +09 01 12 1.75 23368 16986 3.98 
600437 12 36 48.0 +13 10 12 1.68 17988 17368 6.63 
300093 12 52 24.0 -29 15 00 6.86 15751 14726 7.42 
800393 12 53 33.5 +15 42 36 2.07 13575 12781 5.06 
800374 12 58 • 26.3 -28 26 24 6.69 13689 10932 2.76 
800384 13 01 02.4 -32 26 24 5.58 15302 11255 3.58 
300219 13 13 16.7 -32 59 24 5.07 13752 13447 3.99 
600419 13 25 19.2 -38 24 36 5.33 20136 18845 6.11 
600188 13 37 00.0 -29 52 12 4.69 23364 22221 4.43 
800369 13 44 04,8 -00 10 48 3.14 21108 17228 3.02 
800637 13 49 02.4 -07 12 36 2.78 18864 14979 3.51 
701500 13 54 07.2 -02 05 59 3.99 17835 14334 2.85 
700257 15 04 02.4 +10 26 24 2.83 17185 16399 12.17 
201597 18 53 04.7 -50 10 48 6.33 22136 21464 6.05 
300272 19 35 48.0 -46 40 48 5.09 22670 21234 4.39 
700488 20 09 26.3 -48 49 48 4.57 11487 11415 5.83 
700547 20 37 31.2 -22 42 36 4.60 12291 11250 3.94 
300218 20 38 14.3 - 0 1 21 00 5.98 20668 20344 2.55 
201374 20 47 45.6 -36 35 24 6.07 29899 28778 2.82 
700538 20 52 02.4 -57 04 12 4.83 19283 18671 3.32 
300389 21 07 55.2 -05 16 12 5.00 36737 28104 2.18 
900133 21 14 24.0 -67 47 24 3.03 27530 22522 5.90 
800336 21 39 07.1 -42 51 36 2.22 13894 13431 3.29 
800344 21 56 04.8 +01 19 48 4.65 13770 12866 2.17 
800419 22 02 04.8 - 3 1 58 12 1.59 13525 12964 4.74 
700516 22 03 04.8 -18 55 12 2.69 25168 22370 2.88 
600177 23 04 36.0 - 5 1 28 12 1.57 15275 14480 2.74 
701250 23 04 43.2 -08 41 24 3.54 18767 16616 1.92 
201339 23 05 24.0 -35 52 12 2.10 13588 10496 2.77 
400144 23 14 00.0 -49 39 36 1.71 19246 18910 2.93 
300220 23 16 02.4 -05 27 00 3.78 15605 13648 1.95 
600439 23 20 31.2 +17 13 48 3.95 11241 10569 2.61 
701205 23 43 31.2 -14 55 12 2.37 14434 11356 2.87 
800357 23 47 26.3 -02 18 36 3.57 13886 12050 2.94 
800372 23 59 16.7 -32 17 24 1.56 18789 16222 2.09 
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Appendix B 

Source images 

The following pages in this Appendix show the DSS images of the 103 extended 

sources, detected in Chapter 2, in order of increasing Right Ascension. The images 

are extracted from the DSS and are six arcminute square, centred on the X-ray co

ordinates, with North to the top and East to the left. The title of each image gives 

both the name and ID of the source — details of what the ID values mean are given 

in Appendix C. The contours show the smoothed X-ray photon image: the levels 

are 2""^ x Sa above the background value, where n is a positive integer and the 

background and a values were calculated from the smoothed image, after blanking 

out the sources. The dotted fine visible in some of the plots (e.g. RX J0321.9 —5119) 

indicates the edge of the X-ray image, corresponding to the support structure of the 

PSPC, and is drawn at 19.2' from the field centre. 
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RX J0313 .4 -5510 ID = - RX J0314 .9 -5458 ID = LQ 

RX J0318 .2 -0301 ID = SC RX J031 8 .5 -0303 ID = SC 

RX J0321 .9 -5119 ID = LC RX J0322 .5 -5101 ID = P 
-—1 
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RX J0323.8-5116 ID = RX J0323.8-51U ID = M 

CM 
I 

L 
- 2 

RX J0333.0-3914 ID = SC 

CM 

. o 

RX J0333.8-3906 ID = (LC) 

RX J0334.0-3901 ID = LC RX J0334.1-3904 ID 
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RX J0337 .4 -2519 ID = IP RX J0337 .7 -2522 ID = SC 

RX J 0 3 3 8 . 4 - 2 5 3 6 ID = U\ RX J0338 .6 -2532 ID = IM 

RX J 0 3 4 1 . 8 - 4 3 5 3 ID = LQ RX J0342 .2 -4351 ID = -
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RX J0342 .4 -4418 ID = RX J0411 .7 -6547 

RX J0413 .7 -6603 ID = P RX J041 6 .7 -5525 ID = SC 

RX J 0 4 5 2 . 7 - 5 3 1 6 ID 

C M 

O h 

I 

RX J0455 .7 -5314 ID = IP 
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RX J0454 .5 -4219 ID = SA RX J0454 .9 -4211 ID = SS 

RX J0505 .3 -2849 ID RX J0505 .6 -2828 ID = IM 

RX J 0 5 0 5 . 9 - 2 8 2 6 ID = - RX J0505 .9 -2841 ID = MP 

P 
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RX J051 4 . 3 - 4 8 2 7 ID = SA RX J0529 .6 -5852 ID = M 

RX J0529 .6 -5848 ID = IM RX J0530 .5 -5852 ID = SC 

RX J0857.8+1410 ID = MP RX J0857.8+1411 ID = MP 

CM 

CM 
I 

r 

O, 
- 2 
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RX J0858.4+1357 ID = SC RX J 0 9 4 5 . 6 - U 3 4 ID 

RX J0946 .5 -1410 ID = SC RX JG947.8+0741 ID = SQ 

RX J0947.9+0730 ID = SC RX J0948.3+0729 ID = IP 
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RX J1001 .1 -1926 ID = RX J1002.6-0809 ID = P 

RX J1036.4+0002 ID = IP RX J1037.9-0007 ID = SQ 

CM r 

RX J1045 .3 -0017 ID = SS RX J1141.7+1022 ID = SQ 
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RX J1 142.0+1009 ID = LC 

RX J1200 .8 -0328 ID = SC RX J1203 .4-0350 ID = IP 

RX J1204 .3 -0351 ID = SC RX J1205 .0-0333 ID = SC 

CNJ 

o 

- 2 
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RX J1205 .6 -0338 ID = RX J1213.8+1311 ID = LG 

RX J1227.1+0856 ID = (SC) RX J1227.2+0858 ID = SC 

RX J1227.4+0850 ID = LC RX J 1227.4+0855 ID = (LC) 
- I 1 - 7 — ' r 
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RX J1235.6+1311 ID = SC RX J1236.4+1259 ID = G 

/2 
RX J1252 .0 -2921 ID RX J1253.2+1556 ID = SC 

RX - J ^ 5 9 ^ j g 3 6 ID = SC RX J1313.6-3251 ID 

- 2 
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RX J1325 .0 -3814 ID = SC RX J1325.5-3826 ID 

RX J 1338 .0 -2944 ID = LC RX J1345.2-0009 ID = SC 

RX J 1354 .2 -0222 ID = SC 

CM -

I 

1 

CNJ • 
-

• • / M * 1 
o - ' 1 \ • w V 

« : 
\# —y / 

C M 
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i * : 

V 'nt » N / 
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2 0 - 2 

RX J1936 .1-4640 ID = P 

eg 
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0 -

- 2 - 2 
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RX J2038 .4 -0125 ID = SC RX J2048 .7-3640 ID = M 

I 

- 2 

RX J2050 .6 -5700 ID = IP RX J2052.2-5654 ID = P 

6 ^ 
RX J2053 .8 -5710 ID = G RX J2053.9-5709 ID = M 
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RX J2106 .8 -0510 ID = SC 
I J ^ — — , r - ; 

o 

- 2 

RX J2107.7-0526 ID = MP 

jo 

1 -

•J 
- 2 

RX J2108 .2 -0514 ID = P RX J2108.8-0517 ID = 

RX J2114 .3 -6801 ID = LC RX J2137.6-4249 ID = P 
T ~ — ^ \ ^ 
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RX J2137 .8-4251 ID = SC 

/ • * • 
* * I /~\ y 
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• L 

J \ \ 
) / ' 

/ / * V 

- 1 \ 1 ^ 

.1 1 

RX J2137.8-4253 ID = (SC) 
"T 

- 2 

ID = MP RX J2138.7-4245 ID = -

RX J2138 .8-4301 ID = P RX J2139 .5-4302 ID = P 

- 2 
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RX J2155.9 + 0110 ID = (SC) 
- r 

RX J2155.9+0109 ID = SC 
or-

RX J2201 .3 -3155 ID = M RX J2202 .4-3204 ID = SS 

I 

• m o 

- 2 

RX J2202 .5 -3208 ID = P 
1 - i ^—r 

RX J2202 .7-1902 ID = SC 
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RX J2305 .0 -5114 ID = P RX J2305.4-3546 ID = 

RX J2313 .0-4951 ID = RX J2313.2-4933 ID = P 

RX J2314 .2 -4955 ID = - RX J2315.4-0542 ID = MP 
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RX J2359 .5 -3211 ID = SC 
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Appendix C 

Extended sources 

The table below lists the 103 extended sources detected by the survey described in 

Chapter 2. The co-ordinates refer to the X-ray centre, as given by PSS, and are 

equinox 2000. The ID column hsts the identification of the source. The first letter 

— if it is one of L, S, or I — refers to how the source was identified: a L indicates 

the identification comes from the literature (the NASA Extragalactic Database); a 

S indicates the object was spectroscopically-identified in one of the observing runs 

described in Chapter 3; and an I indicates that the identification was based on a 

deep, i2-band, image of the source obtained with the ESQ 3.6m telescope. I f the 

first letter is none of these, then the identification is based on the DSS image shown 

in Appendix B. The second letter lists which class of object the source belongs to: 

a C means a cluster; a G means a galaxy; a Q means a QSO; an A means an AGN; 

and a S means a star. The letter P shows that there is an optical point source close 

to, or at, the centre of the X-ray emission. The letter M refers to the case when 

the X-ray emission is actually from multiple point sources, rather than one extended 

source. An ID of — means that the source has no identification, and brackets around 

an ID show that it is actually part of the source whose name is given in the Notes 

column. The redshift column, lists the redshift of the source, obtained either 

from the data obtained during the observing runs, or from the literature. For those 

clusters spectroscopically identified in this thesis (i.e. with an ID of SC), the redshift 
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is the average value of the detected galaxies, where the number in brackets gives the 

number of redshifts used. The Notes column gives the name of the object from the 

literature. 

Name 
h 

RA 
m s 

Declination ID z Notes 

RX J0313.4- 5510 3 13 29.7 -55 10 25.7 — — 

RX J0314.9 - 5458 3 14 55.8 -54 57 47.3 LQ 1.829 [MZZ88] 01558 
RX J0318.2- 0301 3 18 17.4 -3 1 14.7 SC 0.370(1) t 
RX J0318.5- 0303 3 18 32.8 -3 2 45.7 SC 0.373(3) 
RX J0321.9- 5119 3 21 57.1 -51 19 25.2 LC 0.070 Abell 3120 
RX J0322.5 - 5101 3 22 33.9 -51 0 53.4 P — 

RX J0323.8- 5116 3 •23 49.0 -51 15 45.3 — — 

RX J0323.8 - 5114 3 23 50.4 -51 14 23.3 M — 

RX J0333.0- 3914 3 33 5.5 -39 13 49.4 SC 0.245(5) 
RX J0333.8- 3906 3 33 50.1 -39 6 23.5 (LC) - (Abell 3135) 
RX J0334.0 - 3901 3 34 3.2 -39 0 48.7 LC 0.063 Abell 3135 
RX J0334.1 - 3904 3 34 11.0 -39 3 54.1 (LC) - (Abell 3135) 
RX J0337.4 - 2519 3 37 28.1 -25 18 30.6 IP -
RX J0337.7 - 2522 3 37 45.2 -25 22 26.2 SC 0.577(3) 
RX J0338.4 - 2536 3 38 26.6 -25 36 23.6 LA 0.334 MS 0336.3 - 2546 
RX J0338.6 - 2532 3 38 40.7 -25 32 0.1 IM — 

RX J0341.8- 4353 3 41 52.0 -43 53 21.6 LQ 1.751 QS F3:12 
RX J0342.2 - 4351 3 42 16.0 -43 50 51.2 - -
RX J0342.4 - 4418 3 42 27.6 -44 18 19.6 - -
RX J0411.7- 6547 4 11 42.8 -65 46 484 M -
RX J0413.7- 6603 4 13 44.0 -66 2 30.4 P -
RX J0416.7- 5525 4 16 44.8 -55 25 8.6 SC 0.365(3) 
RX J0452.7 - 5316 4 52 44.2 -53 15 31.7 IM -
RX J0455.7- 5314 4 55 45.0 -53 13 31.5 IP -
RX J0454.5 - 4219 4 54 35.2 -42 19 17.2 SA 0.231 
RX J0454.9 - 4211 4 54 54.2 -42 11 3.9 SS star 
RX J0505.3 - 2849 5 5 19.9 -28 49 5.2 SC 0.509(3) 
RX J0505.6 - 2828 5 5 36.7 -28 27 56.1 IM -
RX J0505.9 - 2826 5 5 57.6 -28 25 56.0 - -
RX J0505.9- 2841 5 5 59.4 -28 40 38.0 MP -
RX J0514.3- 4827 5 14 18.4 -48 27 2.5 SA 0.230 
RX J0529.6 - 5852 5 29 39.4 -58 51 37.1 M -
RX J0529.6 - 5848 5 29 39.9 -58 48 20.7 IM -
RX J0530.5 - 5852 5 30 31.1 -58 51 34.8 SC 0.338(2) 

f There is an AGN, identified as being at z = 0.233, ~ 1' North of the cluster centre, visible as 
the point-source component of the smoothed X-ray image in Appendix B. When calculating the 
cluster flux (Section 3.2), the AGN emission is masked out. 
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Name 
h 

RA 
m s 

Declination 
0 1 II 

ID z Notes 

RX J0857.8+ 1410 8 57 48.4 +14 9 57.1 MP -
RX J0857.8+ 1411 8 57 52.2 +14 10 41.5 MP -
RX J08584+ 1357 8 58 25.3 + 13 57 14.6 SC 0.485(3) 
RX J0945.6 - 1434 9 45 40.5 -14 34 6.2 IP -
RX J0946.5 - 1410 9 46 32.9 -14 9 50.5 SC 0.230(5) 
RX J0947.8+ 0741 9 47 48.8 +7 41 24.7 SQ 0.631 
RX J0947.9 + 0730 9 47 57.5 +7 30 26.0 SC 0.128(3) 
RX J0948.3 + 0729 9 48 20.9 +7 28 58.7 IP -
RX J lOOl . l - 1926 10 1 9.3 -19 26 23.7 LG - ESQ 567- G 003 
RX J1002.6- 0809 10 2 40.2 -8 8 48.1 P -
RX J1036.4+ 0002 10 36 26.5 +0 2 6.2 IP -
RX J1037.9- 0007 10 37 57.6 -0 6 53.3 SQ 0.746 
RX J1045.3- 0017 10 45 23.2 -0 16 50.6 SS star 
RX J1141.7+ 1022 11 41 45.5 +10 21 47.8 SQ 1.250 
RX J1142.0+ 1009 11 42 5.6 +10 8 47.5 LC 0.118 Abell 1354 
RX J1142.2+ 1027 11 42 16.8 +10 26 47.1 LC 0.070 Abell 1356 
RX J1200.8- 0328 12 0 48.4 -3 27 50.9 SC 0.395(4) 
RX J1203.4- 0350 12 3 26.4 -3 49 58.1 IF -
RX J1204.3- 0351 12 4 22.8 -3 50 59.8 SC 0.262(5) 
RX J1205.0- 0333 12 5 2.8 -3 32 31.1 SC 0.368(5) 
RX J1205.6- 0338 12 5 38.0 -3 38 20.7 SC 0.207(3) 
RX J1213.8+ 1311 12 13 52.6 +13 10 36.2 LG 0.008 NGC 4193 
RX J1227.1 + 0856 12 27 7.9 +8 55 57.3 (SC) - (RX J1227.2 + 0858) 
RX J1227.2 + 0858 12 27 14.5 +8 58 10.1 SC 0.090(4) 8.0' from Abell 1541 
RX J1227.4 + 0850 12 27 26.6 +8 50 11.0 LC 0.089 Abell 1541 
RX J1227.4 + 0855 12 27 29.8 +8 54 37.8 (LC) - (Abell 1541) 
RX J1235.6+ 1311 12 35 38.2 +13 10 46.5 SC 0.253(4) 
RX J1236.4+ 1259 12 36 25.5 +12 58 59.1 G -
RX J1252.0- 2921 12 52 4.6 -29 20 42.6 - -
RX J1253.2+ 1556 12 53 14.7 +15 55 52.7 SC 0.275 (4) 
RX J1259.7- 3236 12 59 47.6 -32 36 17.9 SC 0.076(7) 
RX J1313.6- 3251 13 13 39.1 -32 50 44.3 - -
RX J1325.0- 3814 13 25 1.6 -38 13 35.3 SC 0.296(6) 
RX J1325.5- 3826 13 25 34.8 -38 25 49.5 SC 0.445(4) 
RX J1338.0- 2944 13 38 5.8 -29 44 25.3 LC 0.189 MS 1335.2- 2928 
RX J1345.2- 0009 13 45 14.8 -0 8 31.7 SC 0.087(2) 
RX J1354.2- 0222 13 54 17.2 - 2 21 45.9 SC 0.551(5) 
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Name 
h 

RA 
m s 

Declination ID z Notes 

RX J1936.1-4640 19 36 6.9 -46 40 4.1 P — 

RX J2038.4- 0125 20 38 29.3 - 1 25 16.8 SC 0.673(2) 
RX J2048.7- 3640 20 48 45.4 -36 39 52.8 M — 

RX J2050.6 - 5700 20 50 41.6 -56 59 39.6 IP — 

RX J2052.2- 5654 20 52 12.2 -56 54 26.6 P — 

RX J2053.8- 5710 20 53 51.2 -57 9 41.1 G — 

RX J2053.9 - 5709 20 53 55.0 -57 9 9.2 M — 

RX J2106.8- 0510 21 6 49.0 -5 9 54.8 SC 0.449(7) 
RX J2107.7- 0526 21 7 47.7 -5 26 11.6 MP — 

RX J2108.2- 0514 21 8 15.6 -5 13 44.1 P — 

RX J2108.8- 0517 21 8 49.5 -5 16 39.6 SC 0.320(2) 
RX J2114.3- 6801 21 14 20.8 -68 1 4.2 LC 0.130 DS 210958- 681304* 
RX J2137.6- 4249 21 37 40.0 -42 49 0.4 P — 

RX J2137.8- 4251 21 37 49.5 -42 50 49.1 SC 0.185(7) Abell 3791 
RX J2137.8- 4253 21 37 53.2 -42 52 49.2 (SC) - (Abell 3791) 
RX J2138.3- 4253 21 38 18.9 -42 53 20:5 MP -
RX J2138.7- 4245 21 38 42.8 -42 44 35.6 - — 

RX J2138.8- 4301 21 38 52.2 -43 1 5.6 P — 

RX J2139.5 - 4302 21 39 31.5 -43 1 50.5 P — 

RX J2155.9 + 0110 21 55 54.9 +1 10 3.9 (SC) - (RX J2155.9 + 0109) 
RX J2155.9 + 0109 21 55 59.1 +1 9 2.1 SC 0.219(6) 
RX J2201.3- 3155 22 1 19.0 -31 54 33.8 M — 

RX J2202.4- 3204 22 2 29.4 -32 4 10.9 SS star 
RX J2202.5 - 3208 22 2 32.8 -32 7 56.9 p -
RX J2202.7- 1902 22 2 44.6 -19 1 59.8 SC 0.436(3) 
RX J2305.0- 5114 23 5 3.2 -51 13 38.7 p -
RX J2305.4- 3546 23 5 25.1 -35 45 40.3 - -
RX J2313.0-4951 23 13 4.0 -49 51 18.8 - -
RX J2313.2- 4933 23 13 17.1 -49 33 20.3 p -
RX J2314.2- 4955 23 14 15.8 -49 55 17.8 - -
RX J2315.4- 0542 23 15 28.2 -5 41 43.7 MP -
RX J2359.5- 3211 23 59 35.9 -32 11 6.5 SC 0.478(3) 

% DS 210958-681304 is also known as the Pavo cluster. 
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